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ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates through a close reading of four novels-FAe Pickwick
Papers, David Copperfteld, A Tale of Two Cities, and Great Expectations— the way in
which masculinity and authorial subjectivity in Dickens's novels are bound to the figure
of the circle, an image which functions both as a figure for an ideal narcissistic unity and
as a sign of the individual's subjection to the metaphoric and metonymic movement of
langiiage within the symbolic order; what Jacques Lacan has identified as "symbolic
necessity." I demonstrate this double function of the circle by showing how orality in
Dickens's work belongs to a chain of images that include pretty lips, rings, necklaces, fur
ringed boots, as well as the grinding wheels and gears of the legal system. As Dickens's
career progresses, the novels become more and more haunted by the sense that the magic
circle of personal fantasy is inhabited by the violent, whirling motion of the law and
language. My argument culminates in readings of A Tale of Two Cities and Great
Expectations which show how male masochism in Dickens's novels is not so much a
negation of paternal power and privilege as it is a consequence of the latter's introjection
within the subject as fantasy, a fantasy in which the subject is fastened, as in Pip's fever
dream, to "a vast engine, clashing and whirling over a gulf"
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INTRODUCTION

A fictive tale... has the advantage of manifesting symbolic necessity more
purely to the extent that we may believe its conception arbitrary.
Jacques Lacan, "Seminar on The Purloined Letter'"

Uproarious was the mirth of the round table. Long after the ladies had retired, did
the hot elder wine, well qualified with brandy and spice, go round, and round, and
round again; and sound was the sleep and pleasant were the dreams that followed.
Charles Dickens, The Pickwick Papers

Dare I hint at that worse time when, strung together somewhere in great black
space, there was a flaming necklace, or ring, or starry circle of some kind, of
which / was one of the beads! And when my only prayer was to be taken off from
the rest, and when it was such inexplicable agony and misery to be a part of the
dreadful thing?
Charles Dickens, Bleak House

A recent review in The Dickensian of Herbert Sussman's Victorian Masculinities:
Manhood and Masculine Poetics in Early Victorian Literature and Art points to the need
in nineteenth-century studies for an "investigation of masculinity" that would consider
the novels of Charles Dickens (Booth 217). Sussman's book, which traces the ways
Carlyle, Browning, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, and Pater utilize the metaphorics of
the monk and monasticism to construct a new form of masculinity for the industrial age,
does not address the problem of masculinity in Dickens work. Sussman's book belongs
to a growing interest in masculine subjectivity which was initiated to a large extent by
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's study of homophobia and homosocial desire in Between A/en; a
study in which Dickens's work figures prominently. Through her readings of Our Mutual
Friend and Edmund Drood Sedgwick argues that Dickens's writing near the end of his
career constructs "paranoid" plots that thematize homophobic relations between men and
that conserve male power through the "traffic in women." Though Sedgwick's work on
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Dickens may explain in part why Sussman's book and Richard Dellamora's Masculine
Desire, a study of Victorian sexual politics, neglect Dickens's novels, her readings are not
exhaustive accounts of Dickens's representation of masculinity. One area of Dickensian
masculinity that Sedgwick leaves untouched is the presence of what Theodore Reik has
identified as "masochistic phantasies" in the "novels of Charles Dickens" (387).
Recent studies by Carol Siegel and Kaja Silverman have explored the ways male
masochism may undermine conventional conceptions of normative masculinity that
uphold patriarchal power structures. For Siegel male masochism is "a model of
transgression whose willing inversion of patriarchal values, including a jubilant offering
up of self, could unsettle the dominant discourse on masculinity" {Male Masochism 141).
Along the same lines Kaja Silverman's study of the way masculine subject positions are
engendered and positioned through the work of narrativity argues that certain masculine
authorial subjectivities may be "antipathetic not only to normative masculinity, but to one
of its primary buttresses, traditional notions of authorship" {Male Subjectivity 11).
Utilizing Laplanche and Pontalis's notion of "a phantasmatic," Silverman has applied the
psychoanalytic theory of fantasy to develop her conception of an "authorial fantasmatic,"
an unconscious fantasy or group of related fantasies that manifest themselves in various
repetitive narrative structures, and to investigate the way in which identification and
unconscious desire play themselves out within narratives. In Male Subjectivity at the
Margins, Silverman analyzes filmic and literary narrative constructions of masculinity
that "not only acknowledge but embrace castration, alterity, and specularity," qualities
constitutive of all subjectivity, but traditionally attributed to femininity and disavowed by
traditional masculinity (3).

Silverman privileges a masochistic masculinity that would

"say no to power" through a phallic divestiture or repudiation of the murderous
aggressivity associated with the traditional masculine subject. Silverman's work is
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important to an understanding of Dickens's novels because of his fascination with selfsacrificing male heroes and with self-destructive masculinity. In David Copperfield, for
example, David claims that he turned "the painful discipline of my younger days to
account" by making "a perfect victim of myself through his work. In a similar way
Wilkins Micawber takes pleasure in portraying through his letters the ""humiliating"'
'"circumstances'" of his life and in presenting himself as a '"Beggared Outcast'" in his
letters. In A Tale of Two Cities, Dickens explores the "secret attraction" that draws
Charles Damay and Sydney Carton into the self-destructive violence of the French
Revolution, which is represented by the "whirlings of the grindstone" the revolutionaries
use to sharpen their weapons and by the turning of "the great grindstone. Earth" (248,
250). Finally, in Great Expectations Pip tells Joe "'Look angry at me, Joe. Strike me,
Joe. Tell me of my ingratitude. Don't be so good to me!"' (439). In an essay calling for a
literary investigation of the subversive possibilities of male masochism, Carol Siegel sees
Great Expectations as a "celebration and condemnation" of the pleasures associated with
Pip's display of the love wounds he receives from Estella. For Siegel, Dickens's novel,
like other Victorian literary representations of sado-masochism, must ultimately contain
in the name of conventional gender roles the subversive sexuality it represents. My
dissertation will argue that, despite whatever threats male masochism may potentially
pose for conventional gender roles that equate passivity with femininity and aggressivity
with masculinity, masochistic male subjectivity in Dickens is characterized by an autoerotic fascination with the ways male characters are subjected to what Lacan refers to as
"symbolic necessity," the process by which subjects are bound and oriented within a
"symbolic chain" that "determines the subjects in their acts, in their destiny, in their
refusals, in their blindnesses, in their end and in their fate, their innate gifts and social
acquisitions notwithstanding" ("Seminar" 60).

II

My dissertation, "Ixion's Wheel; Masculinity and the Figure of the Circle in the
Novels of Charles Dickens" investigates through a close reading of four novels-77ie
Pickwick Papers, David Copperfield, A Tale of Two Cities, and Great Expectations— the
way in which masculinity and authorial subjectivity in Dickens's novels are bound to the
figure of the circle, an image which flmctions both as a figure for an ideal narcissistic
unity and as a sign of the individual's subjection to the metaphoric and metonymic
movement of language within the symbolic order, what Jacques Lacan has identified as
"symbolic necessity." I demonstrate this double function of the circle by showing how
orality in Dickens's work belongs to a chain of images that include pretty lips, rings,
necklaces, fur ringed boots, as well as the grinding wheels and gears of the legal system.
As Dickens's career progresses, the novels become more and more haunted by the sense
that the magic circle of personal fantasy is inhabited by the violent, whirling motion of
the law and language. My argument culminates in readings of A Tale of Two Cities and
Great Expectations which show how male masochism in Dickens's novels is not so much
a negation of paternal power and privilege as it is a consequence of the tatter's
introjection within the subject as fantasy, a fantasy in which the subject is fastened, as in
Pip's fever dream, to "a vast engine, clashing and whirling over a gulf {GE 438).
In classical mythology Ixion is "shunned and despised by all mankind" for having
murdered Deioneus, his father-in-law, whom he owed a "valuable present for the choice
he had made of him to be his daughter's husband" {Lempriere's Classical Dictionary).
Jupiter shows Ixion compassion by transporting him to heaven and inviting him to dine at
"the table of the gods;" however, Ixion repays the god's hospitality by attempting to
seduce Juno. Jupiter punishes Ixion for his betrayal by ordering him bound to a flying,
fiery wheel which whirls round and round for eternity. Ixion's crimes, his attempted
seduction of Juno, the "mistress of heaven and earth," and his murder of his father-in-law
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are, at the risk of mixing myths, Oedipal in character. Ixion's punishment by Jupiter, "the
king and father of gods and men," is a sign of his subjection to Zeus's paternal authority.'
The figure of Ixion appears at least twice in Dickens's novels. It first appears in David
Copperfield when Steerforth explains to David why he has never devoted all of his
energies to a single career: "I have never learnt the art of binding myself to any of the
wheels on which the Ixion's of these days are turning round and round" (324). Steerforth's
suggestion that Ixion's fate is somehow self-imposed rather than willed by some higher
power or system of law, indicates that he mistakenly views himself as outside the
influence of the law. In Bleak House Mr. Vholes, Richard Carstone's vampiric attorney,
replies to the impatience of his client by asserting that "we have put our shoulders to the
wheel, Mr. Carstone, and the wheel is going round" (590). Carstone observes that it is
Ixion's wheel that is turning, suggesting the degree to which he himself is an Ixion who is
bound to the endless revolutions of the legal process. London, "a great tee-totum" (221),
is a version of this wheel which is "set up" every morning "for its daily spin and whirl," a
recommencement of "all that unaccountable reading and writing" (275). According to
the OED, a tee-totum is a small, four-sided top used in a game of chance that has a letter
inscribed on each side. The letter lying uppermost after its spin determined the player's
fortune. Ixion's wheel, thus, represents the fate of an individual who is bound to the
perpetual, automatic movement of language and law.
Many of Dickens's male characters possess a castrating sense of being bound to
the whirling wheels of language and the law. These wheels are often associated with the
gears of clocks and machines such as the intimidating "rattling engines" Master

1 Dickens would have been familiar with Lempriere's Classical Dictionary of Proper
Names Mentioned in Ancient Authors fVrit Large. It was first published in 1788 and
Benjamin Disraeli used an extended portion of the Ixion entry as an epigraph to his short
story, "Ixion in Heaven," which was published in The New Monthly Magazine in 1833.
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Humphrey observes inside "the Clock" at St. Paul's Cathedral, "a complicated crowd of
wheels and chains in iron and brass" that "regulated the progress of life around" London
(Atf/C 107). The destructive power of the machine is reflected in Master Humphrey's
fear that it is capable of "grinding" his fingerbone "to powder." Many of Dickens's novels
are concerned with the regulating power of whirling social machinery, like the law, that
makes the human will "a dead letter" and threatens to grind characters into dust. The
Pickwick Papers represents the anxiety of male characters that they will be ground down
by the power of the legal system which is put into play by "writs," judgments," and
"declarations," "ingenious machines put in motion for the torture and torment of His
Majesty's liege subjects, and the comfort and emolument of the law" (418). Perhaps
Arthur Clenam, the central character of Little Dorrit, describes this sense of
powerlessness best;
'I have no will. That is to say,' he coloured a little, 'next to none that I can put in
action now. Trained by main force; broken, not bent; heavily ironed with an
object on which I was never consulted and which was never mine; shipped away
to the other end of the world before I was of age, and exiled there until my father's
death there, a year ago; always grinding in a mill I always hated; what is to be
expected from me in middle life? Will, purpose, hope? All those lights were
extinguished before I could sound the words. (20)
The grindstone is another version of Ixion's wheel. Clenam's reference to "always
grinding in a mill" suggests the idea of ceaseless toil and reflects the extent to which he
feels bound to paternal authority.^ This idea of the human will displaced by powerful
forces like the machinery of the law is one which recurrs throughout the novels. Oliver

^At least two of Dickens's literary predecessors used the link between Ixion's wheel and
grindstones or millstones in their poetry. In his dedication to Don Juan Byron refers to
"Ixion grindstone's ceaseless toil/ That turns and turns to give the world a notion/ Of
endless torments and perpetual motion" ("Dedication" 13.102-104), and in "The Rape of
the Lock," Pope describes Ixion as "fix'd" to "the giddy motion of the whirling mill"
(2.133-134).
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Twist describes how Oliver, a victim of the Poor Law of 1834, undergoes "a systematic
course of treachery and deception" that involves, among other things, being violently
brought up "by hand." In David Copperfield this powerlessness is humorously portayed
in the letters of Wilkins Micawber who describes himself as "a foundered Bark," a victim
of "circumstances beyond" his "individual control" (701) who is "placed" repeatedly in
"position[s] of peculiar painfullness"' (702). David also imagines that his "life" belongs to
a larger narrative, "a great fairy story, which I was just about to begin to read" (273), and
this idea is repeated in the figure of Mr. Dick whose "memorial," an autobiographical
narrative, becomes absorbed by British national history, specifically, the decapitation of
Charles the First in 1649. Dickens further explores the way a character's personal history
is caught up within the workings of a national history in A Tale of Two Cities. Charles
Damay laments that his aristocratic inheritance has '"left me bound to a system that is
frightful to me, responsible for it, but powerless in it'" (117). In fact, Dickens's later
novels suggest that the whirling movement of social law is not simply an external force
but one which inhabits the subject as well and determines the direction of "his" narrative
life. Edward Said uses the term "molestation" to refer to the the "consciousness"
novelists, narrators, and characters have of the groundless basis for their narrative
fantasies (84). Molestation refers to those powers external to the self that resist and
undermine the protagonist/novelist's authority to determine the course of his own life, but
as the sexual meanings of the term imply, however, "molestation" is an awareness or
even a fantasy of limitation and constriction. In his reading of Great Expectations Said
argues that Dickens organizes the novel around the conflict between Pip's transgression,
his "imperious authority badly in need of restraint" and "the molestations of truth,"
namely the hero's awareness that his "poor dream" of becoming a gentleman is a sham.
Said's reading of the novel as a fall from fantasy into disillusionment ignores the erotic
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implications of its own term by neglecting the importance of Pip's fantasies of
molestation-often expectations of molestation-that repeat themselves throughout the
novel. Pip's narrative is a retrospective construction dominated by scenes of abuse.
Included in these memories are accounts of his childhood fantasies such as the one in
which "the young man" gets his "imbruing hands" in him (10). Opposed to Pip's
expectations that he will rise into a gentleman are the guilty expectations that he will be
captured by convicts or arrested by the police; "I fully expected \Q find a Constable in the
kitchen, waiting to take me up" (19; emphasis added). Molestation is not the imposition
of external forces upon the subject so much as the novelist/protagonist's fantasy of abuse
at the hands of something that appears to limit the fulfillment of desire. "Psychical
reality" is the term Freud adopted in response to his inability to determine whether the
stories his hysterical female patients told of being molested by their fathers were true or
merely fantasies constructed in order to "'cover up'" their "'auto-erotic activity'"
(Laplanche and Pontalis, "Fantasy" 3). Psychical reality refers to the unconscious
fantasies which structure an individual's psyche and which, according to Laplanche and
Pontalis, present "consistency and resistance comparable to those displayed by material
reality" (Laplanche and Pontalis, Language 363). What comes into conflict is not the
desire for authority and the powers internal and external to the self that limit this desire,
but the fantasy of authorship and the fantasy of molestation. This latter fantasy can
assume forms of punishment such as beatings and incarceration as well as the belief that
one is bound to a system over which one has little or no control. Perhaps one explanation
for the blush which colors Arthur Clenam's declaration that he possesses "no will" is his
awareness that his statement expresses a fantasy which is ordinarily concealed. Such a
fantasy would point to the pleasures tied to being "bent" and "broken" by by stronger
forces, the pleasures associated with having one's heart disciplined, with having one's
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interior plumbed by an exploring hand, or with having one's body publicly mutilated.
Dickens's novels both acknowledge and resist these fantasies which haunt his
representation of himself as an author.

U
For Kaja Silverman the male masochist challenges the dominant fiction upon
which normative masculinity is founded by eroticizing his subjection to the Other and
undermining the image of a self-sufficient the male subject who controls the course of his
life and his relationship to the world. Using a Lacanian model of subjectivity, Silverman
sees all subjects as constructed through a series of divisions and losses and through a
series of conscious and unconscious identifications. The entry of each subject into the
symbolic order necessitates a "symbolic castration," the sacrifice of an urmiediated
relation to the phenomenal world for entrance into the world of social relations. It is "the
unavoidable castration which every subject must experience upon entering the order of
language or signification, its inauguration into a regime of lack. This castration or lack
entails both the loss of being, and the subject's subordination to a discursive order which
pre-exists, exceeds, and substantially speaks it" (Silverman, Male Subjectivity 35). The
current dominant fiction through which masculinity is constructed in Western culture
typically disavows the losses and divisions associated with the construction of subjecivity
and inscribes its own wounds upon the female body. Subversive masculinities, thus,
would openly acknowledge its foundation upon these processes of division and loss
normally disavowed by normative masculinity.
What is it precisely that the male masochist displays, and what are the
consequences of this self-exposure? To begin with, he acts out in an insistent and
exaggerated way the basic conditions of cultural subjectivity, conditions that are
normally disavowed; he loudly proclaims that his meaning comes to him from the
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Other, prostrates himself before the gaze even as he solcits it, exhibits his
castration for all to see, and revels in the sacrificial basis of the social contract.
The male masochist magnifies the losses and divisions upon which cultural
identity is based, refusing to be sutured or recompensed. In short, he radiates a
negativity inimical to the social order. {Male Subjectivity 206)
An example of such a masochist would be an Ixion who openly invites the eternal
punishment Jupiter imposes upon him. Sydney Carton's self-sacrificing submission to a
public execution is perhaps the closest thing in Dickens's work to Silverman's male
masochist He willingly binds himself to the "terrible attraction" of the "raging
Revolution," a force which is represented by the "whirlings of the grindstone" the
revolutionaries use to sharpen their weapons (248). Carton's act calls attention to the
ways in which all of the characters are caught up in the swirling events that revolve
around the French Revolution.
Silverman's version of male masochism and male subectivity derive from a
psychoanalytic theory that questions the extent to which a subject's acts, even the acts of
a self-(de)constructing ironic subject, are free from the various cultural
ideologies/fantasies that, in the words of Slavoj Zizek, "determine our activity, our mode
of acting in reality itself (47). In order to explain the way literature is bound up with
issues of subjectivity and freedom I will return to a passage that has been cited many
times before; Roquentin's conclusion in Jean-Paul Sartre's novel. Nausea, that "you have
to choose; live or tell" (56). "Nothing happens while you live," Roquentin says, "but
everything changes when you tell about life; it's a change no one notices .... You seem
to start at the beginning; 'It was a fine autumn evening in 1922. I was a notary's clerk in
Marommes.' And in reality you have started at the end" (57). Here Sartre's novel
distinguishes between those who seem to live their lives as though they were caught up in
a pre-written narrative and a more authentic existence that would not retreat into a life of
"adventure" and bad faith; one that would acknowledge the freedom and non-being at the
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heart of the human subject. For Sartre, to pretend as though one were living life as the
hero of a story lives his or hers is to deny the contingent quality of lived experience.
Unlike a fictional narrative, there is no prewritten ending in experience that would give
coherence and order to one's life.
In The Sense of an Ending, Fnmk Kermode investigates the way the works of
many modernist writers like Sartre attempt to strike a balance between narrative form
and the desire to represent the contingency of human experience in that form. On the one
hand, narrative and texuality are associated with a sort of necessity bound up by the sense
of an end, a prewritten purpose, goal, or desire that insists that the human subject move
along certain paths. Reality, on the other hand, is associated with the chaos of
contingency and is totally distinct from the symbolic realm of language and narrative.
The contingency of reality, "the utter shapelessness" and "utter inhumanity" of the world,
is what grounds human freedom but is what undermines the meaning of human
constructions. The problem for writers, particularity modem novelists, according to
Kermode, is that their desire to represent the chaotic contingency of existence in
narrative form conflicts with their need to construct a narrative structure that would make
the text understandable. It is a conflict between the desire for an impossible existential
authenticity in the work and the demands of narrative form which deform reality. Such a
conflict is evident in Nausea, Sartre's anti-novel, because Sartre attempts to represent
"contingency in a form which is, in so far as it succeeds, the destroyer of contingency"
(137). The assumption here in Kermode's work, of course, is that human beings can
experience the real as real. Words and narrative are merely veils or curtains which cover
over the formlessness of existence and prevent us from recognizing the unescapable
quality of human freedom.

For Kermode as for Satre, humans are free to choose because

it is precisely nothing that compels us to act in a specific way or to adopt a particular
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course of action. For Kermode it is the plight of the novelist that s/he must reject old,
inauthentic narrative paradigms that assume the world possesses a certain order while
acknowledging the impossibility of writing an authentic novel, a novel that perfectly
captures the contingency of existence and human freedom.
What Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis has shown, however, is that the
notion of the free subject acting somehow beyond the symbolic order that constitutes
culture is a fiction as well. What Freud refers to as "the illusion of Free Will" ("The
Uncanny"' 388) is based upon the assumption that the subject is not split by unconscious
desires and thoughts that might influence conscious choice. For Sartre the Freudian
unconscious is a form of bad faith or self-deceit; however, for Freud one cannot access
what is repressed by becoming more honest (Miller 234-37). Only through a dialogue
with an other is it possible to read the traces of what is inscribed in the unconscious.
Subjectivity is constructed by and determined by the texts that men and women are bom
into, "the history or the legends of parents, grandparents and the ancestors: the family
sounds or sayings, this spoken or secret discourse, going on prior to the subject's arrival,
within which he must find his way" (Laplanche and Pontalis, "Fantasy" 11). These texts
that constitute the subject alienate him or her from life, because, according to Lacan, "the
subject depends upon the signifier" and that signifier "is in the field of the Other," the
symbolic order within which every subject is linked in a signifying chain (Lacan, Four
205). The signifier stands in for what the subject lacks but that signifier appears from the
place of the Other and thus alienates the subject from itself and from what it desires.
Language in constituting the subject produces a lack within the subject; furthermore,
language can only cover over that lack with a signifier that acts as a figure or stand-in for
what will always be lost to the subject. There is no choice between living and telling
since to live as a subject in the world is to be influenced by the unconscious, that other
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scene, which, as Lacan says, is "structured h'ke a language" (203). Jacques-Alain Miller,
a Lacanian psychoanalyst, speaks of the relationship between contingency and necessity
in analysis;
There is always, in the narration of one's life, a strong character of contingency.
You experience your life by telling or articulating aspects of it: it was like this,
but it could have been like that. I was somebody, but I could have been
somebody else. What we have in the end is cotingency. That is the meaning in
logic of the "possible." It happened like this, but it could have happened like that.
In his discovery, however, when the patient named the feature, he had a glimpse
of necessity (written under the bar). That is, he glimpsed that, in spite of the fact
that he could have been this or that, there was something that was necessarily the
way it was. And when you discover-when you glimpse necessity in analysis-it's
frequently, I won't say always, a gratifying moment for the patient. Be it hard
necessity or horrible necessity, it feels like a victory over the unconscious. (237)
What is discovered during the course of analysis is the presence of "a law" that appears to
determine certain choices the subject has made throughout his or her life. In his seminar
on Poe's "The Purloined Letter" Lacan claims that "man" is blind in relation to "the letters
on the wall that dictate his destiny" (Lacan, "Seminar" 72). This written text is generally
unreadable and is what constitutes the unconscious. For Lacan the "human organism" is
captured in a "symbolic dimension" which "binds and orients" experience in a "symbolic
chain" which is "decisive for the subject" (40). "The displacement of the signifier,"
Lacan says, "determines the subjects in their acts, in their destiny, in their refusals, in
their blindnesses, in their end and in their fate, their innate gifts and social acquisitions
notwithstanding, without regard for character or sex, and ..., willingly or not, everything
that might be considered the stuff of psychology, kit and caboodle, will follow the path of
the signifier (60). Lacan describes the signifier's path as "a circuit" within which the
subject is linked or "integrated" into the discourse of the Other that constitutes the
unconscious:
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It is the discourse of the circuit in which I am integrated. I am one of its links. It
is the discourse of my father for instance, in so far as my father made mistakes
which I am absolutely condenuied to reproduce — that's what we call the super
ego. I am condemned to reproduce them because I am obliged to pick up again
the discourse he bequeathed to me, not simply because I am his son, but because
one can't stop the chain of discourse, and it is precisely my duty to transmit it in
its aberrant form to someone else. I have to put to someone else the problem of a
situation of life or death in which the chances are that it is just as likely that he
will falter, in such a way that this discourse produces a small circuit in which an
entire family, an entire coterie, an entire camp, an entire nation or half of the
world will be caught. {Seminar II89-90)
It is on this basis that Lacan interprets Freud's notion of the compulsion to repeat or in
Lacan's terms, the repetition automatism, "the return, the coming-back, the insistence of
the signs, by which we see ourselves governed by the pleasure principle" (Lacan, Four
53-54). Like its French equivalent, circuit, "circuit" is related to the figure of the circle.
According to the OED, "circuit" may refer to a circumference, a circular boundary or
limit, and it also denotes "a circular journey" and "the action of going or moving round or
about." Ixion's punishment, thus, becomes an apt figure for the manner in which subjects
are "integrated" in a circular discourse which repeats or returns to the discourse of the
father. Within this "circuit" or discursive circle is "caught" the various institutions that
constitute society. The spinning circle represents a symbolic necessity that enslaves the
subject in a discourse that s/he is bound to repeat and "transmit" in its "aberrant form" to
succeeding generations. The faltering discourse of the father is "aberrant" and mistaken
insofar as language is characterized by the shifting, metonymic movement of the signifier
of desire. For Lacan, the unconscious, "the discourse of the Other" or "the whole
structure of language" (Ecrits 172, 147) "has a very particular insistence—that is the word
I wanted to bring in. I say insistence because it expresses rather well, in a familiar way,
the meaning of what has been translated into French as automatisme de repetition"
(Lacan, The Seminar // 61). Lost in the translation of the French instance as "insistence"

are the legal coimotations of the word. As in the English "instance," instance can refer to
a law suit in a court of justice. In his use of both "automat isme" and "instance" Lacan
joins the idea of the signifying chain as an automatic machine to the idea of language as
law. Lacan's notion of the automatism reflects his understanding of the human subject as
governed by the machinery of a symbolic system of signs; "The machine embodies the
most radical symbolic activity of man" {Seminar II74). "The symbolic world," which
Lacan refers to as a "play of symbols," is "the world of the machine." The machine of the
unconscious is this play or "circuit" of symbols "detached" from the activity of any
subject, but which nevertheless conducts "the ballet of all the little machines," the world
of human relations (51-52). Analysis forces the subject to move beyond the imaginary
realm of the ego which rejects the "symbolic order" and "reveals to the subject its
signification," the way in which the subject is governed by a "speech [it] already receives
ready-made" (326). Thus, Lacan, like Freud, associates repetition v^'th a death drive.
Because the symbolic order "tends beyond the pleasure principle, beyond the limits of
life," Lacan identifies it with Freud's death instinct: "the death instinct is only the mask of
the symbolic order." In this way Lacan debunks the idea of an "autonomous ego"
{Seminar II68) that would "simply follow [its] inclination"(326). The human being is a
puppet of sorts and "what pulls the strings on the puppet" (67) is "the automatic unfolding
in the unconscious of the signifying chain" (Fink 225).
This circuitous detour through psychoanalysis offers more than a thematization of
what I argue is a concern in Dickens's novels. It suggests the possibility that a literary
text may be bound to a certain circuit or insistence of signs that manifest itself in
repeated narrative elements and motifs. Silverman's notion of an authorial fantasmatic
which provides a particular group of texts a "libidinal coherence" founded upon such an
assumption {Acoustic 218). A fantasmatic marks the particular way in which a subject
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has been integrated within language and the symbolic order. It takes the form of "an
unconscious fantasy or group of related fantasies which underlies a subject's dreams,
symptoms, repetitive behavior, and daydreams. It also provides what is in my view the
best point of entry into authorial subjectivity" {Male Subjectivity 160). Silverman's goal
is not to psychoanalyze the historical author who produced the text but to analyze "the
author 'inside' the text," a figure constructed by the text's narrative and linguistic
elements. The assumption here is that, as Peter Brooks states, "the structure of literature
is in some sense the structure of mind" and that the "convergence of psychoanalysis and
literary criticism" is founded upon the "sense that... there must be some correspondency
between literary and psychic process, that aesthetic structure and form, including literary
tropes, must somehow coincide with the psychic structures and operations they both
evoke and appeal to" {Psychoanalysis 24-25).
A nodal point to which Dickens's work returns and to which I will return during
the course of my readings of his novels is the figure of the circle and the way in which
masculinity is represented as bound to it. The various forms in which the return to the
circle takes, however, often conflict with each other. The circle represents not only the
characters' submission to the whirling machinery of the law but is associated with the
desire for control and with the desire to escape from the law's destructive effects. The
image of the circle in Dickens's work, for example, represents life's progress as a return
to childhood. As Jarvis Lorry says near the end of A Tale of Two Cities, "As I draw
closer to the end, I travel in the circle, nearer and nearer to the beginning" (295). The
image of the circle is a privileged figure in Dickens's work for the unity and cohesion of
self, family, and community in a world which tends to scatter individuals and demolish
human constructions. Because this sense of completeness is associated with a lost
innocence and the figure of "my pretty young mother," the circle often represents a desire
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to return to the security of childhood days: "Encircled by the social thoughts of
Christmastime, still let the benignant figure of my childhood stand unchanged"
{Christmas Stories 18). In addition Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has shown how circles and
rings in Dickens are linked to the mouth, and the control of the anus, "crucial images for
the illusion of economic individualism" (170). Thus, the circle doubles as a symbol for
the subject's desire to master the world by incorporating it within the limits of the self, as
well as for the whirling, destructive movement of language that perpetually fhistrate the
desire for control. The circle illustrates what Neil Hertz, following the work of Jean
Laplanche, identifies as the ability of the most powerful symbols to condense, like the
fetish, the threatening and the reassuring aspects of what they represent (Hertz 166-68).
As Dickens's career progresses the differences between the pleasures associated with
orality, anality, and control and the fear of being bound and punished by the law become
more difficult to discern. The joyous pleasures of the mouth so evident in The Pickwick
Papers become associated in Great Expectations with fantasies of crime and punishment

III
I begin my discussion of this subject in my first chapter with a close reading of
the Pickwick Papers which shows how the repetitious form of the novel's narrative arises
from the split between a castrating recognition that the male subject is caught in the
whirling gears of legal documents, "ingenious machines put in motion for the torture and
torment of His Majesty's liege subjects" (418), and a disavowal of that knowledge
manifested in the novel's nostalgia for the "joyous circle" of childhood, in its fetishistic
fascination with rings, necklaces, lips, fur rimmed boots, and round pocket watches, and
in its representation of the expanding, circular form of the male body. The orality of the
male characters represented by the pleasures of feasting and drinking appears as a
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conservative response to their fear that they are circumscribed by language and bound to
the grinding motion of the legal system. The consequence of this conflict is the "constant
succession" in the novel of scenes in which circles are broken, re-formed, and broken
again as though the novel itself were acting out a compulsive attempt to master a
traumatic knowledge.
In my second chapter I show how this tension between the circular, narcissistic
desire to return to the comforts of childhood and the knowledge that the self is subjected
to the fragmenting movement of language and time is incorporated within a single
narrative point of view in David Copperfield, a strategy which seems to check the
explosive repetitions of The Pickwick Papers. In this novel the issue circulates around
the question of disposal and the subject's desire to control those objects that are "going
from" him. In order to preserve the illusion that the masculine subject determines the
trajectory of his own course through life, the illusion of being at his own disposal, he
must "hold [his] own." This "firmness" and authorial "strength of character" are
associated in the novel, however, with a compulsive anality. Even though objects, words,
and thoughts constantly skim away from him, David's fascination with steel fetters,
expanding and contracting nostrils, deep mouths, compressed lips, closed boxes, tight
boots, and magic circles are all signs of his desire to dispose of his life in his own way.
David's marriage to Agnes at the end of the novel is a final attempt to preserve a
narcissistic sense of wholeness; "Clasped in my embrace, I held the source of every
worthy aspiration I had ever had; the centre of myself, the circle of my life, my own, my
wife; my love of whom was founded on a rock!" (864). Swallowed into "the circle of
[his] life" through the ring of his "embrace," Agnes becomes the lost object by which the
subject preserves its illusory narcissistic totality. David's devotion to Agnes, the shining
manifestation of "Heavenly light," is a form of fetishism whereby the writer can disavow
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his losses, those "realities" or parts of himself that melt away like the "shadows" of his
own imagination. Just as the function of the fetish is to veil lack even as it memorializes
the fear of castration, the figure of Agnes "pointing upward" invites the author to turn his
eyes away from the realities of death, time, language which lead to a sliding away of the
self

Agnes though is identified by her role as a signifier, that is, one who points

elsewhere. David's incorporation of Agnes, the novel's ultimate object of desire, does not
represent a final closing off of the circle and a sense of total self-fulfillment, because she
bears the mark of her own insufficiency to close the ring of desire. Her finger points
blindly upward, like the church steeple at Blunderstone, towards an empty sky, the future,
death, or to some other pointing figure such as "that importunate Roman" in Bleak House
"who is forever toppling out of the clouds and pointing" {BH 586). The object is always
lacking and can only point towards another object in the chain of objects that revolve
around the subject.
Just as Dickens's dismissal of the creatures of his fancy in the preface to David
Copperfield attempts to assert authorial control over the movement of signification, his
claim that he has "embodied" the violence and suffering in A Tale of Two Cities, depicted
in the nightmarish whirling motion of the Carmagnole and the bloody grindstone, also
reveals an authorial attempt to dispose of what threatens the circular self The
internalization of these scenes of violence within the body, however, are associated in
this novel with a desire for the self to be opened up and penetrated by a "pitying" or even
a violent "hand." Dickens's A Tale of Two Cities is a text both repulsed by and attracted
to scenes in which masculine characters are imprisoned, humiliated, and publicly
violated. Charles Damay, Dr. Manette, and Sydney Carton each in their own way seem
"driven" by the "influence" of a "terrible attraction" for punishment and the public
spectacle of their own trials and execution. Humiliating punishments such as Charles
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Damay's repeated imprisonments and trials. Dr. Manette's imprisonment within the
Bastille, and Sydney Carton's public decapitation and other executions "done in open day,
in the open street" before a "vast concourse" are the violent acts Charles Dickens refers to
when he claims in the preface of the novel to have "certainly done and suffered it all
myself" The cormection between writing and a masochistic internalization of violence is
present in Dickens's representation of the genesis of his own novel. In Dickens's preface
the novel's conception is linked to the author's desire to incorporate within himself scenes
of suffering and violence in order to have that violence or "main idea" shape itself and
take "complete possession" of him as though the author were passive or submissive in
relation to it. Furthermore, Dickens' use of the term "execution" to represent the act of
portraying "what is done and suffered in these pages" suggests that writing is both a
creative and self-destructive act. It constructs or embodies the self, but does so in order
to present the self as suffering or wounded due to its own "fancy." Dickens authorizes or
authenticates his novel by claiming to have "done and suffered it all myself"
Dickens's "strong desire" to "embody" in his "own person" and in his novel the
figure of a suffering, powerless masculine hero is reflected in the narrative by Dr.
Manette's relationship to his own secret text. Like Dickens' novel. Dr. Manette's letter
written within the Bastille is a secret letter about a series of secrets and is exemplary not
only because it marks the origin of the novel's story-the aristocrat Evremonde's sexual
transgression against the peasant woman and the destruction of her family- but because
it reveals the way in which the act of writing is associated with the process of
incorporating traumatic scenes of violence; an internalization of suffering that becomes a
form of self-aggression. Manette writes his letters to condemn the violence of others but
in both instances those letters return to imprison him and condemn his family to
destruction. This return of the letter is figured in his "laborious" digging which
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constructs a "place of concealment" within his own "cell." Thus, the incorporation of
violent scenes comprises two seemingly conflicting fantasies. On the one hand,
incorporation would seem to reflect a narcissistic defense against threatening external
forces. The self is represented as a self-enclosed container that preserves deep within
itself the secret of its existence. In this fantasy it resembles a locked prison cell, a closed
book, a deep cavern, or walled fortress. On the other hand, what is preserved within the
interior of these secret spaces are scenes in which the body is violated and/or mutilated.
In short, incorporation in the novel is both a defense against and a memorial to violence
against the narcissistic masculine subject. The male characters in the novel both fear and
strangely long for "what is done and suffered" in the novel's pages.
In Dickens's Great Expectations the circle of the mouth and other bodily orifices
figure a process by which the molesting power of paternal authority enters the subject
and influences the course of his life. Within Pip's narrative is a tension between two sets
of fantasies; his "poor dream" of marrying Estella and becoming a gentleman and his
horrifying fantasies of being hunted in his bedroom by versions of Magwitch's fictional
"young man" who gets at young boys's insides and eats their hearts and livers. As the
latter set of fantasies derive from the novel's opening scene on the marshes, the scene of
Pip's narrative birth, the novel suggests that they are more primary. Pip's decision early
in the novel to stow his bread and butter down his pants' leg represents how his young
mind has internalized Magwitch's secret and his threats. Magwitch's fiction of the hungry
"young man" and the convict's own threats to eat him both terrify and fascinate Pip. The
threats not only create a fear in Pip that he will be literally opened up and invaded but
they also enter Pip as fantasy and become a part of him just as the characters and places
Dickens read about as a child became, according to him, a part of his mind.
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The novel's representation of the mind as a space which is threatened by the
internalized figure of the violent father appears, for example, when Provis returns and Pip
recognizes the impossibility of keeping him "concealed in the chambers" (309). The
chapter which begins the third stage of Pip's narrative is dominated by the language of
secrecy and surveillance. Despite the precautions necessary to "keep" his "room secret"
the danger of detection exists. The night "watchman" who guards the entrance to his
Temple lodgings with his lantern cannot prevent "a lurker" from stealing his way into
Pip's staircase. This chapter makes it clear the way in which Pip's social and
heterosexual (albeit masochistic) aspirations are a cover for his secret ties to shadowy
men who hide within the darkest comers of his narrative. In short, his rooms become a
figure for Pip's mind. He may attempt to "shut off any... communication between"
Provis' room and the world beyond it, but Pip's series of surprises throughout the course
of the novel indicate that communication will occur nevertheless. The "danger.. .
always near and active" would be the danger Pip's fantasies pose to himself These
fantasies are both a source of horror and pleasure for Pip. Their nightmarish qualities
appear in Pip's dream of being bound to "a vast engine" that is "whirling over a gulf," and
in the repetitive call for "Old Clem," the patron saint of blacksmiths, "to hammer boys
round" (89). The pleasures associated with being subjected to paternal control, on the
other hand, are evident in Pip's fondness late in the novel for the way his illness
temporarily transforms him into a "small helpless creature" and allows him to become
"like a child in [Joe's] hands" (442). The horror of being bound, like Ixion, to a whirling
engine, gives way to the fantasy of an idealized pre-Oedipal attachment to the father that
would retum to a time before the subject's immersion in the alienating and destructive
forces of time and language. Thus, despite the nightmarish anxiety in Great Expectations
that fantasy operates like a "clashing and whirling" automaton within the self, the novel
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shares a dream that runs throughout all of the novels I interpret in the following chapters,
the fantasy of "returning to the delusions of our childish days" {PP 375).
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•"VEELS WITHIN VEELS'": MASCULINITY AND THE CIRCLE IN DICKENS'S THE
PICKWICK PAPERS

As I draw closer to the end, I travel in the circle, nearer and nearer to the
beginning.
Jarvis Lorry in A Tale of Two Cities

Near the opening of chapter five of The Pickwick Papers Jem Hutley, "Dismal
Jemmy," remarks to Pickwick as they view the crumbling ruins from Rochester Bridge,
'"God! what would I forfeit to have the days of my childhood restored, or to be able to
forget them forever!"' (58). Jemmy's desire to return to an untroubled child-like
existence, a response to his reflections upon what Pickwick earlier refers to as "'the
strange mutability of human affairs'" (11), expresses a fantasy that repeats itself
throughout the novel; the fantasy of returning "back to the delusions of our childish days"
(375). The novel's interest in a return to childhood is evident, for example, in its playful
use of onomatopoetic names such as Jingle, Smangle, Raddle, Wardle, Tittlebats, Tuppy,
Winkle, Dingley Dell, Bardell, Pell, Slammer, and Humm. These words suggest the
ringing and rattling of bells and toys, but also reflect a child-like joy in the sound of
words. Furthermore, many characters in the novel indulge in child-like or infantile
pleasures. There is the "fat boy," a giant infant of sorts, who does little more than eat and
sleep, and his portly figure is repeated in the large number of fat men that populate the
novel. There is also the novel's celebration of "happy, happy Christmas" which can
"recall to the old man the pleasures of his youth" (375) and reunite "in a merry and joyous
circle" families that have been "scattered" and "dispersed" by time. The "pleasures o f . . .
youth" involve precisely the formation of "joyous circle[s]" that hold the self together,
bind it to others, and circumscribe a boundry that separates the self and the family from
what threatens it. In short, the novel longs to return to the narcissism of childhood.
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Many critics seem to feel that the novel does make a circular return to the happy
innocence of childhood days. There is a strain of Dickens criticism that privileges what
it sees as the childish innocence of the novel's main narrative. Elliot D. Engel and
Margaret F. King recall Margaret Oliphant's perception that the '"spirit"' of Pickwick is
"'always that of a mischievous innocent schoolboy'" (65). The novel is a "glorification of
foolishness and frivolity" (65) and "best mam'fests the twin spirits of comedy and
fellowship" that are "muted in" his subsequent work by "somber preoccupations with
death, misteated innocents [sic], and social abuses" (56). Though they lament the "sober
sterility" of recent theoretical treatments of the novel that rely on psychoanalytic or
linguistic methodologies and ignore the optimism and humour of the novel, it is a slip
such as the substitution of mistreated by "misteated" that makes the determination of
innocence so problematic. This Freudian typo, Freudian in an entirely Pickwickian
sense, is all the more telling given the novel's preoccupation with orality, what Tony
Weller refers to as "the power o' suction." Indeed, one could argue that The Pickwick
Papers is precisely about the "misteatment" of innocents, the repeated attempts by the
male characters to re-find their lost childhood and the missing maternal breast. A
psychoanalytic approach, however, is no guarantee that the novel's innocent frivolity will
be passed over in favour of a "sober sterility." Steven Marcus links Pickwick's
"benevolence" with Dickens's "gentling" of "the conception of masculinity" in the novel
{Dickens 29): "Dickens everywhere softens the coarseness and deliberately obscures the
harsher outlines of masculine character," producing in Pickwick "the very image of
unaggressive man" (27). Marcus goes on to link this "gentling" to Pickwick's "infantile
attributes" (35), namely his fondness for eating and drinking. It is Pickwick's youthful
innocence that makes him an "ideal" of goodness and benevolence. The novel's strength
for Marcus lies in its infantilization of masculinity. In an essay written several years

later, Marcus argues that the very form of the novel reflects a free, youthful energy. He
describes The Pickwick Papers as "a celebration of the positive sides of... childhood
and youth" ("Language" 201). This celebration takes the form of a "free" linguistic play,
an uninhibited "pure writing" that resists the imprisoning structures in society and
represents "the highest kind of freedom that an individual person can enjoy" (201).
Opposed to the youthful freedom of Dickens's best linguistic play is the "obsessed,
imprisoned, anal" writing in the interpolated tales that is "caught in various immobile
repetitive modes ... for the largest part unmastered" (197).' Rather than the
"spontaneous" linguistic "doodling" that expresses in "nonlogical," "uninhibited"
language the workings of "fimdamental and primitive mental processes" such as
"condensation" and "displacement," the interpolated tales are mechanical and
conventional narrative products of an adult ego rather than an unrestrained childish id.
Marcus is obviously not thinking here of Freud's description of child's play in Beyond the
Pleasure Principle as highly repetitive, or obsessed, behaviour that is motivated by
"revenge" and an "instinct for mastery" (10): "As the child passes over from the passivity
of the experience to the activity of the game, he hands on the disagreeable experience to
one of his playmates and in this way revenges himself on a substitute" (II). In Freud's
description of the fort/da game, the little boy enacts "revenge on his mother for going
away from him" by "throwing away" his toy reel, a stand-in for the mother. Compare this
childish act of revenge to Dickens's "The Old Man's Tale about the Queer Client" in
which a son-in-law directs his "whole energies" to attaining a "protracted and terrible"

1 Along the same lines, Mark Hennelly claims that the novel is a joyful celebration of
uninhibited frolic" (27), a "tolerably harmoniouss, pristine playground with Pickwick and
Sam ... rejoicing in a sacred second childhood" (44). Hennelly's cheerful celebration of
play seems to reproduce a Pickwickian blindness to the darker and more violent aspects
of the novel.
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"revenge" against his wife's father who has abandoned him to a debtor's prison. This is
the very example Marcus uses to distinguish Dickens's "astonishingly creative" linguistic
games from his "obsessed" writing. The interpolated tales are indeed "repetitive" and
"obsessed" narratives that are often about violence and revenge, but these are the very
qualities that Freud attributes to the games children play. Indeed, both the main narrative
of the novel and its interpolated tales are dominated by repetitive and obsessed writing.
Dickens's novel constructs masculinity as a type of infantile narcissism that reperitively
and unsuccessfully attempts to defend itself against external threats.
Several critics have noted the repetitive character of the novel. Christopher
Herbert, for example, describes the novel as "a single farcical episode ... [that] repeats
itself time and time again" (4), and Sylvere Monod's claim that The Pickwick Papers is
"not a true novel" is founded partly on the text's use of "the same kind of incident over
and over again" (100). Dickens himself in an address to his readers describes how his
novel will "keep perpetually going on beginning again, regularly, until the end of the fair"
(Appendix A 902). For Freud repetition in children's play, in the dreams of trauma
patients, and in the behaviour of his own patients enacts a fantasy that attempts to
compensate for a loss or a narcissistic wound. In fantasy the lost object that was once
part of the subject returns, thus enabling the subject to attain a sense of wholeness in
fantasy. The desire for a narcissistic sense of wholeness is represented in the novel by
the figure of the circle. The circle is a figure that represents the symmetry, unity, selfsufficiency, and totality typically attributed to the narcissistic subject. We see this in the
novel's description of Pickwick himself as "another sun" (6) with "circular spectacles" (2)
who is engaged in "enlarging the sphere of his observation" (I) and filling the interior of
his "gigantic brain" (2). We see the circle as well in the novel's desrcription of the
expanding circumference of the round waists and faces of men like Tony Weller, Mr.
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Wardle, and others. Just as the universe is said to expand over time, consuming more
and more space, many of the male characters in the novel expand themselves over time.
Like an image endlessly reproduced in a hall of mirrors, the circular figure of the self
proliferates until it can be found in characters' gestures, wheels, pocket watches,
spectacles, the gears of machinery, social circles, and in the openings of mouths, boots,
pipes, and nightcaps. The creation of these protective circles take several, often
opposing, forms in the novel.^
A scene from fairly early in the novel illustrates the way in which the figure of the
circle is reproduced over and over again. The scene occurs at Dingley Dell, an Edenic
farm in the country that represents, like Tom Jones' Paradise Hall, a pre-lapsarian
harmony and happiness.^ It is a place, for example, where the Pickwickians, after a
traumatic journey from Rochester, are "put to rights" by Mr. Wardle, the farm's
paterfamilias, and his household. During their trip, the Pickwickians inablility to master
their horses and chaise leads to the shattering of their chaise and the near destruction of
the riders themselves. Snodgrass is nearly shaken "to pieces" by "the violence of the
excercise" (61) while Winkle has "his arms nearly pulled out of their sockets" by his
horse (62). Finally one of the horses "dashe[s] the four-wheeled chaise against a wooden

^Both Toby C. Herzog and Juliet McMaster have written on the circle motif in The
Pickwick Papers. Herzog emphasizes the importance of the social circle in the novel and
notes how the merging of these circles forms "a pattern of structural and thematic unity"
(55). McMaster argues that the characters themselves are "made up of circles" and that
this circularity belongs to a "pattern" of opposites through which Dickens "develops and
amplifies character and enlarges his themes" (613-14). Following their lead, my reading
argues that the importance of the novel's circle images lies in the way they represent both
the fear of loss and the attempts to defend against such a threat.
^Both W. H. Auden and Joseph Rosenblum have discussed the Edenic motifs in the
novel. For Auden the novel refelcts a nostalgia for a pre-lapsarian existence and
Rosenblum traces numerous cormections between the novel and Milton's Paradise Lost.
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bridge, separate[s] the wheels from the body, and the bin from the perch" (63). The
disintegration of the chaise and the near disintegration of the Pickwickians illustrates
what Pickwick earher refers to as the "troubled state" of travelling. Like the ruins at
Rochester, travel reveals the "strange mutability" of human experience. The progress of
their journey, however, takes the form of a return home to Paradise. Order is restored at
Dingley Dell as the travellers enter a series of social circles. The Pickwickians are
introduced to Mr. Wardle's infirm mother and to those who have "crowded round her
easy-chair" as though to ward off the effects of her advanced age (67; emphasis added).
After this they are introduced to "the other members of the circle" and soon become
involved in a boisterous and irreverent "round game" at "the round-game table" (69).
Games and other forms of play are important activites at Dingley Dell and reflect the
youthful spirit of the place. After the game the "little party formed a social circle round
the fire," causing Pickwick to feel as though "he had never felt so happy in his life" (71).
This gathering around the hearth becomes an occasion for both Wardle and his elderly
mother to recollect "old times and the happiness of many years ago" (71). The "party"
draw "their chairs closer together" (73) when the clergyman tells the tale of "The
Convict's Return," another version of the return home from a state of exile. Dingely Dell,
thus, is associated with the image of the social circle and with the restoration of youth,
happiness and order. It is with this idea in mind that I want to examine a scene that
comes slightly later during the Pickwickians stay at Dinley Dell to illustrate the way in
which the figure of the circle functions.
The scene in question is the one in which the order and harmony of Dingley Dell
is disrupted by Rachael Wardle's elopement with Alfred Jingle. News of the event
infuriates Mr. Wardle, her brother, shocks Tracy Tupman, her previous lover, and gives
rise to a chase. The novel's description of the immediate aftermath is dominated by the
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figure of the circle. The news comes at dinner just as Pickwick has been "supplied with a
plentiful portion" of "a gigantic round of cold beef (109; emphasis added). Pickwick is
"on the very point of opening his mouth for the reception of a piece of beef when the
family learns of the elopement. The empty, opened mouth is a sign of rupture in the
company of fnends and suggests that the maintenance of the social circle is related to the
ability of its individual members to keep their mouths full. Pickwick's suspended mouth
here repeats an earlier moment at Rochester when Pickwick's "desirable circle of
acquaintance" (366) is "interrupted" during its conversation. Significantly this
interruption is marked by Pickwick's "opened... mouth" which was about to speak. The
interruption leads to conflict and the "circle" is "again formed round the table, and
harmony once more" prevails only after "a glass" of brandy and water is "applied... to
Mr. Pickwick's mouth" (43). Order is not so quickly restored at Dingley Dell however.
Tupman's reaction to the episode possesses a round character as well. Until Jingle's
arrival at Dingley Dell, Tupman had been Rachael's lover, and when Tupman learns of
Jingle's betrayal his reaction is to spin "round and round... in a transport of frenzy"
(110). The series of circles continues in the description of how Pickwick restrains the
enraged Wardle by "firmly" clasping his arms "round the extensive waist of their
corpulent host" (110). The circular imagery appears in the description of Wardle and
Pickwick's pursuit of Jingle as well. Tupman's spinning "transport of frenzy" is echoed in
the movement of the chaise which is "whirled" with "the velocity of a whirlwind" by the
horses until "a wheel" rolls "away" and the chaise is smashed into "fi^gments" that "lay
scattered at their feet" (116). The "social circle" at Dingely Dell, the "round" of beef,
Pickwick's opened mouth, Tupman's frenzied spinning, Pickwick's circular embrace of
Wardle, and the whirling movement of the chaise and its wheels are a constant
succession of circles that produce a sense of rings within rings or wheels within wheels.
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These rings are associated with a sense of order, the loss of order, or the attempt to
restore such a state. The furiously spinning wheels as well as the scattered Augments of
the chaise, however, also point to the destructive powers of time and the individual's
subjection to them. The novel's repetitious return to the image of the circle suggests a
circular fixation on a linguistic level as though it were struggling with a loss of order
itself The restoration of order may not be entirely possible. Jingle has successfully
humiliated Tupman and Pickwick and has disrupted the peace of the Wardle family.
Eating and sleeping are the only means for momentarily restoring a sense of stability.
Pickwick requires "a night of quiet and repose" (132), and for Tupman, a sense of order
is accomplished only after he has retreated to an inn at Cobham where the other
Picwickians find him enjoying himself at the dinner table. The chase of Rachael Wardle
begins and ends with a scene of eating. Emotional trauma is temporarily overcome once
again by filling the mouth.^ What an analysis of this scene illustrates is the way the
figure of the circle can function both as a representation of an ideal narcissistic order and
as a sign for the fragmenting forces that make the return to childhood desirable in the
first place.^

^In her analysis of anality in Our Mutual Friend Ev& Sedgwick argues that Dickens
precedes Freud and others "in seeing digestion and the control of the anus as the crucial
images for the illusion of economic individualism" (170). In The Pickwick Papers the
mouth is the orifice through which male characters attempt to gain a sense of individual
control.
^The circle in its double function resembles the character of the fetish to be both "a token
of triumph over the threat of castration" and a "permanent memorial to" it (Freud,
"Fethishism" 216). The fetish par excellence, in fact, would be the Medusa's head, the
terrifying representation of the sight of castration that, nevertheless, mitigates the threat
to male narcissism by "replac[ing] the penis, the absence of which is the cause of the
horror" (212). Like the fetish, the circle functions as a narcissistic defense against
fragmentation and loss as well as a representation of the threat of fragmentation.
Following the work of Jean Laplance, Neil Hertz attributes the "function" and power of
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II
As the epigraph from A Tale of Two Cities suggests, the circle for Dickens is a
temporal figure that represents life's progress as a return to childhood. In his old age
Jarvis Lorry is "touched... by many remembrances... of my pretty young mother" (TTC
295). The circle represents a desire for an impossible return to an ideal, childhood
existence that would precede the fragmenting fall into time and language. The
comparison the novel strikes between Dismal Jemmy's suicidal fantasy and Pickwick's
sunny optimism illustrates this idea. Jemmy longs to return to his childhood days as a
defense against the destructive and fragmenting forces in the world that are represented
by the "massive" and "heavy" forms of the "ruined wall" and "ancient castle" which once
"rang with the clash of arms, or resounded with the noise of feasting and revelry." As
"broken" and "crumbling" fragments that reflect a loss of "might and strength," these
ruins represent a body that has been fragmented by time. In addition to the "ruined wall"
and "ancient castle," the passage of time is also represented by the narrator's description
of the "noiselessly" flowing river, the "changing shadows" of the clouds which pass
"swiftly" across the landscape, and the "brightness" and "splendour" of the moming sun.
Both Pickwick and Dismal Jemmy contemplate the scene, but their views of it contrast as
sharply as the pessimistic "optical powers" of those who have "better eyes for the
darkness than for the light" contrast the cheerfiil vision of those like the narrator who
prefer "the brief sunshine of the world" that illuminates our "transitory existence" (799).
Pickwick's sutmy disposition contrasts with Jemmy's pessimism as "dark shadows"
contrast sharply with light. The narrator, reflecting Pickwick's "charmed" and

fetishistic symbols to their ability to condense the threatening and reassuring aspects of
what they represent (Hertz 166-68).
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"reflective" mind, represents the scene in "the light of the morning sun" so that "the
appearance of every object around" is "beautiful." Jemmy, however, undercuts this sunny
view slightly by remarking that the brightness and splendour of the morning sun is "too
fine to last" (58). Both men agree with Jemmy's claim that the "morning of day and the
morning of life are too much alike" because their "brightness seldom lasts the day
through." The implication, of course, is that the joy and innocence of childhood passes
into the troubles and cares of adult life. Dismal Jemmy's sensitivity to the destructive
powers of the world, such as time, is disabling. A childish perspective would ignore this
fragmentation and loss by disavowing the difference between strength and its loss,
between fragmentation and wholeness. Unable to restore the bright morning of his
childhood, "the dismal man" imagines death as the only other way to escape "all sorts of
miseries": '"Did it ever strike you... that drowning would be happiness and peace?"' For
Jemmy, the river that runs under Rochester Bridge "murmur[s] an invitation to repose
and rest" from life's misery as though it were the comforting voice of his mother. He
imagines "the waters" closing "above his head" along with his "miseries and
misfortunes." Jemmy's fantasized return to a form of intra-uterine (non-)existence is an
example of such a retreat into infantile avoidance of the world. Swallowed whole by the
water and encompassed in an unbroken amniotic medium he would be protected from the
misery of dispersal and fragmentation.
Pickwick is shocked by Jemmy's fantasized return to the womb-like waters of the
river, but to an extent both the novel and Pickwick himself share Jemmy's desire to return
to the days of childhood in response to the passage of time.^ Though he is apparently

^Many critics have marked the darker qualities of the novel's juvenility. John Glavin, for
example, is disturbed because the novel's response to the troubles of the world is to
celebrate a "juvenile," "narcissistic" masculinity that idealizes a "retreat from the
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conscious of "our transitory existence" in this world, Pickwick does not have, like the
pessimistic Jemmy, "better eyes for the darkness than for the light" (799). Unlike Jemmy
who imagines death as the only means for restoring his lost childhood, Pickwick lives
his life as though he were a child. Pickwick's "optical powers" are associated with the
shape and brightness of the morning sun and, consequently, his view of the world is
generally cheerful and resembles that of a child who remains in the "morning" of its life.
Pickwick, his "countenance" often "beaming" (42) or "lighted up with smiles" (799),
"retains all his former juvenility of spirit" (801) and "might" like a child "play at leap-frog
in pure lightness of heart and gaiety" (380). Pickwick is an example of one who has
maintained the perspective of a child late in life, and that childish perspective includes a
narcissistic view of himself as the center of his world. Pickwick is a replica of the "sun"
(6). With "circular spectacles" (2) he is engaged in "enlarging the sphere of his
observation" and filling the interior of his "gigantic brain" (2). Pickwick's sunny vision is
associated with the circle, a figure that represents the imaginary symmetry, unity, and
totality characteristic of the narcissistic subject. As a sun, Pickwick is a center of gravity
whose expanding vision seeks to pull more and more of the world into an orbit around
him. The range of his vision resembles "the very brilliant tunnel of light... about a foot
in diameter" thrown by the "dark lantem" Pickwick carries later in the novel: "it was very
pretty to look at, but seemed to have the effect of rendering surrounding objects rather
darker than before" (553-4). Pickwick maintains his child-like "juvenility of spirit" by

complex challenges of fully adult life" (11). Jean Harris reads the Oedipal violence and
revenge in the interpolated tales as less supressed versions of conflicts in main narrative.
See also Christopher Herbert's discussion of the "network of covert interrelations"
between the childlike innocence of the main narrative and the gothic fantasies of the
interpolated tales.
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forcing the troubh'ng, darker aspects of the world beyond the hmits of his "brilliant" but
narrow vision.
The tendency of Pickwick's vision to disavow what is painful and gloomy is also
related to the circular movement of the sun. Throughout the novel Pickwick is associated
with the rising sun and begins each day as though it were his first:
The sun was shining brilliantly into his chamber when he awoke, and the morning
was far advanced. The gloom which had oppressed him on the previous night,
had disappeared with the dark shadows which shrouded the landscape, and his
thoughts and feelings were as light and gay as the morning itself (147)
Every morning for Pickwick is a first morning, because sleep, like the mythical river
Lethe, produces a forgetfulness that causes the "gloom" and "dark shadows" of
experience to disappear. In other words sleep is a defense mechanism that functions the
way Dismal Jemmy imagines drowning in the river would. J. Hillis Miller describes how
the first part of the novel is characterized by a series of "unrelated adventures separated
firom one another by a vacancy of sleep and forgetting" (21). It is a narrative rhythm of
discovery, building excitement, "a return to exhausted calm, and, finally, the blotting out,
through sleep, of all that has happened." After sleep Pickwick returns to "his original
state" of "innocence." Because he lives the same day over and over again, Pickwick,
unlike Jemmy, is able to restore the brightness of childhood. He begins each day as
though he were a child, and if he ends the day "oppressed" with a sense of "gloom," his
"light and gay" feelings return the next morning. Although Miller identifies Alfred Jingle
as the "archetype" of this "mode of existence" (Miller 23), it is truly Joe, the fat boy, who
represents the most condensed form of this pattern of waking, building excitement,
sleeping, and forgetting. Joe, "a natural curiosity" (56), is "always asleep," or rather, he
divides "his time into small alternate allotments of eating and sleeping" as though he
were a baby (387). He is roused by his master, Mr. Wardle, given a command, and then
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falls asleep again. The only way he is ever fully "roused from his lethargy" is when the
subject of "eatables" arises: "There was something in the sound of that last word which
roused the unctuous boy. He jumped up: and the leaden eyes which twinkled behind his
mountainous cheeks, leered horribly upon the food as he unpacked it from the basket"
(53). Within seconds, however, the fat boy falls asleep again: "the setting sun ... fell
upon the form of the fat boy. His head was sunk upon his bosom: and he slumbered
again" (56). The fat boy represents a total preoccupation with self When he is not
stuffing food into the narrow diameter of his mouth, he blots out the rest of the world by
falling asleep, and like Pickwick, the rotund shape of his body and the rising and sinking
movement of his life resembles the spherical form and circular motion of the sun.
Condensed in the round figure of the eating and sleeping fat boy is the novel's repetitious
narrative rhythm as well as the masculine appetite which is embodied in the capacious
mouths and waists of the male body.
The Pickwick Papers is a novel bursting with fat men. In addition to the fat boy
and the "two stout gentlemen" (377), Mr. Pickwick and Tracy Tupman, there is Mr.
Wardle, a "stout man" and the "corpulent host" of the farm at Dingley Dell. Among
Wardles' visitors at the farm is Mr. Miller, "the fat man," "another fat man," and "a third
fat man" (68). Others include: the ferocious Dr. Slammer, "a little fat man," and his
companion. Dr. Payne, "a portly personage in a braided surtout" (28); the "fat crier of
Eatanswell" (171); the judge in the Bardell vs. Pickwick law suit, Mr. Justice Starleigh,
who "was a most particularly short man, and so fat, that he seemed all face and
waistcoat" (466); Seijeant Buzfuz, the plaintiffs attorney in Bardell vs. Pickwick, who
has a "fat body" and "a red face" (466); Mr. Tony Weller, Sam's father, who is
"uncommon fat" and "fat enough for anything" (121); the lawyer, Mr. Solomon Pell, "a
fat flabby pale man" (602); the attorney, Mr. Dodson of Dodson and Fogg, "a plump.
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portly, stem-looking man" (266); and Benjamin Allen, "a course, stout, thick-set young
man" (407). In the interpolated tale, "The True Legend of Prince Bladud," Lud Hudibras,
the king of Britain is described as "so very stout" that "the earth shook when he walked"
(508), and though "he was not very tall, he was a remarkable size round, and the inches
that he wanted in height, he made up in circumference." There is also the "old genTm'n
as wore the pigtail" in the story Sam tells the fat boy during the Christmas preparations at
Dingley Dell: "he was one o' the largest patterns as was ever turned out - reg'lar fat man,
as hadn't caught a glimpse of his own shoes for five-and-forty-year" (390). Finally, late
in the novel Nathaniel Winkle seals the letter he sends to his father with the figure of a
"fat little boy" (710). Each of these men are versions of the fat boy. The fat boy
embodiment of masculinity is defined by its appetite, an infantile pattern of eating and
sleeping that, like Pickwick's optimistic vision, reflects a "juvenility of spirit."
As many of the male characters do in the novel, Pickwick's appetite and
subsequent lethargy resembles that of the fat boy. He rises and sets like a sun. One of
the "inestimable benefits" of Pickwick's "extending his travels and enlarging his sphere of
observation" (1) is what he refers to as the "enlargement of my mind" (797). The world
is food for "the gigantic brain of Pickwick" (2), and like the fat boy, he is susceptible to
the "lethargy produced by dinner" (17):
He had undergone the ordinary transitions from the height of conviviality to the
depth of misery, and from the depth of misery to the height of conviviality. Like
a gas lamp in the street, with the wind in the pipe, he had exhibited for a moment
an unnatural brilliancy; then sunk so low as to be scarcely discemible; after a
short interval he had burst out again, to enlighten for a moment, then flickered
with an uncertain, staggering sort of light, and then gone out altogether. His head
was sunk upon his bosom; and perpetual snoring with a partial choke
occasionally, were the only audible indications of the great man's presence.
Just as in the above passage the fat boy's head sinks "upon his bosom" as the "setting sun"
fails "upon" him, so the sinking of Pickwick's head "upon his bosom" is associated with
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falling light. Like the morning sun, Pickwick's brilliancy is fleeting. He "burst[s] out"
like a lesser sun, but quickly sinks "so low" that his light is "scarcely discernible." The
image of a rising and falling light marks the extent to which time is central to the male
characters in the novel. Men are continually rising or falling into child-like states and
this retrograde movement is associated with appetite. Pickwick's tendency to descend
into a state of infancy after eating and drinking, for example, is evident in the novel's
account of the "shooting party." As he is "lame" from "an attack of rheumatism," a sign
of his advanced age, Pickwick is wheeled along in a wheel-barrow as though he were a
child in a carriage, and after a large lunch and a "constant succession of glasses" of cold
punch, Pickwick becomes increasingly infantile:
his countenance beamed with the most sunny smiles, laughter played around his
lips, and good-humoured merriment twinkled in his eye. Yielding by degrees to
the influence of the exciting liquid, rendered more so by the heat, Mr. Pickwick
expressed a strong desire to recollect a song which he had heard in his infancy,
and the attempt proving abortive, sought to stimulate his memory with more
glasses of punch, which appeared to have quite a contrary effect; for, from
forgetting the words of the song, he began to forget how to articulate any words at
all; and Anally, after rising to his legs to address the company in an eloquent
speech, he fell into the barrow, and fast asleep simultaneously. (257)
Eating and sleeping mark, like the rising and falling of the sun, the temporal structure of
the masculine characters in the novel. Pickwick's beaming countenance and "sunny
smiles" associate him once again with childhood, "the morning of life." In this passage
Pickwick moves from a desire to remember his "infancy" to the actual inarticulateness
and physical incapacity of infancy. Just as the pleasure of sucking is one of the first
sources of erotic pleasure for a child, Pickwick's "lips" are marked as a ring "around"
which laughter plays. His lips are an erotogenic zone that are increasingly stimulated by
"the exciting liquid,"^ and finally, like a baby satiated from the breast, he falls into a
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blissful sleep. This infantile orality that typifies the male characters is best described as a
"werry good power o' suction" (314), the compliment Tony Weller pays to his son, Sam,
for his ale-drinking talent. The mouth is one circle in a series of circles that represent a
gravitational gathering into the self, a defense against that which threatens to fragment or
disperse it. Like the gravitational pull of the sun which keeps the Earth in its circular
orbit, the "lips" of Pickwick's "sunny smiles" create their own gravitational force, a
"power o' suction," that pulls surrounding objects towards them. This sucking power is
the flip side of Pickwack's circular vision, which, like the "dark lantern," makes the
objects beyond the narrow diameter of its light "darker than before." This circularity
characterizes many of the male characters. In addition to his round cheeks and rotund
figure, the fat boy has "large circular eyes" (98). Tony Weller, endowed with a
"capacious throat" (273) and a "capacious waistband" (313) for "taking sustenance," has a
good "power o' suction" himself and as if to honor the center of this oral vortex, he
shakes up "his ale, by describing small circles with the pot, prepatory to drinking" (314).
These "small circles" characterize the circular shape of Tony's body as well. The "bold
fleshy curves" of his face "had so far extended beyond the limits originally assigned
them, that unless you took a full view of his countenance in front, it was difficult to
distinguish more than the extreme tip of a very rubicund nose" (314). Tony's face and
waistband, which have "expanded under the influence of good living" (313) just as
Pickwick's travels have contributed to the "enlargement of his mind," are growing circles
that mark the passage of time. Indeed, the novel invites a comparison between Tony's
face and his pocketwatch. Like his chin "which is generally described by prefixing the
word 'double' to that expressive feature" (313), his "silver watch" is "large" and "double

^See Freud's discussion of infant sexuality in Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality
(47-51).
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faced" (315). The enlargement of Tracy Tupman's "romantic form" which parallels the
enlargement of Pickwick's "gigantic brain" and Tony Wellefs expanding curvilinear face,
has been "expanded" by "time and feeding" (1); "the black silk waistcoat had become
more and more developed; inch by inch had the gold watch chain beneath it disappeared
from within the range of Tupman's vision; and gradually had the capacious chin
encroached upon the borders of the white cravat" (3). The disappearance from view of
the watch chain not only reiterates the cormection between "time and feeding" but
suggests the way in which Tupman seems oblivious to his own age and the effects of
time. Tupman thinks of himself as a "youth." During his amorous adventure with Rachel
Wardle in the arbor at Dingley Dell, the narrator identifies him ironically as "the youth"
and utilizes the image of "an infant's rattle" to help set the scene (97). Tupman possesses
"the enthusiasm and ardour of a boy" (5) and an appetite for love that is surpassed only
by his appetite for food and drink. At one point Alfred Jingle describes him as an
oversized infant. Referring to common 19th century representations of the god Bacchus
as "an infant holding a thyrsus and clusters of grapes with a horn" {Lempriere's), Jingle
calls Tupman a "rather fat — grown up Bacchus" (16). The expanding circumference of
the masculine figure, its resemblance to the round face of pocketwatches, as well as its
tendency to rise and fall like the sun all mark the passage of time even as they reveal
attempts to disavow it.
ra

This masculine orality, an often violent defense against the fragmenting influence
of time, reflects a nostalgia for the maternal comforts of the childhood home, and this
nostalgia influences the movement of the narrative. The "constant succession of
characters" and "different incidents" (Preface, 1837 41), as Dickens describes his novel in
its first preface, is really a repetition over and over of the return home from a state of
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wandering or exile. In the interpolated tale, "The Convict's Return," the exiled convict
seeks out his mother and "the home of his infancy" for which "his heart had yearned with
an intensity of affection not be described, through long and weary years of captivity and
sorrow" (79). In another of the tales, when Prince Bladud, who is unable to marry the
girl he loves, asks that "his wanderings might end," the gods grant his request by having
him sink into a "chasm" in the earth which closes "upon his head for ever" (511) in a
maimer resembling the waters in Jemmy's fantasy. As the images of the "ruined" wall
£ind castle in chapter five suggest, time in The Pickwick Papers is a scattering, destructive
force; "Breakings up are capital things in our school days, but in after life they are painful
enough. Death, self-interest, and fortune's changes, are every day breaking up many a
happy group, and scattering them far and wide; and the boys and girls never come back
again" (416). Time breaks up "happy" groups of people just as it fragments the walls of
ancient castles. Travel, stage-coach travel in particular, represent the dangerous passage
of time as well as the movement of the narrative itself

Pickwick's concern for

"bursting" "boilers" and "stage-coaches... upsetting in all directions" is legitimized in
the novel by the numerous accidents and stories of accidents. Pickwick is assaulted by a
cabman in the second chapter and is involved in two accidents that result in the
destruction of the vehicle. Alfred Jingle tells the Pickwickians of a "mother" whose lost
her "head" going through a "low archway" (11). Sam tells Pickwick about how his father,
a coachman, was paid twenty pounds to upset his coach into a canal so that his
passengers wouldn't vote in an election. Tony alludes to the potentially explosive
character of coach travel when he declares that "coaches ... is like guns — they requires
to be loaded with wery great care, afore they go off' (315), and when his wife dies, he
uses the metaphor of coach travel to describe the end of her life; "she took the wrong
road and went down hill with a welocity you never see and notvithstanding that the drag
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wos put on drectly by the medikel man it wornt of no use at all for she paid the last pike
at twenty minutes afore six o'clock" (729). Since traveling as a means for "the
advancement of knowledge" and the "diffusion of learning" is given as the raison d'etre
for the narrative, it serves as a figure for the narrative itself which moves from instability
and the threat of fragmentation to the comfort and stability of an enclosed space and a
circle of fnends.
In this picaresque novel, the desire to "end" one's "wanderings" is represented by
the comforting snugness of the roadside inn or public house. These institutions offer
travelers an opportunity to restore themselves after their turbulent journey in a manner
which resembles the "invitation to repose and rest" Jemmy hears in the maternal
"murmur" of flowing river. To rest and eat by a fire at an inn is to suspend momentarily
the discombobulating effect of time and bind oneself together. The public house
provides an opportunity for the traveler to utilize the "power of suction," the gravitational
locus of the oral orifice, to gather into the self that which will make it whole. At the
Leather Bottle, Cobham there is "a table, with a white cloth upon it, well covered with a
roast fowl, bacon, ale, and et ceteras" (135). At the White Hart in London, a farmer is
described as "refreshing himself with a slight lunch of two or three pounds of cold beef
and a pot or two of porter, after the fatigues of the Borough market" (123). In the
interpolated tale, "The Bagman's Uncle," Tom Smart escapes from nearly being "blown
over" by a storm when he becomes "snugly housed" inside an inn which is ornamented by
the "charming prospect" of a "buxom widow" whose accessories include delightful rows
of green bottles and gold labels, together with jars of pickles and preserves, and cheeses
and boiled hams, and rounds of beef, arranged on shelves in the most tempting and
delicious array" (181). The "buxom widow," "a comfortable provider" (188) with a "face
as comfortable as the bar" (181), who has mastered a "whole range of domestic art" and
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can make a "nice little hot dinner" and "hot punch" "with her own hands," is a maternal
figure (181). To become "snugly housed" at the inn is to return to the nourishing body of
the phallic mother. The phallic mother is a childhood, t5fpically male, fantasy of an allpowerful mother who is equipped with that which will always satisfy the child. This
male narcissistic fantasy is a form of fetishization since it disavows the mother's absent
phallus. The male child sees the mother as a version of himself, but his narcissism is
threatened when he sees, according to his narcissism, that the mother has been castrated.
As a defense against the threat of castration he disavows the lack in the mother and
positions a substitute such as shoes, clothing, fur in place of the missing phallus
(Laplanche and Pontalis, Language 311-312). This disavowal allows the male child to
maintain his pre-oedipal attachment to the mother even as he accepts the father's law and
assumes his place as a masculine subject within symbolic order. In the Pickwick Papers
desirable women are endowed with what Sam Weller calls the "materials for comfort"
(350). Of Mary, the "pretty housemaid" Sam says that he "should alvays find the
materials for comfort vere Mary wos." These materials include "beer," "cold meat," and
other eatables. Later Mary herself is associated with these "materials" when the fat boy
ogles her in the same way that he eyes a "meat pie ..., a steak, and a dish of potatoes,
and a pot of porter" (760). Along the same lines Tony Weller, refers to Mary as
"comfortable," "plump," and "well made" as though she were edible. "Comfort" is a term
which typically denotes that which is provided at an inn or set of lodgings owned by a
buxom widow. Pickwick's lodgings of a "comfortable description" at Goswell Street, for
example, are owned by Mrs. Bardell, a "comely" widow of "agreeable appearance" who
possesses "a natural genius for cooking" refined into "an exquisite talent" (150). With its
"small tray of tea-things," "hot buttered toast," and "blazing" fire, the "convenient" and
"snug" interior of the Marquis of Granby, owned and operated by Mrs. Weller, is
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described as "a comfortable scene" (366). The best inns reproduce for the male traveler
the narcissistic comfort of the childhood home, well equipped with a "tempting" display
of "delicious" fetishes; the large breasts of the "buxom widow," the bottles, the jars, the
meats, and the labels. The public inn as a version of the fetishized maternal body is also
apparent in the narrator's description of the "Magpie and Stump," a "favoured tavern,
sacred to the evening orgies of Mr. Lowten and his companions" (275). The figure of the
stump on the tavern's sign, "a crooked streak of brown paint, which the neighbours had
been taught from infancy to consider as the 'stump'" (275), is an echo of the inscription of
"Bil Stump His Mark," which Pickwick mistakes for an ancient inscription. As a sort of
phallic remnant, it marks the sight of castration and can be linked to the numerous
images throughout the novel of decapitation and loss of limb. However, the description
of the tavern mixes images of lack and abundance. The tavern's sign board is "weatherbeaten" and the figure of the magpie "half-obliterated," but the magpie is represented as
"intently eyeing" the "stump" as though it were an object of desire. The stump itself is
meant evidently to represent the remainder of something, perhaps a tree, that once
existed but which has itself suffered half-obliteration. The "stump," in other words,
functions as a fetish, an object which memorializes the obliteration but which disavows it
at the same time. Though merely a stump, it is still an object of desire for the magpie.
The magpie, thus, is a version of Pickwick, Tom Smart, Tracy Tupman, or any of the
"intently" scopic male characters for whom a mere "stump," or rather a mere "crooked
streak of brown paint" masquerading as a stump, is a "tempting and delicious" object of
desire instead. The scopic appeal of the inn is further demonstrated by the way "the
lower windows" of the establishment, "decorated with curtains of a saffron hue" and
dangling "printed cards," teasingly point to the presence of a "mighty cavern" carved out
of "the bowels of the earth" filled with "500,000 barrels of double stout," "Devonshire
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cyder," and "Dantzic spruce." Just as the "inquisitive boy" in Freud's essay, "Fetishism,"
disavows his own lack and the missing maternal phallus by fetishizing a "foot or a shoe,"
the male characters in this novel zero in on accouterments of the inn such as skirt-like
curtains, dangling signs, and "golden labels" to compensate for threats to their own
narcissism embodied by the idea of an emptiness in the cavernous "bowels of the earth."
At this public house, a retreat into a "mighty cavern" in the earth provides the masculine
subject with all he could desire.
The infantile orality of the male characters, which is apparent in the novel's
interest in boots, rings, and mouths, is hardly innocent, however, because it is associated
with violence and with a cannibalistic fetishization of women. Mr. Namby, as though his
duty as a sheriffs officer to arrest offenders is somehow related to his mouth, carries a
"golden toothpick" in his mouth and has a habit of "sucking a large gold ring on his little
finger" (567). Namb^s authority as an officer of the law is linked to an auto-erotic
kissing. The ring of his mouth meets "the large gold ring" of his finger. Mr. Stiggins, the
"deputy shepherd" who Dickens creates to attack "the cant of religion" (xii), is identified
by the "fierce voracity" of his appetite (366) and by "the large semi-circular bite" he takes
out of his toast (368). Referring to the electorate of Eatanswill, Sam Weller informs
Pickwick that he '"never see men eat and drink so much afore'" and wonders if they aren't
'"afeer'd of bustin'" (166), and later in the novel Sam tells Pickwick the story of a man
who ate 'three shillins' wurth o' crumpets" and then blew "his brains out" in order to
demonstrate "his great principle that crumpets wos wholesome" (617-18). The man's
suicide puts an end to the discussion of his "great principle" by making it impossible to
acknowledge views other than his own. Like appetite it reflects a violent desire for order.
Such an example would be the dinner the Pickwickians eat with the Wardles in their
barouche immediately after their misadventure during the military exercises at Catham.
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During the military exercises the Pickwickians become the "common object" of "the most
awful and tremendous discharge that ever shook the earth to its centre, or an elderiy
gentleman off his" (48). Decentered by the chaos of the attack, the orderly circle of their
world is broken and they suffer "intense bewilderment" and a "violent concussion" (49).
Only after Pickwick chases down his lost hat, is he put to rights by the Wardles' invitation
to join them for dinner in their barouche which is well stocked with an apparently
"endless number" of different food "articles": bottles of wine, cold fowls, tongues,
capons, veal, ham, lobsters, salad, and pigeon-pie. The "ramming down of the contents
of enormous guns on the battery" (52) seems analogous to the "work of destruction" (53)
done to the "contents" of the "hamper."^ Military language is used to describe the dinner
preparations as Mr. Wardle shouts "orders" to Joe who is identified as "the official
dispenser of the contents" of the "hamper."
Just as Tracy Tupman can only sink into "repose" after "finding the orifice in his
night-cap, originally intended for the reception of his head" (22), eating is associated with
the restoration of order, a re-finding of the lost center which, in this case, is the mouth.
Jack Hopkins, a medical student and a friend of Ben Allen's describes how a child's
response to having had his "leg [taken] out of the socket" by the surgeon. Dr. Slasher, is
to eat "five apples and a ginger bread cake - exactly two minutes after [the surgery] was
over" as though consumption could compensate for the his loss (438-9). This pattern of

^Guns and mouths are juxtaposed a few times in the novel. In addition to the suicidal
crumpet eater, Sam sings a song about "Bold Turpin" who "puts a pistol to [the] mouth"
of "the Bishop" and "fires it down his gul-let" (611). Robert Seymour, the popular artist
who completed the first few illustrations for the novel, blew out his brains shortly after
the begirming of the project. Edgar Johnson, following Percy Fitzgerald's description of
Seymour's suicide, claims that "Seymour had gone into the summerhouse in his garden at
Islington, placed the muzzle of a fowling piece in his mouth, and blown out his brains"
(99).
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"taking sustenance" as a means of compensation repeats itself throughout the novel.
Near the beginning of the novel after the Pickwickians are assaulted by the cabman.
Jingle orders a "raw beef-steak" for Mr. Snodgrass's bruised eye: "nothing like a raw beef
steak for a bruise, sir" (9). When Mr. Ben Allen, a medical student and Arabella Allen's
possessive brother, discovers that someone other than his companion. Bob Sawyer, has
engaged Arabella's affections, he begins cannibalistically "setting his teeth together, and
speaking more like a savage warrior who fed on raw wolfs flesh which he carved with
his fingers, than a peaceable young gentleman who ate minced veal with a knife and
fork" (659). The cannibalistic character of Allen and Sawyer's appetite his humorously
illustrated earlier in the novel when the two of them jokingly combine the ideas of
dissection and appetite. Sawyer notes that there is "nothing like dissecting to give one an
appetite" (408), as though the process of disarticulation could be reversed, the pieces
bound together again, through eating. They compare the "leg" of a "fowl" to that of a
child and make other references to arms, heads, and brains while they eat their breakfast
(408-9). Similarly eating can bind a wound to one's self-regard. Tupman retreats to an
inn at Cobham after his humiliation at the hands of Alfred Jingle, and though he leaves a
note for his friends darkly hinting that he might end his life rather than bear "the heavy
load of worldly cares and troubles," the Pickwickians find him eating at a table "with a
white cloth upon it, well covered with a roast fowl, bacon, ale, and et ceteras" (135).
Filling up the oral orifice as a means for holding the self together and restoring a
sense of order can also lead to a fetishistic fascination with circles and rings. An
innocent enough example would be the amusing story Jack Hopkins tells about the young
boy who became fascinated with his sister's necklace "made of large black wooden
beads" (439). The boy steals the necklace, plays with it, and eventually swallows it one
bead at a time. The boy's family discovers the fate of the necklace when he begins
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"rattling" loudly. The fetishistic character of the boy's fondness for hiss sister's necklace
becomes clear when it is compared to other examples from the novel. In "The Tale of
the Bagman's Uncle," the uncle who admires the "beautiful form" of the lady's "sweet
face" and "delicious lips" announces that "a little quiet bit of love-making would be
agreeable after the slaughtenng" (694). This statement resembles Bob Sawyer's earlier
comment about the "appetite" inducing qualities of dissection, another form of
slaughtering, and it comes just after the Uncle has saved the beautiful lady from the son
of the "powerful Marquess of Filletoville" and his partner, an "ill-looking chap" who
looked "as big as if her were going to devour her at a mouthful" (690). In this tale "lovemaking" is associated with a cannibalistic desire for power and mastery. Like
"Eatanswill," "Filletoville" is another place name that participates in the language of food
by mixing/?//e, the French word for girl or daughter, with fillet, a boneless cut of meat.
As Mr. Namby's ring and the "delicious lips" in the Bagman's tale suggest, the circle of
the mouth takes on a fetishistic value of its own. Men are not only driven to fill the ring
of their own mouths but are narcissistically fascinated by the rings of other orifices as
though they long for a mirror image of their own sucking propensities. Sam Welter's
"power o' suction," which resembles the deathly invitation of the river that calls to
Dismal Jemmy, is found in Alfred Jingle's story about the distraught, suicidal father who
is "discovered sticking head first in the main pipe" of a "public" water "fountain" with a
suicide note concealed in his "right boot" (12). Another inviting opening would be the
"capacious chimney" at the Wardle house, an echo of Tony Weller's "capacious throat"
(273) and his "caj)acious waistband" (313), "up which you could have driven one of the
new patent cabs, wheels and all" (387). The openings of the pipe, the boot, the nightcap,
the throat, and the chimney are filled orifices, and such orificial appeal is also present in
narrator's repeated references to Arabella Allen's "remarkably nice boots with fiir round
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the tops" (383) as though that ring of fur marked an enchanting entrance way. The
novel's admiration for Arabella's ring of fur resembles the boy's interest in his sister's
necklace, another circular accouterment. Arabella's boots are made even more
tantalizing, however, by an earlier reference in the same Christmas chapter to another
boot. Near the beginning of the chapter, the idea of boot filling is introduced by the text's
description of Sam Weller and "the guard" trying to "squeeze" into the "fore-boot" of a
coach a "huge cod-fish several sizes too large for it" (375). Eventually the fish as well as
the "head and shoulders of the guard" disappear "into the boot "to the unsmotherable
delight of all the porters and by-standers" (375). Though the coach "boot," a
compartment for luggage, bears no physical resemblance to Arabella Allen's "very nice
little pair of boots" (381), the idea of the "boot" opening and what belongs or does not
belong inside it links the two examples. Certainly the phallic image of the "huge cod
fish" entering the coach boot would make the narrator's many subsequent references to
Arabella Allen's ring of fur around the opening of her boots even more unsmotherably
delightful for Dickens's readers.
It is no accident that Arabella Allen's boots make their appearance within the
Christmas chapters. For Dickens Christmas is a circular day because it represents a
momentary return to the safety and plenitude of childhood. Christmas is cherished in
this novel, for it is Christmas, "happy, happy Christmas, that can win us back to the
delusions of our childish days; that can recall to the old man the pleasures of his youth;
that can transport the sailor and the traveler, thousands of miles away, back to his own
fire-side and his quiet home!" (375). Christmas is a holiday designed to suspend the
destructive progress of time by reuniting families "whose members have been dispersed
and scattered far and wide, in the restless struggles of life" (374). As a centripetal
spiritual force that pulls people together despite the divisions of time and space.
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Christmas counteracts the centrifugal forces of "fortune," time, and "self-interest" that
scatter and disperse.^ It is a time for awakening "recollections" of youth and "dormant
sympathies" so that the "joyous circle" of family and friends can be formed again in the
im^nation if not in fact. At Christmas the ring of the mouth mirrors the social circle
formed by family and friends.

Mr. Wardle's command during the Christmas festivities at

Dingley Dell that his guest "fill up all round" (393) illustrates the connection between the
social circle and the filling of the mouth. Wardle's command echoes Jingle's command
near the beginning of the novel to "pass" the bottle of wine "round - way of the sun" (16)
which represents not only the circular configuration of the company but a circular orbit.
The social group is formed through the repetitious, circular movement of food and drink
being consumed and passed around a table or hearth. With the "hot apples" (393), the
"mince-pie"(392), "the hot elder wine, well qualified with brandy and spice" that goes
"round, and round, and round again" (383), the "cake" that is "passed through the ring"
for the "young ladies" to "put under their pillows to dream of their fiiture husbands on"
(385), the barrels "o' oysters" (407), and other "choice morsels" that "progress... from
the dishes to the mouths of the company" (385), much of the activity described in the
Christmas chapters and throughout the novel involves filling up the mouth and other
versions of that orifice. It is the repetition of that ritual in a group which seems
important. In short, Christmas represents a version of Dismal Jemmy's fantasy of having
"the days of [his] childhood restored." Even his drowning fantasy, the inviting, seductive
appeal of a watery intra-uterine grave, is analogous to the pull of Christmas which

^The scattering and division of "members" from the body of the family is suggestive of
castration. Christmas is a time for healing the wound of castration through a fetishistic
devotion to the circle - the oral orifice, the family circle, the day itself, etc.
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restores the security of the enclosed family circle. Both examples are illustrations of the
"power o' suction."
The image of "the circle" is a privileged figure in Dickens's work for the unity and
cohesion of self, family, and community in a world which tends to scatter individuals and
break up human constructions. Because this sense of completeness is associated with a
lost innocence, the circle often represents a desire to return to the security of childhood
days: "Encircled by the social thoughts of Christmastime, still let the benignant figure of
my childhood stand unchanged" (CS 18). The circle produced by the author's "youngest
Christmas recollections" (2) reproduce a time when "'there was everything, and more'"
(1). For Dickens, Christmas is a time of joyous excess when there is nothing incomplete
or lacking. For even the poor, Christmas, like the circle, is a defense against want and
misery. In "A Christmas Carol," for example, Scrooge is forced to witness how "the
Cratchit family drew round the hearth, in what Bob Cratchit called a circle, meaning half
a one" (Cj9 47). The family semi-circle around the hearth represents the close emotional
ties that knit the Cratchit's together and emphasizes the degree to which Scrooge is a
spectator and an outsider. At this point, Scrooge, Bob Cratchit's penurious employer,
represents those aspects of the harsh world that the circle defends itself against. The
family gathering around the fire in a circle is matched by a conspicuous gathering into
the body as well. The circle is associated with the joy of feasting and drinking. Bob
Cratchit stirs "round and round" the simmering hot punch that the family will share as
they sit about the fire, and the young Cratchits dance "about the table" and cram "spoons
into their mouths" in anticipation of the stuffed goose (45). Thus, the circle is not only a
barrier against isolation and fi^gmentation

but is also a space to be "crammed" full like

the stuffed goose. Scrooge's miserly fist, mouth, and stomach, on the other hand, are too
tight to allow for merry eating and drinking. He reveals the hollowness of his pinched
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insides when he accuses Marleys ghost of being nothing more than "an undigested bit of
beef, a blot of mustard, a crumb of cheese, a fragment of an underdone potato" (18).
Unlike the Cratchit goose from which "stuffing" gushes "forth," Scrooge is filled with
nothing but bits, fragments, crumbs, and blots. In another of Dickens's Christmas texts,
"What Christmas is as We Grow Older," the narrator begins by describing Christmas day
as a circle itself; "Time was, with most of us, when Christmas Day encircling all our
limited worid like a magic ring, left nothing out for us to miss or seek; bound together all
our home enjoyments, affections, and hopes; grouped everything and every one around
the Christmas fire; and made the little picture shining in our bright young eyes, complete"
{CS 21). The circle represents a binding and grouping together of all that makes life
complete, and though as we grow older our desire for what exists beyond the "narrow
boundary" of the circle threatens to destroy this youthful sense of "fiilness and
happiness," Christmas is a day for reconstructing a lost unity and for creating a sense of
fiilness: "On this day we shut out Nothing!" (23). Despite the disappointments, changes,
and losses brought about by time and death, the narrator calls upon the reader to "be
more thankfiil that the circle of our Christmas associations and the lessons that they
bring, expands!" (22). Like a deity, the mind of the individual expands on Christmas to
incorporate all that is and all that was. As though to echo the aspect of Christmas as a
day for feasting and drinking, the circle resembles an enormous expanding mouth
through which everything passes into the confines of the mind. What remains outside the
circle of thought is "Nothing," and though the intention of Dickens's image is to suggest
an all-inclusiveness, there is a sense in which the phrase "shut out Nothing" resembles the
strategy by which Podsnap in Our Mutual Friend "put[s] out of existence" those
"disagreeables" which conflict with what is "confined within" the "closed bounds" of Mr.
Podsnap's head (128-9). In other words to "shut out Nothing" might be tantamount to
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sweeping into non-existence all that is not included within the circle of our life. As it
binds, gathers, and makes complete, the circle necessarily limits, and in so doing protects
within the circle what threatens from without.

IV
The construction of social circles and the various examples of orality and appetite
in the novel create only an illusion of mastery. For example when Tony Weller describes
"small circles" with his pot of ale "prepatory to drinking" it or when Bob Sawyer
"describes circles with his left leg" on the ice and assists in the performance of "mystic
evolutions ... called a reel" (P/' 410), these characters seem to possess a certain control
over the circular limits of their lives. Such an appearance of mastery, however, is
subverted when the circles are broken just as the "reel" is accidently broken by Mr.
Winkle who "with an accuracy which no degree of dexterity or practice could have
insured ... [bears] swiftly down into the centre of the reel" and knocks himself and Bob
Sawyer down (412). The apparent mastery represented by the circle is also undercut
when characters are revealed to be caught up in a series of greater circles; the circles of
time, law, and language. A humorous example would be Sam Weller's claim in his
valentine to Mary that he is "ashamed and completely circumscribed in a dressin' of you"
(453). His father offers the word, "circumwented," but Sam believes "circumscribed" to
be the better term. Both words suggest the idea of being surrounded or encircled but
Tony's term denotes entrapment and oppression as well. Sam's word is "p'raps a more
tenderer word" and seems to suggest only the idea of being enclosed by a circle. The
circle which circumscribes Sam and makes him "ashamed" would seem to be writing and
the forms of address associated with valentine letter writing. Sam's shame may well be a
rhetorical device adopted to create a pleasing sense of authorial humility, but his
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difficulty with the writing process might very we'.l produce a sense of shame in one who
is ordinarily confident. "A dressin' of you," in this case would be read as "in addressing
you." Sam's lack of control over his pen and ink as well as the words themselves is plain
from the narrator's description of the writing process. Sam spends a "full hour and a half
writing words in small text, smearing out wrong letters with his little finger, and putting
in new ones which required going over veiy often and putting in new ones which
required going over very often to render them visible through the old blots" (450).
Consequently, Sam has difficulty reading his own handwriting when he offers to read it
to his father. The "'style of writin,"' as Tony refers to it, suggests a lack of mastery over
writing conventions as well since the letter is a charming and amusing palimpsest of
conventional phrases, malapropisms, erasures, corrections, and digressions.

Sam's

difficulty with his pen and ink resembles the reckless lack of control Nathaniel Winkle
exercises over his gun at an earlier point in he novel. Sam's messy writing and Winkle's
wild shooting reflect a phallic incompetence and display "the impotent effects of
unskilful people" (87).
The "dressin"' that encircles Sam and makes him "ashamed" is also related to the
process of feminine dressing and undressing. '"A dressin' of you'" then would refer to a
scene in which Mary is dressed. Sam's written line echoes the horror and "'confusion'"

"A dressin' of you," however, also suggests that Mary herself surrounds him in the
form of a dressing — perhaps a "sage and onion" dressing like the one in which the young
Cratchifs are "steeped ... to the eyebrows!" in A Christmas Carol (CB 46). Such a
reading could be supported by a reference to the cannibalistic valentine of roasting
"skewered" human hearts that fixes Sam's eyes and leads him into the stationer's shop to
buy Mary's valentine earlier in the chapter. Though this reading of Sam's circumscription
would point more to his own appetite than anything else, the langauge of Sam's desire
still seems tied to the stationer's shop advertisement. The circle that circumscribes him
would be the signs and language of advertising, the "'poetry'" associated with products
like '"Warren's blackin', or Rowland's oil'" {PP 452).
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Pickwick experiences eariier in the novel when he mistakes the room of "a middle-aged
lady" for his own room at The White Horse Inn. After voyeuristically observing the
woman stand "before" a "dressing glass" (309) as she prepares to undress for bed,
Pickwick announces his presence and tells her that he is "ready to sink ... beneath the
confusion of addressing a lady in my night-cap" (310; emphasis added). Pickwick, who
is himself "half dressed" and ready for bed, finds the idea of the woman undressing in his
presence "fearful" and "alarming" (311, 309). Pickwick's address is circumscribed by a
scene of undressing, the lady's as well as his own. Despite the "horror and dismay"
produced by the scene, Pickwick is unable to "resist the urgent desire to see what [is]
going forward." The mixture of horror and scopophilic fascination calls to mind Freud's
description in "Fetishism" and "The Medusa's Head" of the threat posed to masculine
narcissism by the sight of the undressed woman and the female genitals. It is out of such
a scene, says Freud, that the fetish is produced to disavow the threat posed by female
difference, "the terrifying genitals of the Mother" (Freud, "Medusa's Head" 213). Sam's
circumscription "in a dressin' of" Mary combines the notion of being circumscribed by
language with the idea of being circumscribed by feminine (un)dressing. Both produce a
castrating sense of masculine inadequacy.
What Sam does with the letter after the writing process marks an attempt to
reinstate a measure of control over it which parallels the oral activity of the other male
characters: "having folded [the valentine] in a very intricate manner, [he] squeezed a
down-hill direction in one comer; To Mary, Housemaid, at Mr. Nupkins's Mayor's,
Ipswich, Suffolk;' and put it into his pocket, wafered, and ready for the General Post"
(454). The act of intricately folding the note and placing it into his pocket is a version of
the oral compulsion because it is an attempt to consolidate or gather together within the
boundaries of the body what threatens to exceed or undermine the character's control.
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Furthermore, carefully affixing Mary's address to the envelope reassures Sam that his
letter, a billet, will not suffer the fate of Nathaniel Winkle's bullets which, as
"unfortunate foundlings," are "deprived of their natural rights, cast loose upon the world,
and billeted nowhere" (254). The folded, addressed note becomes a fetish, a phallic
stand-in that disavows a lack of control. Sam's folding and pocketing ritual is repeated
elsewhere in the novel. Benjamin Allen, recalling the various strategies he and Bob
Sawyer have adopted to help Bob win the affection of Arabella Allen, asks his fnend,
"Do you recollect, with all the eagerness of a child's love, one day pressing upon her
acceptance, two small caraway-seed biscuits and one sweet apple, neatly folded into a
circular parcel with the leaf of a copybook?" (670). The "circular" character of the parcel
and the fact that the apple had become "unpleasantly warm" in "the pocket of [Bob's]
corduroys," suggest the narcissistic character of the gift. Rejected by Arabella, the boys
later "ate it" themselves "in alternate bites" which further indicates the boys' narcissism
and its oral character. In a sort of cannibalistic ritual that ties them closer together the
boys consume what has rejected them. The idea of a male character pocketing or
consuming what escapes his control also appears in the scene when "the Paternal
Winkle" reads his son's "four closely written sides of extra superfine wire-wove
pem'tence" (709). The narrator's attention to the weave that marks the quality of the
letter's paper is itself an image that suggests the importance of gathering and binding
loose strands together. After reading the letter and folding "it again with all the
carefulness and precision of a man of business," Mr. Winkle "methodically indorsed the
address on the back of the letter; and then, placing it in the desk, which he locked,... he
... put the bunch of keys in his pocket" (710-11). As a father and a "man of business,"
Mr. Winkle exerts his authority over the letter and his son through the care and
"precision" he takes in folding and locking the letter away. By placing the keys to the
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lock in his pocket, he asserts his mastery over the series of enclosed spaces within the
circle of his power.
Of all of the objects that the male characters keep tucked away within their
pockets, the most significant of them is the pocketwatch. It is a phallic accouterment that
many men possesses in the novel and is meant to signify the dignity, importance, and
power of masculinity. "The heavy gold watch-chain" of Mr. Serjeant Snubbin's office
clerk, for example, presents "imposing indications of the extensive and lucrative practice
of Mr. Seijeant Snubbin" (427). Aside from this watch-chain and Tony Weller's "double
faced" watch that hangs below his "capacious waistband," the novel alludes to many
other pocketwatches. Only rarely, however, is the watch itself referred to. Most of the
time it is hidden within fob pockets, but its presence is always indicated by a watchchain. For example there is Tracy Tupman's "gold watch-chain" which has "inch by inch
.. disappeared" under the increasing circumference of his "waistcoat" (3). "A gold
watch-chain, and seals" depends from the "fob" of the lawyer, Mr. Perker. Angelo Cyrus
Bantam, Esquire, M.C., possesses "a gold watch, and a gold curb chain with large gold
seals" (495). At Mr. Bob Sawyer's the Pickwickians meet "a pale youth with a plated
watchguard" (440). The novel is much more specific about Mr. Pickwick's pocket watch
however: "This watch was a special favourite with Mr. Pickwick, having been carried
about, beneath the shadow of his waistcoat, for a greater number of years than we feel
called upon to state at present" (307). His attachment to the watch is such that he places
it "beneath his pillow" or in a "watch-pocket over his head" at bedtime to comfort him
with its gentle "ticking." The "possibility of going to sleep" without the reassuring
regularity and consistency of the mechanical device has "never entered Mr. Pickwick's
brain" (307). Contained in this brain is a "well regulated mind" (209) that depends on the
watch for its sense of order. The narcissistic significance of the watch is further
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indicated by its round shape and its resemblance to the circular figures of the men who
carry them tucked within the recesses of their pockets. Its circularity also links the watch
to the other fetishized circles in the novel such as the swallowed necklace, Mr. Namby's
kissed ring, Arabella Allen's ring of fur, the "delicious lips" of the beautiful lady, the
circles described by Tony Weller's ale, and others. In the circular motion of its hands and
gears it resembles the sun in its imagined path around the earth, and both figure the
passage of time as a circular movement. Thus, to lose a pocketwatch or to have it stolen
would be tantamount to a form of castration, a loss of self, and a loss of the belief that
one could pocket and therefore control the orderly temporal progression of one's life.
This idea is illustrated by the fable Sam Weller tells the fat boy of "the old gen'l'm'n as
wore the pigtail" (390). The tale of the old man's "personal inconwenience" is told to the
fat boy to warn him of the dangers of excessive appetite and lack of exercise. Since
Joseph, the fat boy, is figure who represents the infantile pleasures of eating and sleeping
that many men in the novel enjoy, Sam's fable can be read as an allegory of masculinity.
Just as the expanding, circular waistband of many of the characters marks the passage of
time and the progress of life, the size of the "old gen'l'm'n" in Sam's story, "a reg'lar fat
man" and "one o' the largest patterns as was ever turned out," is associated with time. His
pigtail, a commentary on his piggish appetite, "wibrated like the penderlum of a Dutch
clock" (391). Furthermore, he had grown so fat due to time and feeding that he hadn't
seen his legs or "his own shoes for five-and-forty year" (390). The most important
symbol for time in the tale, however, is the fat man's "handsome gold watch-chain" that is
"always ... hanging out" and his "gold watch" that he keeps in his "fob pocket as was
worth - I'm afraid to say how much, but as much as a watch can be - a large heavy,
round manufacture, as stout for a watch, as he was a man, and with a big face in
proportion" (390). The man's "pigtail," his watch-chain which hangs out of his pants.
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and his large, hidden watch are all phallic images of a conspicuously displayed
masculinity. Possession of them represents an authority and power. Because they are
detachable, however, they also represent the potential for castration and loss. The man's
very size seems to make this unlikely. Though the watch is a target for pickpockets, the
"great round watch" is tucked so tightly into his "grey kersey smalls" that it is never
stolen. Though the thieves' lack of success breeds laughter and confidence in the fat
man, his self-assurance is shattered when one day a "little boy with a wery large head"
assaults the gentleman's stomach and doubles him up with pain while a pickpocket steals
the watch and the chain. "The old gen'l'm'n's digestion was all wrong ever afterwards"
(391). While the watch is stuck deep within the recesses of the man's pants, he is not
afraid of being robbed or being assaulted by forces belonging to the outside world. When
the watch is eventually stolen he becomes vulnerable to bad digestion.''

1 'The fact that it is a "wery large" headed boy who finally vanquishes the fat man
suggests that it is an Oedipal violence to which the watch owner is vulnerable. This
assault parallels the "head" "butting" Pickwick receives from the young Master Bardell
when he sees his mother reclining in Pickwick's arms. Like Freud's famous account of
the primal scene in which the child views parental coitus as an act of violence. Master
Bardell believes that "his mother must have suffered some personal damage" and
considers "Mr. Pickwick as the aggressor." The child's reaction is to assail Pickwick by
"butting forward with his head" (153). Men are safe, the novel suggests, as long as they
do not marry and remain outside Oedipal conflicts. If Christmas is a time to return to the
warmth of childhood, weddings, though a "licensed subject to joke upon" (384), are
solemn occasions because they mark the end of childhood and the "parting between
parent and child" and combine the pleasure of the occassion with "the many regrets at
quitting home" and "leaving... the happiest pwrtion of human life, to encounter its
caress and troubles" (384). Weddings mark the full entrance of the individual into the
adult world which is characterized by "cares and troubles," misfortune, change, and
death. It is no accident then that the wedding at the Wardle farm takes place on
Christmas Eve so that the forward looking aspect of the one occassion is countered by the
regressive, backward aspect of the other. This union of the desire for adult, romantic
love and a desire for the innocence of youth is expressed in Pickwick's wish that he was
'"young enough to be [the bride's] sister's husband'"(387). If marriage separates "parent
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That Sam's story is meant as a warning to the fat boy but also as a commentary
upon many of the male characters in the novel is clear because it follows another lost
watch episode; the scene where Pickwick loses his watch and himself within the
labyrinthine Great White Horse inn at Ipswich. After "winding up his watch" late in the
evening, he is "conducted through a multitude of tortuous windings" to his room (306).
The close proximity of the two "windings" in the chapter, one the action of a well
regulated mind and the other a perplexingly "tortuous" journey, contrasts Pickwick's
apparent control over his world to the uncertain direction of his life.

more stairs

Mr. Pickwick went down, the more stairs there seemed to be to descend, and again and
again, when Mr. Pickwick got into some narrow passage, and began to congratulate
himself on having gained the ground-floor, did another flight of stairs appear before his
astonished eyes" (307). The lack of certainty created by the "torturous windings" of
"perplexing" flights of stairs, passages, and rooms suggests that he is subject to the
workings of a large, disordered clock. After reaching his rooms and falling into "a train
of rambling meditations" that roughly follow the order of the novel's narrative to that
point, he discovers that his watch is missing and submits himself to the inn's maze.
Though he triumphantly finds his watch with great difficulty, he is haunted on his way
back to his room by "rows of doors, garnished with boots... that [branch] off in every
possible direction" (307). His return is "infinitely more perplexing" than his journey to
and child," the best thing is not to get married or to delay it as long as possible. This, of
course, is what Pickwick and Sam do respectively. The novel's fantasy is to preserve an
idealized pre-Oedipal attachment between father and son. The novel's final sentence
asserts that between Pickwick and Sam "there exists a steady and reciprocal attachment
which nothing but death will terminate" (801). This sentence has a "till death do us part"
ring to it, making the final marriage of the novel, the union of Pickwick and Sam.
l^This episode recalls the opening of Sterne's Tristram Shandy in which Walter's
regularly scheduled love making is interrupted by his wife's (un)timely reminder that he
has forgotten to wind the downstair's grandfather clock.
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find the watch, and he eventually winds up disastrously in the room of a "middle-aged
lady." Pickwick's horrified return to the lady's room parodies the idea of the inn or public
house as a source of maternal comfort and snugness. The woman's undress makes him
self-conscious of his own "half dressed" state. Confronted with the "alarming" scene of
the mother's undressing, the watch is no longer a source of comfort. The "rambling"
character of Pickvvack's thoughts coupled with the perplexity created by his wanderings
within the inn, upset the notion that his mind is "well regulated." This idea is reinforced
by the similarity between Pickwick's lost watch scene and the "incoherent wanderings" of
the dying man in the "Stroller's Tale." Just as Pickwick falls into a "train of rambling
meditations," the ill pantomime actor falls "into that state of partial unconsciousness, in
which the mind wanders uneasily fr^om to scene to scene, and from place to place,
without the control of reason" (39). Furthermore, the stroller's fever dream foreshadows
Pickwick's wanderings through the maze-like inn at Ipswich. The clown dreams that "he
was wandering through a tedious maze of low-arched rooms - so low, sometimes, that he
must creep upon his hands and knees to make his way along; it was close and dark and
every way he turned, some obstacle impeded his progress" (40).

The similarity

between Pickwick's experience at the inn brought about by the loss of his watch and the
feverish wanderings of the sick clown reveal the way the well regulated male mind is
dependent upon an illusory mastery of time. The illusion can be maintained as long as
the watch safely dangles within the confines of his fob pocket "beneath the shadow of his
waistcoat."

'^This dream resembles the fever dream Esther has in Bleak House of "labouring up
colossal staircases, ever striving to reach the top, and ever turned, as I have seen a worrm
in a garden path, by some obstruction, and labouring again" (488). The dream represents
a lack of narrative coherence that seems an antithesis to the progress of her narration.
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The pocket watch is an object that preserves in its "great round face" the
narcissistic delusion that the male individual is self-sufficient and unified but the watch
is also a part of the symbolic order that signifies the individual's castrating subjection to
it. A pocket watch can convince its owner that his life has a comforting regularity, but it
is also Time, represented by the wheels of the clock, that can crush bones into dust, grind
him into meat, have-his-carcass, and tear him apart with its "iron teeth." The double face
of the clock, its power to console and horrify, is illustrated in Master Humphrey's Clock.
The fearful character of the clock is found in its automatic, mechanized workings. For
Dickens, the machine par excellence is the clock, because all machines with their
regular, repetitious hanmiering resemble the works of a clock. In Master Humphrey's
Clock Master Humphrey describes the clock works of St. Paul's cathedral. Behind the
"folding doors" of what appeared to be "a great old oaken press" Master Humphrey
beheld "a complicated crowd of wheels and chains in iron and brass, - great, sturdy,
rattling engines, — suggestive of breaking a finger put in here or there, and grinding the
bone to powder, ~ and these were the Clock! Its very pulse, if I may use the word, was
like no other clock. It did not mark the flight of every moment with a gentle second
stroke, as though it would check old Time, and have him stay his pace in pity, but
measured it with one sledge hammer beat, as if its business were to crush the seconds as
they came trooping on, and remorselessly to clear a path before the Day of Judgment"
(107). For Master Humphrey, this great clock that "performed its functions with the
same dull constancy, and regulated the progress of the life around" is "London's Heart."
For the clock to "cease to beat" would mean the death of the "City."

This master clock

^^As though to make the sound of the clock's "one deep constant note" less awful. Master
Humphrey imagines St. Paul's clock as a throbbing "heart" at the center of London. The
idea of London's center leads him to imagine the city as a circle: "Draw but a little circle
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or machine of machines that regulates human life even as it beats, grinds, crushes, and
breaks all that comes before it is a stark contrast to Master Humphrey's "old, cheerful,
companionable Clock," and faithful sentinel at his "chamber door," whose "whisperings"
recall Master Humphrey from the "melancholy past" to "the calm and peaceful present"
(9). The "steady pendulum" of the clock "throbs and beats with healthy action" as though
it were a "pulse" or a heart. The "cricket-voice" of this "old companion" shall be "heard
no more" only when the heart of its owner has stopped beating. Thus, Dickens represents
clocks and watches as both comforting objects and figures for the transitory character of
existence and the destructive power of time.
The idea of being circumscribed by wheels is most evident in the novel's
representation of the legal system and the ways it entraps men. When Pickwick enters
the Fleet prison, Sam notices a "Dutch clock" as well as "a birdcage" and makes the
philosophical remark that they are "Veels within veels, a prison in a prison" (571). The
movement of the machine like the gears or wheels of a clock mark the passage of time
and the individual's subjection to it. The Fleet is itself a "wheel" in the sense that it
participates in the legal machinery that grinds down those who enter into its workings. It
is also like the wheel of a clock since those who inhabit the jail are "doing time" as they
serve their sentence. The novel's attitude towards machinery and labour is ambivalent
since, on the one hand, it represents "earnest" work, and on the other, it represents human
life caught up in the wheels of a blind automatism that may whirl on destructively
without rhyme or reason as though, as Dickens writes many years later in Little Dorrit,
above the clustering housetops, and you shall have within its space everything, with its
opposite extreme and contradiction close beside" (108). The circle is "small" but it
encompasses "everything." Once again the comforting qualities of the "small circle" are
brought into close proximity with the "great," "rattling" "crowd of wheels" that represent
the destructive power of time. R. Rupert Roopnaraine discusses the circle as an anxiety
producing figure for temporality in Little Dorrit.
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"they had a suicidal mission to grind the business to dust and tear the factory to pieces"
(267). In his Preface to the Cheap Edition of 1847 Dickens remarks that during the
course of writing Pickwick he "gradually abandoned" the "machinery of the Club"
because it proved to be "cumbrous in the management" (Preface, 1847 43). In other
words, it became too awkward to maintain the fiction that the narrator is an editor of
"multifarious documents" and a "impartial" and "judicious" arranger of Pickwickian
notebooks. The "Club" is a machine in at least two senses. For one, it is a cumbersome
fictional device and, two, as a collection of "multifarious documents" that lead to the
editing and production of more documents it resembles the machinery of the law.
The destructive force associated with the engine is often used in Pickwick to
describe the working of the legal system. "Writs," "judgments," and "declarations," for
example, are described as "ingenious machines put in motion for the torture and torment
of His Majesty's liege subjects, and the comfort and emolument of the practitioners of the
law" (418). Embodied here is the double face of the clock, its ability to comfort and
torture. Those who, figuratively speaking, wind these "ingenious machines" up and "put
them in motion," may feel "comfort" in the delusion that they control them, but the
motion of the engines "torture and torment" others. The same is true of a bill for money
owed which, according to Mr. Bob Sawyer, "is the most extraordinary locomotive engine
that the genius of man ever produced. It would keep on running during the longest
lifetime, without ever once stopping of its own accord" (434). Once set into motion bills
and legal documents act automatically like robots endowed mysteriously with a life of
their own. They threaten to pull individuals into their machinery and grind them into
pieces. When Mr. Jackson, the chief clerk to Dodson and Fogg, presents a subpoena to
the Pickwickians, he performs a "pantomime... which was familiarly denominated
'taking the grinder"" to suggest the way in which the law firm's suit has Pickwick caught
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up in the wheels of the law; "Here Mr. Jackson smiled once more upon the company and
applying his left thumb to the tip of his nose, worked a visionary coffee-mill with his
right hand"(421). This is the sinister version of the apparently innocent circles Tony
Weller describes with his pot of ale "preparatory to drinking." Dickens underscores the
legal metaphor of grinding machinery later in the chapter through Sam's anecdote about
the "mysterious disappearance of a 'spectable tradesman" who "in a fit of temporary
insanity... rashly converted his-self into sassages" by throwing himself into his own
"patent-never-leavin'-off sassage steam engine, as ud swaller up a pavin' stone if you put
it too near, and grind it into sassages as easy as if it was a tender young babby" (423).
The fate of the sausage maker is revealed when an irate customer complains about
finding buttons rather than "the primest parts of the meat" in his sausages. The parallel
between the sausage grinder and Pickwick's legal coffee grinder is made clear by the fact
that both Pickwick and the sausage maker are the "wictim[s] o' connubiality." Just as Mr.
Pickwick's legal troubles are produced by the actions of the widow Mrs. Bardell, the
tradesman's fate is a reaction to the abuse of his wife, an "owdacious wixin." Though the
villains in these stories would seem to be the women, like Tony Weller's "widder," who
entrap and victimize men, the real villain in the novel is the machinery of the legal
system, represented by lawyers such as Dodson and Fogg, that compels men to marry.
Pickwick escapes a grinding such as the tradesman received, but he is subjected after his
arrest to a "habeas corpus" which Sam identifies as a "have-his-carcase," the name of
some "sort of cumbrous and unmanageable machine" that gobbles up the defendant's
body or "corpus" just as the sausage grinder (and later the customer) consumed the
tradesman (569-570).
The linguistic machinery of the law is characterized by its incessant motion.
Legal language and documents are uimianageable and uncontrollable machines because
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they may never stop of "their own accord." Though Steven Marcus criticizes the law as a
"licentious abuse and misuse of language" ("Language" 200) that imprisons and paralyzes
individuals, it is precisely the automatic "motion of... language" (190), the sense of
writing incessantly producing itself that Marcus admires in the novel. Following
Dickens's own description of his novel as a "constant succession of characters and
incidents" (Preface, 1837 41), which he says in an address to the reader will be kept
"perpetually going on ... regularly" until the conclusion of the narrative (Appendix A
903), Marcus applauds the "incessant motion" of Dickens's language and narrative which,
he claims, resembles the substitutions, displacements, and condensations of dream-work.
When the law applies this linguistic play to construct narratives for its own ends,
however, it becomes a "licentious abuse" of language. Linguistic play moves from a
celebration of freedom to a dirty "licentious[ness]." Lawyers in this novel possess the
sort of linguistic prowess that Marcus attributes to Dickens. Both exploit the "motion
and movement" (196) of language, its resistance to single minded attempts to control or
limit meaning. Language, according to Marcus, is "capable of a constant, rapid, and
virtually limitless multiplication of its own effects and forms in new inventions and
combinations and figurations" (189). It is the figurative potential of language that
Serjeant Buzfiiz uses in his elaborate and devastating reading of Pickwick's letters to Mrs.
Bardell. Buzfliz's talent lies in his ability to utilize and condemn at one and the same
time the "underhanded" quality of language, its ability to mean something other than
what it purports to mean:
'[These letters] are not open, fervent, eloquent epistles, breathing nothing but the
language of affectionate attachment. They are covert, sly, underhanded
communications, but, fortunately, far more conclusive than if couched in the most
glowing language and the most poetic imagery - letters that must be viewed with
a cautious and suspicious eye - letters that were evidently intended at the time, by
Pickwick, to mislead and delude any third parties into whose hands they might
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fall. Let me read the first: - "Garraway's, twelve o'clock. Dear Mrs. B. - Chops
and Tomata sauce. Yours, Pickwick." Gentlemen, what does this mean? Chops
and Tomata sauce! Yours, Pickwick! Chops! Gracious heavens! and Tomata
sauce! Gentlemen, is the happiness of a sensitive and confiding female to be
trifled away, by such shallow artifices as these? The next has no date whatever,
which is in itself suspicious. "Dear Mrs. B., I shall not be at home till to-morrow.
Slow coach." And then follows this very remarkable expression. "Dont trouble
yourself about the warming-pan." The warming-pan! Why, gentlemen, who does
worry themselves about a warming-pan? When was the peace of mind of man or
woman broken or disturbed by a warming-pan, which is in itself a harmless, a
useful, and I will add, gentlemen, a comforting article of domestic furniture?
Why is Mrs. Bardelll so earnestly entreated not to agitate herself about this
warming-pan, unless (as is no doubt the case) it is a mere cover for hidden fire a mere substitute for some endearing word or promise, agreeably to a
preconcerted system of correspondence, artfully contrived by Pickwick with a
view to his contemplated desertion, and which I am not in a condition to explain?
And what does the allusion to the slow coach mean? For aught I know, it may be
a reference to Pickwick himself, who has most unquestionably been a criminally
slow coach during the whole of this transaction, but whose speed will now be
very unexpectedly accelerated, and whose wheels, gentlemen, as
he will find to his cost, will very soon be greased by you!"' {PP 473-74)
Buzfiiz is a self-conscious performer, like Dickens, whose goal, aside from prosecuting
his case, is to construct an elaborate "joke" or metaphor that will cause the jury, his
audience, to "smile" and appreciate his artistry. This sort of play is hardly irmocent,
however. In the hands of its "most ingenious practitioners" the powerful "engine of the
law" can "ruin" individuals, "seize" their property, and "drive" them "fi-om house and
home" (293). Messrs. Dodson and Fogg are "very smart" (425) practitioners of the law
and they in their turn admire the rhetorical abilities of Seijeant Buzfuz. Buzfuz, as a
representative of the legal system, does not fix and immobilize meaning but suggests
through a series of questions that Pickwick's letters mean more than they seem. He asks
the jury to read them in the context of a "preconcerted system" of signs and texts that
would reveal "covert" meanings. He introduces the idea to the jury that a word or phrase
may possess more than one meaning and function as a "substitute" for some other "word
or promise." A "warming-pan" may be more than a "comforting" domestic article.
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because it might act as a figure upon which desire has been displaced. The interesting
point, of course, is that the novel, a "preconcerted system" of signs, authorizes Buzfuz's
reading to some extent. The lawyer's implication that "Chops and Tomata sauce" refers
to a "language of affectionate attachment" is supported by the manner in which the novel
associates orality and erotic pleasure. In addition to the way women represent the
nourishing comforts of the mother's body, there is the valentine in the stationer's and print
seller's window of two cannibals leering at a "couple of human hearts skewered together
with an arrow, cooking before a cheerful fire" (449). Moreover, Buzfuz's assertion that
the warming-pan holds some fetishistic value for Pickwick is supported by Pickwick's
anxiety about "exhibiting his night-cap to a lady" and his "special" attachment to his
pocket-watch. Both the night-cap and the pocket-watch, like the warming-pan, are
"comforting" domestic articles that appear charged with an erotic or narcissistic
significance. While some critics view Buzfuz's performance as an example of a willful
misreading,

it is possible to read this passage as an example of the way in which one is

not a master of his or her texts because of the way in which one is circumscribed and
"circumwented" by language. Desire is orchestrated from without through the play of the
signifying machinery of the symbolic order.
The destructive end of the legal process is represented in the figure of the
Chancery prisoner who Pickwick meets at the Fleet. Like a large, turning gear or
mechanical jaw, the "iron teeth of confinement and privation ... slowly" file the prisoner
"down" until the law can finally claim his body as its own. The Fleet is one wheel in a

^^Anny Sadrin claims that "we" must "concede that 'Chops and Tomata sauce' means no
more - and no less - than 'Chops and Tomata sauce'!" (22).
^^For a discussion of Dickens's ambivalent attitude towards machinery see John Kucich's
analysis of Dickens's "mechanical style" (197-242).
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series of whirling, spinning, or rattling wheels that represent the passage of time. The
Chancery prisoner who has been locked up in the Fleet for twenty years is haunted by
"the noise of carriages and carts, the rattle of wheels, the cries of men and boys, all the
busy sounds of a mighty multitude instinct with life and occupation" that blend "into one
deep murmur" (627). The human body is itself a microcosm of this larger whirling,
rattling movement; "the body! It is the lawyer's term for the restless whirling mass of
cares and anxieties, affections, hopes, and griefs, that make up the living man. The law
had his body; and there it lay clothed in grave clothes, an awful witness to its tender
mercy" (643). Despite the passage's emphasis on the way the law dehumanizes the
"living man" by recognizing him only as "a body" to be "had," the passage's use of the
term "whirling" ties the living man to rattling of wheels, machines, engines, and clocks
that mechanically hammer out the passage of time.

The "living man" is one "whirling

mass" within a larger set of spinning wheels. This idea is implied in Bu2fu2's joking
metaphor of Pickwick as "a slow coach" whose wheels will be set spinning at a much
greater rate by the outcome of the legal proceedings. Part of the joke, of course, is that
Buzfuz has borrowed Pickwick's own words and has turned them, so to speak, around
upon himself The subject and his body belong to the incessantly moving machinery of
language, law, and time.
Machinery is associated not only with law and time but with paternal authority
as well.1 ^ In the following passage, the narrator describes Pickwick, Ben Allen, and Bob

1 ^Mechanical images are used to describe Pickwick and Sam Weller as well. At one
point Pickwick's head is described as moving "with an automaton-like rapidity" (309) and
Sam Weller compares his own heart to the workings of a "profeel macheen" (454) that
takes likenesses and frames them as well.
1 ^Dickens's use of machinery as a metaphor for paternal authority and the movement of
the legal system resembles Jacques Lacan's description of what he calls the "automatisme
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Sawyer's entrance into "the great working town of Birmingham," the residence of the
senior Winkle. According to Eric Partridge, the work "winkle" did not become children's
slang for penis until the end of the nineteenth century; however, the novel invites the
association especially through the earlier account of Mr. Winkle's accidents with guns.
Birmingham is the home of "The Paternal Winkle" (709), that is to say the paternal
phallus and his rigid, businesslike character. Mr. Winkle, senior is a strict "man of
business" whose name is etched in "fat Roman capitals" on the door of his residence. He
is associated with business productivity and contrasts sharply with the drunken idleness
of not only Allen and Sawyer but with the non-productivity of Pickwick as well. "Under
the influence of dinner, Madeira, Port, and bottled ale, Mr. Pickwick and Ben Allen
sleep while Sam and Bob Sawyer sing "duets in the dickey" (705) as they approach the
working town with its glowing "fumace-fires," "toppling chimneys," and "ponderous
waggons" laden with "clashing rods of iron" which associate the activity of business and
commerce with an intimidating phallic power. The purpose of their errand, to request
the blessing of the Paternal Winkle for his son's marriage, also places them in a relatively
childish position vis-a-vis the elder Mr. Winkle. Mr. Pickwick represents the younger
Winkle in asking for "continuance of [the father's] affection and protection" despite the
son's financially imprudent marriage (711). Indeed, Winkle's letter to his father, "four
closely written sides of extra superfine wire-wove penitence," is sealed by the wax image
of a "fat little boy," an image which conjures up the images of Bacchus, Wardle's fat boy.
Jack Homer, the patron saint of fat boys, and others who represent the idle activities of
eating, drinking, and sleeping. Despite the contrast between idleness and labour, the
reader is invited nevertheless to sympathize with the revelers and to view the paternal

de repetition" "the return, the coming-back, the insistence of the signs, by which we see
ourselves governed by the pleasure principle" (Lacan, Four 53-54).
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Winkle in the same light as cruel fathers from the interpolated tales: Mr. Edmunds, "a
morose, savage-hearted, bad man; "fiery old Lobbs," a "ferocious and violent" miser who
resembles a fairy-tale giant; George Heyling's hard-hearted father-in-law; King Lud
Hudibras, the father of Prince Baldud. In most of these examples the father cruelly
comes between his son and the object of his desire. The novel links the elder Winkle
with these terrible fathers by emphasizing his stem resistance to the entreaties of his son
and Pickwick and by his association with the fiery infernal aspect of Birmingham itself
As they rattled through the narrow thoroughfares leading to the heart of the
turmoil, the sights and sounds of earnest occupation struck more forcibly on the
senses. The streets were thronged with working-people. The hum of labour
resounded from every house, lights gleamed from the long casement windows in
the attic stories, and the whirl of wheels and noise of machinery shook the
trembling walls. The fires whose lurid sullen light had been visible for miles,
blazed fiercely up, in the great works and factories of the town. The din of
hammers, the rushing of steam, and the dead heavy clanking of engines, was the
harsh music which arose from every quarter. (705)
The rattling and whirling of wheels as well as the hum of "earnest occupation" all echo
the language used to describe the noise of the world that can be heard from inside the
Fleet. It is the sound of life and time rushing by the Chancery prisoner who remains
isolated from the world. The world of business like the legal profession is characterized
by the incessant whirling movement of threatening machines, and both are associated
with the father's law. The language anticipates Dickens's later description of the clock in
St. Paul's in Mr. Humphrey's Clock as well as other steam engines and machinery that
appear in his later novels. In Dickens later work the image of the whirling engine and the
turning wheel is associated with a terrible necessity that pulls the individual towards
waste and destruction. In Dombey and Son Carker is armihilated by the terrible spinning
wheels of a locomotive, Dickens symbol for inevitable movement of time and social
"progress" "in this round world of many circles within circles" (495); Carker "felt the
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earth tremble - knew in a moment that the rush was come ~ uttered a shriek — looked
round — saw the red eyes, bleared and dim in the daylight, close upon him — was beaten
down, caught up, and whirled away upon a jagged mill, that spun him round and round,
and struck him limb from limb, and licked his stream of life up with its fiery heat, and
cast his mutilated fragments in the air" (779). Carker's grinding literalizes a fate that is
only referred to figuratively in Pickwick. With the exception of Sam's sausage grinder,
the wheels and hammers that mark time and represent the authority of the legal system,
the law of the father, grind up victims metaphorically. In A Tale of Two Cities, "In the
Vortex of the Whirlpool" is the running title that describes the way in which Charles
Damay is pulled into the destructive forces of the French revolution as though he were
"driven ... within the influence of the "Loadstone Rock" (231): "Everything that arose
before his mind drifted him on, faster and faster, more and more steadily, to the terrible
attraction." This compulsion towards destruction is reflected in "the whirlings of the
grindstone" the "barbarous" French revolutionaries use to sharpen their weapons: As the
grindstone is "turned and turned," "the stream of sparks struck out of the stone" casts a
Satanic light upon their devilish faces and creates an "atmosphere of gore and fire" as
though they were in hell itself The demonic spinning, an intensification of the "lurid"
fires, whirling wheels, and clanking hammers of Birmingham, is carried out in the dance
of the Carmignole which the novel represents as a "ferocious," "ghastly" movement of
mad spinning; "all spun round together: then the ring broke, and in separate rings of two
and four they turned and turned until they all stopped at once, began again, struck,
clutched, and tore, and then reversed the spin, and all spun round another way" (264).
Here the whirling of the vortex and the grindstone represents the movement of historical
necessity as well as a demonic, bloodthirsty appetite for destruction, all consequences of
the violent crimes committed by Damay's father. The image of being caught up in a fiery
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circle or spinning movement occurs in Dickens famous fever dreams; those of Pip and
Esther Summerson. In Great Expectations, Pip, who has associated engines, steam
hammers, and the rhythmic "beating upon iron" with manual labour and the "virtue of
industry" dreams late in the novel of being "a steel beam of a vast engine, clashing and
whirling over a gulf and implores "to have the engine stopped, and [his] part in it
hammered off' (438). In Bleak House Esther dreams of being one bead in a "flaming
necklace, or ring, or starry circle of some kind" (489). Belonging to such a "dreadful
thing" creates such "inexplicable agony and misery," Esther's "only prayer" is "to be taken
off from the rest." This, of course, is a contrast to the anecdote in Pickwick of the child
who swallows the beads of the necklace and subsequently rattles whenever he moves.
While the latter anecdote reflects a desire to incorporate and childishly master the ring of
beads, Esther's dream represents the powerlessness of being only one bead in a larger
circle of beads. One, however, could read the child's involuntary rattling as a sign of his
connection to the "rattling" wheels in the novel that mark the passage of time and to the
"rattling engines" found within the interior of St. Paul's clock. The rattling would be a
mark of his subjection to the larger wheels within wheels rather than a sign of his
mastery over them. The novel, finally, is split between a castrating recognition that the
male subject is caught in the automatic movement of language within the symbolic order
and a disavowal of that knowledge manifested in its nostalgia for the various circles of
childhood. The consequence of that conflict is the "constant succession" in the novel of
scenes in which circles are broken, re-formed, and broken again.
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"THE CIRCLE OF MY LIFE"; HOLDING AND DISPOSING MASCULINITY IN
DAVID COPPERFIELD

Ask her to save the dress—the dress with the fur on it. Let it be laid up in
Lavender. Let it never grow old, fade, shrink, or undergo millinerial alteration,
but be a household God, Immortally Young, and Perpetually Gxt&v—Wasn't it
Green? I think so.
Charles Dickens, Letter to T. J. Thompson

David Coppetfield, like The Pickwick Papers, is concerned with the way in
which the unified figure and power of masculinity relies upon fetishized objects that
disavow the individual's subjection to time and language. As in Pickwick, characters in
Copperjield have a special attachment to objects such as necklaces, bracelets, boxes, and
other portable property that provide an illusion of self-possession and control in a world
where the movement of time causes objects and parts of the self to fall away or vanish.
This idea is best portrayed in some advice James Steerforth gives David: "the sun sets
every day, and people die every minute, and we mustn't be scared by the common lot. If
we failed to hold our own, because that equal foot at all men's doors was heard knocking,
somewhere, every object in this world would slip from us" (426). While Steerforth's
comment reveals an upper class insensitivity for the struggles of the working classes, "the
common lot," even as it identifies death as the ultimate equalizer, the call to "hold our
own" is an idea that repeats itself over and over in the novel. Like a little boy reacting to
the threat of castration, Steerforth's reaction to the death of a "common" laborer such as
Barkis, is to hold tighter to his class position and to his property in order to preserve a
sense of narcissistic completeness. This desire for self-possession also resembles the
activity of an obstinate infant who retains his feces; what Freud describes as a
"narcissistic clinging to the pleasure of anal eroticism" ("On the Transformation" 168).
The male subject must form a strong gravitational center in order to resist the centrifugal
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forces of time that cause objects and parts of the self to fall away and disperse. As in The
Pickwick Papers, the drive to hold the self together is represented by the figure of the
circle in all of its manifestations; bodily orifices; bracelets and necklaces; the "charmed"
or "magic" circle of the imagination; the recurrent wasteful expenditure of energy; the
torturous whirling of Ixion's wheel; and the narrative itself which Harry Stone refers to as
"the strong fairy-tale circling of Dickens's design" {Invisible World 275). All of these
contribute to the construction of what David refers to near the end of his narrative as "the
circle of my life" (DC 864).
The "circle" that constitutes David's written life points, of course, to a significant
difference between Pickwick and Copperfield. In Dickens's fictionalized autobiography
the obsessive circularity that marks his first novel is brought firmly within the round
boundaries of David's retrospective narrative. This turn inward would seem to check the
explosive repetitions that characterize the narrative of Pickwick by providing the novel
with a central unifying point of view that depicts the growth of the hero over time rather
than repetitiously representing the same kind of scene over and over. The capacity of
Copperfield's central perspective to hold the novel together, however, has been the focus
of critical debate. As if it were acknowledging the importance of Steerforth's admonition
to "hold our own," Dickens criticism has questioned the novel's mastery of its formal
elements. Though Angus Wilson admires Copperfield for its "complete mastery of scene
and character" (26), and though J. Hillis Miller claims that David's "spiritual presence"
"organizes" the events of the novel into a single unified pattern which forms his destiny"
(155), there is a strain of criticism which critiques David and the novel for what it sees as
a lack of firmness, an inability of Dickens's hero to serve as an able master of his own
narrative body. Despite whatever artistic "mastery" may exist in the novel, critics have
repeatedly identified a problematic relationship between the central focus of the novel.
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the progress of David's life, and the peripheral elements that circulate around the main
character. Stephen Leacock, for example, complains that "David is merely the looking
glass in which we see the other characters, the voice through which they speak." "In the
written novel, the autobiography," Leacock argues, "the revelation of the author's soul, is
overwhelmed and absorbed by the characters in the book" (144). W. Somerset Maugham
criticizes the novel for the same reasons claiming that David "is the least interesting
person in the book" and wonders why Dickens gave his character "none of his own drive,
vitality and exuberance" (Bloom 15). Maurice Beebe claims that David has an "excess"
of "passivity" and possesses little of the "egotism" typical of the "artist-hero" (Bloom 25).
It is only late in the novel, according to Beebe, that David successfully "overcome[s] his
passivity" and becomes an author. More recently Margaret Myers has examined the
question of David's passivity in terms of gender construction and argues that the novel
ultimately retreats from a an "individual recognition of the complexity of sexual identity
and the necessity of incorporating the feminine into that which is masculine identified"
(132). David finally, according to Myers, disavows "those aspects of his male selfhood,"
such as his passivity, that are "culturally designated as feminine" (120). Gail Hurley
Houston attributes more sinister motives to the novel's representation of David's
"feminine" softness. She argues that David "uses the feminine to mask his materialist
motivations" (214). He "genuflects before the feminized self and writer only" to conceal
"the materialist, elitist, masculinist nature of his profession" as a writer (222-23). David
is accused of being both too soft and too phallically identified. I will argue that the novel
calls attention to the various repetitious strategies David and other male characters adopt
in their child-like struggle to master their physical and textual bodies in a world that
constantly undermines the attempt. The novel represents the labor of writing, the
activity through which the author/hero constructs himself, as a fixated, repetitious
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hammering, an activity into which the writer must "throw" his "whole self with
"perseverance" and a "continuous energy" (545,606). ^

II
The problem of holding one's own and its significance for the figure of the writer
is raised in the opening sentence of the novel. Unlike the meandering, picaresque quality
of The Pickwick Papers, Dickens's David Copperfield seeks from the beginning to
establish a disciplined purpose for itself As though presenting a case or an argument
before a court of law, the goal of "these pages," David states, will be to "show" "whether
I shall turn out to be the hero of my own life, or whether that station will be held by
anybody else" (1). Though David moves immediately to a description of the
circumstances of his birth as if to move right away to the task at hand, the question of
whether or not the writer is the primary agent of his "own" narrative calls his authority as
an author into question. For, if he is not the hero of his "own life," that is, if his life is
really the story of another, to whom does his story really belong? Is the author selfpossessed or under the power of another? By whom will the narrative of "these pages" be
guided? The problem of the writer's relationship to his own history or life is further
raised by the way in which the opening sentence distances the writer from "these pages,"
pages that "must show" independently of their author's will. The question of authorial
control over "these pages" does not appear to be an issue for Dickens himself however.
As if to answer the question his novel raises before it is asked, Dickens uses a
Un his analysis of narrative voice in the modem novel, Patrick O'Donnell has identified a
fluctuation in Our Mutual Friend between "the sheer multiplicity and fragmentation" of
voices in the novel and the "reimposition of a kind of fascistic control" by Dickens over
the novel's structure in reaction to that multiplicity (10). I see a similar pattern at work in
David Copperfield, but in this chapter I stress the ways in which the novel is dominated
by attempts to master the body and the fluid which flows through it and from it.
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parent/child metaphor in his preface to lay paternal claim to his book; "It will be easily
believed that I am a fond parent to every child of my fancy, and that no one can ever love
that family as dearly as I love them" (xii). In contrast to the narrator who distances
himself from his "life" at the outset, the problem Dickens describes in the preface is one
of being too close to his work: "I did not find it easy to get sufficiently far away from it,"
he writes. Despite this closeness Dickens acknowledges that time eventually steps in to
divide the author from his work. The end of writing always brings about a necessary
separation between parent and child. Dickens, "a fond parent," regrets his separation
from the children "of his fancy." This is especially true for David Copperfield, "his
favourite child," a novel which arose from his own aborted autobiography. The distance
that opens up between author and work becomes in this novel a gap between the self and
the text that represents it: "It would concern the reader little perhaps, to know how
sorrowfrilly the pen is laid down at the close of a two-years' imaginative task; or how an
Author feels as if he were dismissing some portion of himself into the shadowy world,
when a crowd of creatures of his brain are going from him for ever." The end of the
writing process for Dickens involves a loss of self as though parts of him were falling
away or dying. Though this loss would suggest an authorial lack of control over the
"portion of himself that is "going from him," Dickens's claim that he is "dismissing" that
part of himself, disposing of it the way a last will and testament disposes of the writer's
property, indicates that he is invoking a posthumous authority over his text. His writing
resembles a collection of "posthumous papers" such as those belonging to the Pickwick
Club, and his novels resemble "posthumous" children, a term David Copperfield uses to
describe himself. Dickens's interest in controlling his textual corpus even after it has
passed from him into "the shadowy world" is evident in his career long advocacy of an
international copyright law that would allow writers to profit from the overseas sales of
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their work.^ This drive for self-possession evident in the desire for authorial disposal,
mirrors Steerforth's call to "hold our own" against the centrifugal force of time which
causes objects to slip from the self. The figure of the paternal author arises from a
nostalgic attempt to re-member or re-collect parts of the self that have already passed into
the shadowy world. The novel uncovers the anxiety that lies behind the author's paternal
claims and his acts of dismissal.^
David's retrospective narrative arises as a defense against the losses and
narcissistic wounds left by the passage of time. Time in the novel slips away and marks a
process by which objects fall from the individual like waste material. Characters remark
how "moments slip away so" (382) or how "days and weeks" seem to have "slipped
away" (386) as though time was something that could be grasped or possessed. Mrs.
Creakle informs David after his mother's death that "'the world changes everyday... and
... the people in it pass away'" (123), and this lesson is repeated shortly afterwards by
Mr. Omer who tells him that "'fashions are like human beings. They come in, nobody

^Alexander Welsh has demonstrated the importance of Dickens's views on international
copyright to his authorial identity in From Copyright to Copperfield, and Linda M. Shires
has written on the problem of decorporealisation and authorship in David Copperfield.
^Compare Dickens's acts of authorial dismissal to Freud's description of the child's game
of fort/da: "Throwing away the object so that it was 'gone' might satisfy an impulse of the
child's, which was suppressed in his actual life, to revenge himself on his mother for
going away from him. In that case it would have a defiant meaning: 'All right, then, go
away! I don't need you. I'm sending you away myself" {Beyond 10). The subject of this
game, according to Samuel Weber, is "the narcissistic ego, in the process of
consolidating itself in what Lacan has taught us to recognize as the 'mirror-stage'" (96).
The game derives "from the effort of the narcissistic ego to appropriate the other upon
which it depends and in the image of which it constitutes its identity" (Weber 98).
Throwing away the object becomes, ironically, a means by which we "hold our own."
This will become evident later in my discussion of Steerforth's habit of winning what is
worthless to him and then throwing it away. This game is his strategy for holding his
own and consolidating his power.
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knows when, why, or how; and they go out, nobody knows when, why, or how.
Everything is like life, in my opinion, if you look at it in that point of view"' (126). Time
is most often represented in the novel as a liquid medium that remains external to the self
but also passes into and away from the individual. David's "existence" is marked by a
"silent gliding" as though it were floating upon "flowing water" (265), but "time and the
world" also, like the tide, have a way of "slipping from beneath" David and other
characters (444). In a circular repetition of the preface, David writes near the end of the
novel that "realities are melting from me like the shadows that I now dismiss" (877).
Time causes "realities" to flow from the body like water flows from a block of ice or hot
wax drips from a burning candle. As in the preface, David's act of authorial dismissal is
mixed with a sense that he possesses little control over the liquid flow of time. "In a
breath, the river that flows through our Sunday walks is sparkling in the summer sun, is
ruffled by the winter wind, or thickened with drifting heaps of ice. Faster than ever [the]
river ran towards the sea, it flashes, darkens, and rolls away" (626). The flow of time
marks not only the sliding away of the world from the self but production of waste
material such as thick, "drifting heaps of ice." In its most nightmarish form, the
'"dreadful river"" is associated with the transformation of objects into filthy, decaying
waste; the river "'comes from country places, where there was once no harm in it-and it
creeps through the dismal streets, defiled and miserable-and it goes away, like my life,
to a great sea, that is always troubled—and I feel that I must go with it'" (681). This
temporal current pulls individuals along its course as though they were bits of refuse
floating through London's swollen gutters or fecal matter moved through the bowels by
the body's digestive processes. However, the novel suggests that the production and
accumulation of waste is not a natural process but is associated with "the clash and glare"
of industry, "fiery Works upon the river-side" that "disturb everything except the heavy
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and unbroken smoke that poured out of their chimneys" (680). Being caught in the
current of the "defiled" river resembles being bound to the industrial machinery of the
"Works" that expels filthy smoke. As in The Pickwick Papers, the fiery labor of industry
is associated with paternal power. Murdstone and Grinby's, David's stepfather's business,
is, of course, a water-side warehouse filled vath "dirt," "rottermess," and decay (154), and
represents for David the power of the father to cast his son into this low, filthy world.
The connection in David's narrative between time, industry, and waste is further made by
the figure of the hammer, a synecdoche for the activity of labor. The "regular sound of
hammering" is the "tune" David hears while Joram, a coffin maker with "a hammer in his
hand" and "a mouth... full of nails" (127), finishes constructing his mother and brother's
coffin. The labor of constructing coffins "was the time that never does leave off' and is
"beating softly, all the while" (306). The beating of the hammer, the sound of labor,
resembles a ticking clock that reminds David of all he has lost Indeed, labor is
associated with a turning movement which marks time like the gears of a a machine or
pocket watch. Steerforth, who leads a life of "wastefulness and profligacy" (293), drinks
to the "lilies of the valley that toil not, neither do they spin" (295). For Steerforth,
binding oneself to a vocation is to surrender oneself to a tediously repetitive process over
which one has little control: "I have never learnt the art of binding myself to any of the
wheels on which the Ixions of these days are turning round and round" (324). Ixion's
turning wheel, a figure for paternal law, suggests the degree to which individuals are
subject to the wasteful activity of industry. For David, the water-side is a swollen gutter
for "refuse" produced by the spinning wheels of industry. Amid the mud and filth are the
rotting "carcases" of unfinished houses and industrial waste; "rusty iron monsters of
steam-boilers, wheels, cranks, pipes, furnaces, paddles, anchors, diving-bells, windmillsails, and I know not what strange objects" (680). An anxiety in David's narrative is that
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he will be caught up in this flow and become "a part of the refuse" society has "cast out."
Though this is a fate which threatens all characters in the novel, it is most associated with
the fate of the fallen woman. David devotes most of the chapter, "Martha," to connecting
Martha Endell's status as a prostitute and fallen woman to the pollution and waste of the
London river-side. The polluted river is "'natural company for such like"' her who have
been thrown away by the world (681). Martha has become water-side "refuse," "cast out,
and left for corruption and decay" (680). Only a drowned corpse can sink lower in the
world than Martha has. Without control of her body, the prostitute and fallen woman are
"purchased slaves" who resemble nothing more than a '"piece of pollution, picked up
from the waterside, to be made much of for an hour, and then tossed back to her original
place!"' (720). They are "broken toy[s]" that are picked up for a while and then '"thrown
away'" like the "rusty iron monsters" David observes by the river (721). David's "strange
fascination" with "following" Martha to "low-lying" ground near the river arises from his
own anxieties about being "thrown away" as a child and being subject to the wasteful
flow of time. The figures of Martha Endell, Emily Peggotty, and Rosa Dartle are, to a
certain degree, made to bear the scars of the narrator's own narcissistic wounds; his
painful awareness that he resembles refuse.
If the powerlessness of fallen women is associated with her vulnerability to the
wasteful flow of time and with her status as refuse, the power of anal-retentive paternal
figures like Edward Murdstone is associated with a resistance to time and wdth the
accumulation and disposal of property. In a manner resembling the writer's dismissal of
his works into "the shadowy world," Mr. Murdstone informs David's Aunt Betsey, "I am
here to take David back; to take him back unconditionally, to dispose of him as I think
proper, and to deal with him as I think right" (211). Another example of paternal
disposal would be Mr. Creakle's warning to young David and to his own family that '"my
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flesh and blood... when it rises against me, is not my flesh and blood. I discard it'" (82).
Creakle's reference to having disowned and cast out his son, points to the way in which
the father views children as belonging to his body, its flesh and blood, and therefore
subject to that body's expulsion of waste material. This fate resembles not only the
writer's dismissed work but the "'thrown away'" status of fallen women like Martha
Endell as well. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has recently argued that Dickens preceded Freud
and others in "seeing digestion and the control of the anus as the crucial images for the
illusion of economic individualism" (170), and it is clear in David Copperfield \hax tight
sphincter control is a significant aspect of the masculine power of disposal. The relation
between anality and masculine power or firmness is emphasized in David's description of
the Murdstone's preoccupation with self-control. In his domination of David's mother,
Edward Murdstone commands Clara to hold her feelings for her son in check in a way
that links memory with self-mastery. '"Recollect! control yourself, always control
yourself!"' (42). Murdstone's command to recollect refers obviously to a previous
discussion he has had with David's mother, but also associates memory with the idea of
self-control as though the act of recollection was itself a means for holding the self
together. Later, speaking to his wife he asks her, "Clara my love, have you forgotten?Firmness my dear!"' (45). Once again self-control, "firmness," is associated with
memory. Forgetting, especially a forgetting of the will and the father's authority, suggests
a lack "firmness" (45) and a submission to divisions introduced by time. The Murdstones
are a family known for "some firmness" (392), a controlling phallic rigidity which
assumes its power through a disciplined self-restraint and the domination of those who
are weaker. The metaphorical orifices the novel uses to represent the cormection
between the Murdstones's violent self-discipline and their tyrannical imposition of this
control upon others are the "numerous little steel fetters and rivets with which Miss
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Murdstone embellished herself as well as the various imposing containers she uses to
Store her property; "uncompromising hard black boxes," a "hard steel purse," and a "jail
of a bag" that "shut[s] up like a bite" (47-48). These steel beaded accessories that Jane
Murdstone carries with her and wears "on her wrists and around her neck" (393)
represent a severe binding and constriction of the body as though functioning as
prosthetic sphincters. Indeed, David observes her "compressing her lips" and "opening
her mouth" in "sympathy" with the opening and closing of her purse. Her anality is
implied also by her paranoid investigation of "dark cupboard[s]" and her tendency to
"grope into all sorts of places, coal-holes and pantries and I don't know where" (48, 114).
Jane Murdstone's steel reinforced firmness is an external ization of what remains internal
in her brother. As an "inferior" or "tributary" representative of the family character. Miss
Murdstone requires "metallic," external accoutrements to support her firmness. As a
male, Edward Murdstone's firmness, the novel implies, requires no prosthetic devices to
assert itself, though it might be argued that Jane Murdstone herself reinforces her
brother's power. Nevertheless the internalized strategies that lie behind his authority are
revealed when David observes him "making his lips thin, by pressing them together"
before he threatens to beat him.
Mr. Barkis, the carrier between Yarmouth and Blunderstone, is another male
character who maintains tight control over the distribution of his property. Like
Murdstone, Barkis's self-mastery is a form of anality. Barkis, who is "'a little near"' (150),
accumulates and withholds a great quantity of food, property, emotions, and words, and
very rarely spends any. David observes how Barkis "disposed of a large quantity" of food
"without any emotion" (147), and how during his "wooing" of Peggotty, he never felt
"called upon to talk" (144). Barkis takes a child-like pleasure in controlling objects by
hiding and producing them. His "peculiar" courtship of Peggotty, a version of what Freud
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would later identify as the fort/da game, is characterized by his "great delight" in
depositing "bundle[s]" of "eccentric" objects at the door of her house "tied up in a
handkerchief and by his pleasure in keeping within his pocket "the bit of wax candle"
Peggotty uses for sewing so that he could "produce it when it was wanted" and "pocket it
again when it was done with" (144)^ Bundling, pocketing, and the disposal of food are
simple, child-like strategies by which Barkis interacts with the world.^ In addition to his
pockets and his mouth, his "box" is another orifice by which Barkis attempts to control
his life. After her marriage to Barkis, Peggotty informs David that her husband keeps "a
heap of money in a box under his bed" from which "the smallest instalments could only
be tempted out by artifice" (150). The use of the term "heap" to refer to Barkis's miserly

"^Soft wax is also associated in the novel with the attempt by one person to form the
character of another. Mr. Murdstone molds Clara's "pliant" personality into any form he
chooses, and David is described by Miss Mowcher as "soft wax" in Steerforth's "hands"
(463).
^Barkis is not the only character who obtains pleasure in these ways. Many of the male
characters engage in repetitive acts of disposal. David "never" sees Mr. Micawber "enjoy
anything so much as drinking out of his own particular pint pot, and putting it in his
pocket at the close of the evening" (804). Micawber's disposal of his "pint pot," a sort of
game, becomes a defense against the passage of time, the closing of the evening and the
conclusion of its pleasures. The fort/da game that Freud describes in Beyond the
Pleasure Principle is, as Samuel Weber states, a game through which the narcissistic
subject is constructed. The ego consolidates itself by appropriating an object through the
repeated action of possessing and disposing of it: "The ego takes its place by taking the
place of the other, by replacing that other within itself and by seeking to deprive it of its
alterity. One of the most powerftil forms of this process can take is precisely the desire
to rediscover the same, to repeat, to recognize, and thus to transform a movement of
difference into one of identity" (Weber 94). David's anxieties about waste, loss, and
fragmentation are only alleviated late in the novel when he arrives at the conclusion that
what he has lost he has "thrown away" of his "own free choice and course" (817). At this
point, coincidently, what he has lost, "love, friendship, interest..., the whole airy castle
of my life" (813), is returned to him in the form of Agnes, the "centre" of himself and the
"circle" of his life (864).
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accumulation of treasure resonates with other uses of the term in the novel which refer to
the accumulation of waste material such as the numerous books that are "added to"
David's "heap of failures" by the Murdstones during his home schooling (57), the
"common dust-heap" David views outside Martha's "decayed and dirty" lodgings (717),
the heap of epitaphs, "a formal piling up of words" (754), that Mr. Micawber dumps upon
Uriah Heep, himself a "Heep of infamy" (751), or "the heaps of such toys" that the
"boiling" sea makes of men and their boats" (792). In each instance heap refers to the
piling up of waste. That this sort of mastery, the strict control of money and property, is
merely an illusion is revealed by the way in which Barkis's desire for control over time
increases proportionally to the degree that he loses control over his own body. His
"rheumatics" which confine him to bed make him "'a little nearer"' and make the release
of money from his "secret... box" a constipated process that causes him to utter
"suppressed groans" and to suffer a "martyrdom" of "unheard of agonies" (309). As his
death approaches the box shifts from representing the locus of his control to a
commentary upon his inability to hold onto his property. His box is revealed to be
merely a prop upon which his "mute and senseless" body derives its "expression" (445):
"Time and the world were slipping away from beneath him, but the box was there" (444).
The figure of the box in this novel functions much the way the figure of the pocket watch
fxmctions in The Pickwick Papers. Both are fetishistic objects which provide the
individual with an illusion of mastery and control. In Copperfield, the box provides
characters the sense that they can possess or dispose of the course of their own life in a
world where the flow of time, represented by the river, disperses the body and its
property. Stripped of his "box and money" before running away to Dover, David is
thrown back into a state of helpless infancy, "taking very little more out of the world,...
than I had brought into it" (179). Betsey Trotwood's response to her large financial losses
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is to sit rigidly upon her "box" of "property" as if to forestall anymore of it from tumbling
"into space" (497,513).
The image of time and life moving or going away into a shadowy world, of
course, is the image Dickens uses in the preface to describe the experience of novel
writing. The difference, however, is that the author "dismisses" that part of himself
embodied in the novel. It is not "slipping" out from under his impotent grasp. In the
preface Dickens stubbornly clings to the illusion that he controls "that portion of himself
that "is going from him," just as Barkis embraces his box "night and day" in the vain hope
of maintaining his authority over it As the narrator, David seems a little less sure of the
degree to which his "life" is at his own disposal or at the disposal of some other
individual or system. This lack of self-confidence or what he will later refer to as his
lack of self-reliance is a repeated motif in the novel and underscores the problem of
authorial control. David's handling of Peggotty's legal affairs after Barkis's death is one
example of how this problem is raised. After his death Barkis's "last will and testament"
represents a final attempt to obtain control over the contents of his box, since it is the
means by which his "hoarded" property is "bequeathed" and "equally divided" between
his friends and relatives. Barkis's "perfectly formal" means for posthumously disposing
of his property is mirrored by the activities of David who achieves a sense of selfimportance in his role as "referee" and "adviser" by "arranging all the affairs in an orderly
manner" (447). In this role, David stands in for the dead author of the will and makes
sure that the disposal of the property is carried out to the letter.
Even when he is most self-confident about his powers to arrange his life and the
affairs of others, doubt creeps in to undermine his authority. This is apparent in the scene
where David criticizes the "Registry of the Court" for the way it disposes of "the original
wills of all persons leaving effects within the immense province of Canterbury" (479).
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Though the word "dispose" does not appear in this scene, various meanings attached to
the word circulate throughout it According to the OED dispose can mean "to put into
the proper or suitable place" or "to place (things) at proper distances apart and in proper
positions with regard to each other, to place suitably, adjust." Dispose can also mean "to
make arrangements; to determine or control the course of affairs or events; to ordain,
appoint." Finally, dispose means to throw away, "to get rid of," "to do away with,... or
demolish" what is worthless or perhaps dangerous. Though each of the definitions
implies a controlling figure who masters that which is disposed of, a tension between the
definitions may arise if getting rid of something by throwing it away, disrupts the proper
positioning of things or interferes with a plotted course of affairs. In short, a problem
arises when what is disposed of is not properly disposed of For David such is the case in
the way wills are managed by the government. Having taken "the management of
Peggotty's affairs into [his] own hands" after the death of her husband, and having placed
"everything into an orderly train," David recognizes that his orderiy management is
threatened by the government's disposal of wills. The wills, "important documents"
(480), complains David, are kept in an "accidental building, never designed for the
purpose" and "crammed... away anyhow and anywhere, having no other object than to
get rid of them cheaply" (479-80). David's disposal of Peggotty's affairs, a sort of
authorial arrangement in which he takes "no little pride" (475), is threatened by the
court's apparently arbitrary placement of the wills. The court's wasteful handling of the
wills, the documents by which an individual post-posthumously disposes of his property
in an orderly, authorized manner, leaves them vulnerable to accidental displacement and
loss and reveals the extent to which the writer's text escapes the control of its author once
it is publicly circulated. The wills may become disjecta membra like the heap of refuse
David observes by the river-side.

Disposal, thus, represents the author's control over
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those objects that pass from him, but also reveals the extent to which he cannot "hold his
own" because he is subject to social systems of disposal, such as the "Registry of the
Court" or the polluted flow of the Thames, that exceed the control of any one person.

Ill
The question with which the novel opens, the question of whether the writer is
the "hero" of his own written "life," is a question of disposal. Is the author, the one in
charge of arranging the course of events in the text and of putting things in their proper
places, at his ovm disposal or at the disposal of someone or something else? The answer
the novel provides to its own question is ambiguous, because David is clearly ambivalent.
Though he acknowledges late in the novel that the direction of his life has been
determined by his "own free choice and course" (817), a large part of his narrative
expresses a fear that he is at the disposal of others. His admission that he alone is
responsible for the course his life has taken comes as he contemplates the way in which
he has "thrown away the treasure of" Agnes Wickfield's "love" (817): "If she had ever
loved me with another love ... I had cast it away." Here David's decision to take
responsibility for the course of his life is associated with the act of disposal, of "throwing
away" a part of his life. His "hopeless consciousness of all that [he] had lost" becomes a
guilty awareness of his responsibility for it. This is reinforced by Miltonic echoes that
link David to Satan. Just as Satan in Paradise Lost carries Hell within him wherever he
may "fly" (Milton 4.75), David "roamed from place to place, carrying my burden with me
everywhere" (813). His assumption of responsibility which involves bearing his load
rather than unburdening himself, is also associated at this point with a renewed work
ethic and with his story writing: "I fell to work, in my old ardent way, on a new fancy,
which took strong possession of me. As I advanced in the execution of this task, I felt it
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more and more, and roused my utmost energies to do it well" (816-17). It is through a
"self-denying" (818) "strength" (815) and hard work that he hopes to achieve "a firmer
and higher tendency" in his "every purpose" (815). And yet, even in his professions of
firmness there is the sense that he is not firm and has not mastered himself Even though
the word "fell" refers to his disciplined industriousness, it also connotes the opposite of
an ascension to a higher purpose. Throughout the novel falling is associated with a lack
of self-control, with disenchantment, with waste, with debt, with sexual promiscuity, and
with death. In addition, the idea of a "fancy" taking "possession" of him indicates that he
has not yet escaped from the misty, airy fantasies that dominated his childhood and lead
to painful disenchantment. Indeed, David earlier writes that his "first fall... in life"
(284) is related to a "distrust of myself that undermines his "misty ideas about being a
young man at my own disposal" (273). He seems to lack the "strength of character" and
the ability "to act for [him]self' that his aunt wishes for him (275).
David's early recognition that his body and its parts are not at his "own disposal"
but under the direction of his parents and the larger society in which he lives is revealed
in the novel's opening pages when he remembers how his birth caul "was put up in a
raffle down in our part of the country" (2): "1 remembered to have felt quite
uncomfortable and confused, at a part of myself being disposed of in that way" (2). Just
as later in the novel his sense of order is threatened by the way in which the legal system
"get[s] rid of" wills "cheaply," David is made uncomfortable by the way the vestige of
his intra-uterine existence becomes caught up in the public circulation and exchange of
objects. It is submitted to "a raffle" as if to stress the way in which parts of himself are
not only cheaply disposed of but subjected to chance and accident as well. Entrzmce into
the world beyond the mother's womb is purchased by series of losses that separate the
child from the mother but which are necessary in order for the child to distinguish itself
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from the objects around it and to constitute a cultural identity. That the loss of his caul
takes the form of a public transaction illustrates how David's relationship to his body and
its needs will be mediated from that point forward through social laws and conventions.^
This discomfort is exacerbated after his mother's marriage to Mr. Murdstone by his
subjection to the authority of his stepfather and his stepfather's sister who widen the
distance between David and his mother. The displacement of the nurturing caresses of
his mother by the strict, orchestrated lessons imposed by the Murdstones ftirther
introduce David to the difficulties in grasping the flow of signs in the symbolic world. ^
Words and concepts slip from him during these lessons in the way time and the world
later slip from Barkis's grasp or in the way the creatures of Dickens's authorial brain slide
from him into "the shadowy world:" "I began to feel the words I have been at infinite
pains to get into my head, all sliding away, and going I don't know where. I wonder
where they do go, by-the-by?" (53). During another lesson he describes how felt "the
words of my lessons slipping off, not one by one, or line by line, but by the entire page; I
tried to lay hold of them; but they seemed if I may so express it, to have put skates on,
and to skim away from me with a smoothness there was no checking" (57). In place of
these departing words appear random figures "or any such ridiculous problem that I have
no business with" (54). Just as Peggotty has no control over the "people" who randomly

^In articulating Jacques Lacan's model of subjectivity Kaja Silverman explains that "once
the subject has entered the symbolic order its organic needs pass through the "defiles" or
network of signification and are transformed in a way which makes them thereafter
impossible to satisfy. The drives offer only a partial and indirect expression of those
needs, but language severs the relationship altogether." Language "effects" a "complete
rupture with the phenomenal world" (Silverman, The Subject 66).
^Both Diaime F. Sadoff and Virginia Carmichael have used Lacanian theories of
subjectivity to discuss the way the character of Edward Murdstone represents David's
"problematic accession to the Symbolic realm" (Carmichael 654).
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"come and go" through her head "just as they like" (112), David is not master of his own
thoughts. The attempt to "lay hold of them" in order to possess and master them appears
futile, because they are subject to the same temporal flow that continually changes the
world and causes people, as Mr. Omer observes, to "come in" and "go out, nobody knows
when, why, or how." Time threatens to cause all that he has "learned, thought, and
delighted in, and raised [his] fancy up by" to "pass away from [him], little by little, never
to be brought back any more" (155).
David's oral insufficiency and his inability to master the world around him is
revealed when he is sent to school at Salem House as punishment for having bitten his
stepfather's hand: "I caught the hand with which he held me in my mouth, between my
teeth, and bit it through" (58). The act of biting the father's hand is not simply a
resistance to his power but in the world of this novel where the need to hold one's own is
associated with the power of the orifice to hold and dispose of the objects around it,
David's bite suggests a desire to incorporate the father's power as well. Metaphorically
swallowing the father's hand in order to bring it within the ring of the self is a desire to
acquire the "vice"-like power of the father's mouth. His subsequent punishments,
however, underscore the weakness of his mouth and his inability to determine the
direction of his life. He quickly recognizes that his being sent to school at Salem House
and his degrading "service" at Murdstone and Grimby are plans "devised" by his
stepfather to get rid of [him]" (72), and he is horrified at being "thrown away at such an
age" (154). When he is cast out from his home he feels as though he has descended into
a piece of discarded baggage which is to be weighed and then "left till called for" (73).
Like his birth caul, the words that slip from his head, and the court's discarded wills, he is
an object caught up in the public circulation of objects and, consequently, feels as though
he were "weighed, bought, delivered, and paid for" (73). The subjection of David's
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mouth to the power of social institutions and paternal law is nowhere more evident than
when he is forced to wear the warning, "Take Care. He Bites" on his back when he
arrives at Salem House. As an extension of his father's punishment, the sign
demonstrates the px)wer of paternal law over David's mouth even as it mockingly refers to
the danger of his oral character. Just as David's mouth is marked by the sign of paternal
law, the scar that marks Rosa Dartle's mouth is also a writing of sorts. David compares
her scar's tendency to appear and disappear like "invisible ink brought to the fire" (295).
The scar "start[s] forth like the old writing on the wall." Rosa's wounded mouth, a form
of writing that marks "the most susceptible part of her face," is a figure for what Kaja
Silverman calls symbolic castration. Symbolic castration refers to the way all subject's
entrance into language necessitates a loss of being: "the signifier is the mark of the
subject's radical alienation from the real- ... from any phenomenal experience"
(Silverman, The Subject 164). The mouth represents the place through which the body of
the individual interacts with the external world as well as the ability of the individual to
control his or her surroundings. Rosa's scarred mouth and the sign David is forced to
wear illustrate how their bodies and their attempts to control their world are culturally
mediated by a system of signification. Rosa's scar holds a "painful interest" for David,
and in a later scene, he mitigates its more disturbing aspects, its reference to his own
wounds, by making it come and go on a portrait of Rosa painted without the scar. By
alternately calling it up and dismissing it, David can momentarily convince himself that
he possesses an authorial control over its comings and goings. David's scopophilic
fascination with her scar, a familiar "old writing," is based partly upon its reference to
similar losses he has sustained, and particularily to his own childhood "transient visions"
which appear like words "written on the wall of [his] room" (135), but which eventually
melt "away."
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The weakness of David's mouth is evident by the trouble he has in controlling his
property. His decision to run away to his aunt at Dover results in the dispersal of nearly
all he possesses. His box of clothes is stolen from him along with his half-guinea. Along
the way he not only disposes of his waistcoat and his jacket for money, but he identifies
himself with bits of refuse; "I began to picture myself, as a scrap of newspaper
intelligence" (180). Later in the journey a tinker takes his handkerchief away with a
force that "threw me away like a feather" (187). The disappearance of his property
represents the extent to which he has been "thrown upon [him]self' (191) and has left, as
he says later of himself, "at his own disposal." A lack of self-restraint leads to losses
such as the Micawbers suffer. The Micawbers's inability to maintain possession of their
property is a consequence of their inability to regulate their consumption of goods and
services. Consequently they wastefully "dispose of the more portable articles" of their
"property" (164) just to pay their debts. For Mrs. Micawber this represents a falling away
from the high social station she imagines she once held with her parents: "The pearl
necklace and bracelets which I inherited from mama, have been disposed of for less than
half their value; and the set of coral, which was the wedding gift of my papa, has been
actually thrown away for nothing" (171). Mrs. Micawber's inability to retain her
necklace and bracelets is an appropriate contrast to Jane Murdstone's metallic necklace
and bracelets that represent her narcissistic self-constraint. The Micawbers lack the anal
retentive firmness that is associated with Miss Murdstone's orificial accessories. The
Micawber's improper management of their belongings transforms them into waste
material. As they fall further and further into debt and poverty their dwelling places
come more and more to resemble the filth and pollution of the river-side. The
Micawbers live on a street in which
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the inhabitants appeared to have a propensity to throw any httle trifles they were
not in want of, into the road: which not only made it rank and sloppy, but untidy
too, on account of the cabbage-leaves. The refuse was not wholly vegetable
either, for I myself saw a shoe, a doubled-up saucepan, a black botmet, and an
umbrella, in various stages of decomposition, and an umbrella, in various stages
of decomposition, as I was looking out for the number I wanted. (400)
Portable property is characterized by its susceptibility to easy disposal. Pawn shops, the
water-side, swollen gutters, dust-heaps, and the street are all places where objects
become waste. Like his attack upon the way wills are stored by the court, David's
description of the Micawbers' street reveals his anxiety about the tidy disposal of
personal possessions. His anxiety arises from his fear that he will become a thrown away
object himself The disposal of portable property, a fall in life, reflects the way in which
David loses and disposes of the various pieces of property throughout the novel. David's
lack of mastery over his property is repeated when he gives a dinner at his newly
acquired chambers but abdicates his position at the "head of the table" to Steerforth
because he feels "much to young to preside" over the meal (369). David's inability to see
himself as the master of his own house occurs again when he visits the house he and
Dora are to inhabit after their marriage and declares that he is "quite unable to regard
myself as its master. I seem to be there, by permission of somebody else. I half expected
the real master to come home presently, and say he is glad to see me" (629). Because
David does not view himself as "the real master" of his house, he and Dora waste money
and lose their property to the dishonesty of their servants. Pieces of property such as gold
watches, hampers "full of wine," coal, "sirloins of beef," bread, and bed sheets vanish
from their house due to their domestic mismanagement. Though firm orificial control is
important for successfully managing the domestic sphere, the novel reveals the unseemly
side of such management as well.
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Power and control in the novel are related to the processes by which objects are
brought into the body and discharged from it. In the character of Uriah Heep this desire
for control is represented as a heartless, unseemly grasping after power and property.
Heep is a nightmarish figure not because of the '"outward restraints'" he imposes upon
himself, but because those constraints insufficiently regulate the accumulation and
disposal of material. Consequently, the labor of his orifices become too visible. David is
intimidated by his "wide" mouth and by the "motions" he makes with it as though he
were "smacking his lips" (254, 580). Uriah Heep, whose name connects him to dustheaps and the accumulation of material, is the character in the novel most associated with
circles, bodily orifices, and with waste. The circles suggest a vulgar preoccupation with
self and a narcissistic clinging to the orificial pleasures. David's first extended
description of Uriah represents him within a series of circles. Uriah is located in a "little
circular room" (221) from which he "stealthily stare[s]" at David with "two little red
suns" that were "either just rising or just setting." In addition to being fascinated by
Uriah's round eyes, David also observes his "nostrils" which have "a singular and most
uncomfortable way of expanding and contracting themselves; that they seemed to twinkle
instead of his eyes" (234). Part of Uriah's ghastliness arises from the spasmodic,
involuntary movements of his body and his nostrils which suggest the reflexes of a
sphincter charged with regulating the flow of body fluids. Like Jane Murdstone, Uriah is
characterized by the "'outward restraints he puts on himself" (778). Rather than steel
fetters, Uriah's self-constriction is his professed "umbleness" through which he conceals
his rapacious appetite for property and his ambition to rise in the world. His mask of
humility is the result of an "early and... long suppression" (575), a consequence of his
father's advice to '"keep yourself down.'" Uriah tells himself to '"hold hard!'" in order to
prevent his ambition from revealing itself openly. Like Murdstone's firmness and
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Steerforth's desire to "hold" his "own," Uriah's "hold hard" is a similar strategy for
maintaining the narcissistic subject. Uriah's work of self-suppression is visible in his
mouth and nostrils which become a source of fascination and repulsion for David; "I stole
into the next room to look at him. There I saw him, lying on his back, with his legs
extending to I don't know where, gurglings taking place in his throat, stoppages in his
nose, and his mouth open like a post-office" (383). Uriah's ugly, aspiring body is the
opposite of the genteel, self-possessed Steerforth who David also observes sleeping but
whose slumbering body retains a pleasing form with "his handsome face turned up, and
his head reclining easily on his arm" (88). The figure of Uriah's body lacks a pleasing
sense of self-possession, because his poorly regulated body reveals the unseemly
operations of the body's interior. Uriah's hands and "lank forefinger," for example,
secrete a clammy residue upon whatever they touch and his mouth and nose emit
involuntary gurgling sounds, just as his "blue bag lying down" upon the floor of his home
is seen "vomiting papers" (254). David finds Uriah both repulsive and fascinating
precisely because his "outward restraints" are unable to contain the force of his rapacious
desire. Just as a drowning body eventually loses its ability to keep water fi'om entering
its nostrils, mouth, and throat, Uriah's "gurgling" indicates the extent to which his body is
pervaded and saturated by a liquid medium which it is unable to channel effectively.
Uriah admits to having "always overflowed towards" David and seems to "swell and
grow before" David's eyes (381). Uriah, with his "damp, cold hand[s]" (377), his
cadaverous face, and his unseemly gurglings, resembles a drowned corpse which has
risen fi'om the bottom of the river. Dickens associates the nightmarish "gurgling" sound
specifically with the idea of drowning. In "Down with the Tide," a selection fi-om
Reprinted Pieces, he describes "the uncomfortable rushes of water suggestive of gurgling
and drowning" he hears while boating at night on the Thames (529). Uriah's inability to
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master his body's fluid resembles the lack of control Martha Endell possesses over the
current of the '"dreadful river"' that pulls her like floating refuse along its course.
Whether it represents the flow of time, language, desire, or industrial waste forces, the
river is both external to the characters and a current that flows through them. It pre
exists their entrance into the world and determines to a certain extent the course their life
takes.^ Thus, David can use water imagery to represent the narrative flow of his life, the
flow of time, as well as his love for Dora, his "fulfilled... destiny" (390): "If I may so
express it, I was steeped in Dora. I was not merely over head and ears in love with her,
but I was saturated through and through. Enough love might have been wrung out of me,
metaphorically speaking, to drown anybody in; and yet there would have remained
enough within me, and all over me, to pervade my entire existence" (474). David's love
for Dora resembles Uriah's gurgling not only in the way it overwhelms his attempts to
master it, but also in the way both David and Uriah's ambition belongs to the polluted
flow of the '"dreadful river.'" Mr. Wickfield's alcoholism is yet another example of the
link between drinking and a lack of self-mastery. He admits that his "'monotonous life'"
is "drowned in" wine and that his drinking arises from his fear that his daughter, Agnes,
will one day "leave" him as his wife did (233). Wickfield has consequently "narrowed
the circle of his sympathies" (370) around Agnes in a "diseased" attempt to "keep her
near" him (233). The orifice-like contraction of his "circle," which resembles the

^In a recent reading of Our Mutual Friend, J. Hillis Miller reads the river as a catachretic
figure for an "anarchic underlying energy" that "works through" all of Dickens characters
and drives them to act without determining the character of those acts (Miller, "The
Topography" 234). While I agree with Miller that the river "serves as what one might
call a mutual friend for all the characters" (229), I see the river, in David Copperfield
anyway, as having more in common with Lacan's notion of the unconscious; the way the
symbolic order works itself through subjectivity. Entering the symbolic world for David
is like "drowning" in a linguistic "bog of nonsense" (53) or "sea of perplexity" (DC 545).
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contraction of Uriah's nostrils, illustrates Wickfield's lack of self-command as well as
attempt to preserve a narcissistic sense of wholeness.
The failure of David and other characters to master the various literal and
figurative liquids that pervade their lives is symptomatic of a weakness at the center of
their selves that prevents them from controlling their bodies. Uriah Heep's inability to
channel the water within him is matched by his failure to control the "snaky undulation"
of his limbs and body. This leads Betsey Trotwood to demand that he "control" his
"limbs like "a man" (517). Uriah, thus, is condemned for his anal/oral desire to acquire
and control property, but is also condemned for not being anal enough. He is not strong
enough to control the movement of his limbs and retain what oozes from his body.
Mastery of the body, particularily the limbs, is a repeated motif in the novel and
illustrates once again, the danger for the masculine subject of not holding his own. It
mirrors the concern of some Dickens criticism that David is not a strong, central force in
the novel. The strong artist figure should control the peripheral elements that circulate
around him rather than allow the other characters to speak through him. The inability to
properly manage the body's limbs is associated with youth, femininity, and infirmity. A
sign of weak, infantile masculinity, for example, is an inability of many of the male
characters to hold their head up. Mr. Chillip, "the meekest of men" (9), carries "his head
on one side," just as his baby can only wag "its heavy head" and roll "its goggle eyes" at
the world (447). Likewise, Mr. Sharp, "a limp, delicate looking" schoolmaster, carries
"his head on one side, as if it were a little too heavy for him" (83). The lack of a central
controlling agency that can properly manage the body's extremities is found also in young
Master Micawber, "a promising boy ..., very subject to that restlessness of limb which
is not an unfrequent phenomenon in youths of his age" (530). His mother discovers him
"sitting on his boots, or holding his head on with both arms as if he felt it loose, or
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accidentally kicking Traddles under the table, or shuffling his feet over one another, or
producing them at distances from himself apparently outrageous to nature, or lying
sideways with his hair among the wineglasses, or developing his restlessness of limb in
some other form incompatible with the general interests of society" (532). Earlier the
"self-possessed" (288) Steerforth, "a figure of a handsome well-formed young man"
(286), is contrasted to the "sleepy waiter, who had got the fidgets in his legs, and was
twisting them, and hitting them, and putting them through all kinds of contortions in his
small pantry" (287). This contrast between self-control and a clumsy lack of self-mastery
parallels the contrast between Steerforth's elegant gentility and David's "clumsy" inability
to control his overpowering feelings for his former schoolmate. He is, despite his
"utmost resolution," unable to "keep back" his tears. His "old love" for Steerforth
"overflowed" his "breast" and he is "overpowered" by Steerforth's recognition of him: "I
grasped him by both hands, and could not let them go.... I could have held him round
the neck and cried" (287). David's reaction to seeing Steerforth, an inability to control
his tears coupled with a grasping desire to hold his firiend "round the neck," resembles the
way Uriah is unable to control his watery body fluids despite his grasping appetite to
acquire the objects of his desire. From the novel's perspective, they are infantile.
Despite the novel's obvious sympathy for softness, the tendency to allow feelings
to express themselves in overwhelming or overflowing displays of emotion, the novel
associates this lack of firmness with castration and with weak masculinity. This is
apparent in the fall Mr. Mell, David's schoolmaster, takes at Salem House when
Steerforth openly challenges his authority. His failure to control the boys over whom he
is master is reflected in the problem he has in collecting himself and maintaining his own
composure. Just as Uriah and David have a tendency to ooze and overflow, Mr. Mell's
moumflil flute playing gives David the impression that "his whole being" will "ooze away
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at the keys" of the flute (80). He does not possess a strong center of gravity capable of
holding its peripheral elements in check. This is revealed in the way in which the
schoolmaster's fate is represented in terms of memory, self-recollection, and self-mastery.
At the point in the scene where Mr. Mell's humiliating confrontation with James
Steerforth seems destined for physical violence, Mr. Creakle asks Mr. Mell if he has
"forgotten" himself. Mr. Mell's response reveals the way in which this scene is an
emblematic one for the novel: '"No, sir, no,' returned the Master, showing his face, and
shaking his head, and rubbing his hands in great agitation. "No, sir, no I have
remembered myself, I-no, Mr. Creakle, I have not forgotten myself, I-I have
remembered myself, sir" (97). The idea of remembering oneself resonates on a number
of levels. For one, memory of self refers to the need for "a man" to master his passions
and his aggressions, to impose his rational will upon inappropriate impulses such as the
desire of a "Master" to throttle a student. Within the context of the scene Mr. Mell's
memory of self involves the awareness that he is a "Master" at the school and that he
should possess authority and control over his students. Mr. Mell's stammering reply to
Creakle, broken by pauses and interruptions, as well as his agitated, compulsive
"shaking" and "rubbing," suggests, however, that he does not possess ^e^ontrol. The
involuntary movement of his head and limbs signify an attempt at self-mastery but their
repetitive, compulsive character reveal the failure of the attempt as well.
Mr. Mell's remembered self also involves the painful awareness of his own
humiliating lack of power, his poverty and his low social station. The taunting he
receives from the rebellious boys targets these aspects of his life so that Mr. Mell's loss of
control over them, the loss of his authority as a Master of boys, is combined with an
agonizing public dramatization of "everything belonging to him" that he would rather
forget:
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I recall him bending his aching head, supported on his bony hand, over the book
on his desk, and wretchedly endeavouring to get on with his tiresome work,
amidst an uproar that might have made the Speaker of the House of Commons
giddy. Boys started in and out of their places, playing at puss-in-the-comer with
other boys; there were laughing boys, singing boys, talking boys, dancing boys,
howling boys; boys shuffled with their feet, boys whirled about him, grinning
making faces, mimicking his poverty, his boots, his coat, his mother, everything
belonging to him that they should have had consideration for. (96)
Mr. Mell's bent head, like Mr. Chillip's and Mr. Sharp's, is a consequence of a
gravitational pull in the novel that threatens to weigh down those who attempt to rise in
the world by "tiresome labor" and force them down into a low station. Mr. Mell's bent
head, thus, is a sign of weakness but also a sign that he lives in a world made heavy by a
Miltonic fall from grace. In order to rise men such as Mr. Mell in this novel must rely
upon props such as his own "bony hand." Mr. Sharp wears an absurd wig, Mr. Tungay
hobbles around upon a wooden leg, and Mr. Creakle relies upon Mr. Tungay to express
his orders and a "cane" with a "sharp tooth" and a "deep prong" for inflicting pain upon
the boys and maintaining control over them. Mr. Mell's insufficient strength to raise his
drooping head appears linked to the boys unwillingness to let him forget his low station.
The Master's bent head illustrates what David has earlier described as the feeling of
"being weighed down by the stale and dismal weight of remembrance" (59). The lack of
power he possesses over his own head is mirrored in his insufficient power to master the
swirling, disorderly mass of students around him. The student body, operating
independently of and in opposition to its Master, is a nightmarish spectacle and recalls
both Peggotty and David's inability to master the thoughts that occupy their heads. As
Peggotty says to David's mother early in the novel, '"I don't know how it is,... unless it's
on account of being stupid, but my head never can pick and choose its people. They
come and they go, and they don't come and they don't go, just as they like'" (112). Mr.
Mell has a similar problem in reference to the students for whom he is a master. Like the
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people who pass in and out of Peggotty's head without apparent reason and like the
thoughts David tries to "lay hold of," the students move in and out of "their places"
without his authority and thwart his control. It is Mr. Mell's failure to lay hold of his
students, so to speak, that leads to the public display of all he lacks. Had Mr. Creakle
"remembered" his schoolmaster "sooner," Mr. Mell might have been " saved. . .
something" (97), but his humiliating origins in poverty are publicly revealed and his
"position" is "lost." That the schoolmaster's fall is viewed by his students as a castration,
is revealed in the way "a rigidity come[s] upon the whole school as if they had been
turned to stone" (97). It is as though the students had seen the Medusa's Head, the figure
that Freud associates with castration and "the terrifying genitals of the Mother" (Freud,
"Fetishism" 213). Finally, it is the revelation that Mr. Mell's mother "lives on charity in
an alms-house" that seems to bring all of the schoolmaster's other problems into focus. In
the eyes of the school, Mr. Mell's lack of authority and control is associated with his
connection to a mother who is unable to make her own way in the world. The memory of
self necessary to assume sufficiently the position of "Master," requires a forgetting of all
one lacks, which is, in Mr. Mell's case, "everything belonging to him." What must be
disavowed is the knowledge that the signs representing one's position in society, whether
words, body parts, or property, circulate outside the confines of the self, beyond the
power of the individual to incorporate them. What one "owns" are signifiers which slip
away, shift places, and whirl about in an alarming manner just as the "boys" do in Mr.
Mell's classroom. Mr. Mell is a figure for an impotent author who finds the "creatures of
his brain" "going from him" without his paternal consent.

Ill

IV

The disavowal of lack necessary in order to assume the position of "Master" in the
novel is suggested by the narrative's displacement of authorial lack onto the figures of
fallen women who as "purchased slaves" have lost possession of their bodies. That
Dickens associated fallen women with a lack of control, a lack of his own authorial
control specifically, can be demonstrated by the philanthropic interest he took in the fate
of these women. During the writing of David Copperfield Dickens helped the wealthy
philanthropist, Angela Burdett-Coutts, manage a home "for the rehabilitation of fallen
women." In language that recalls Edward Murdstone's attempt to form Clara
Copperfield's mind, Dickens wrote that he hoped the home would form "the habits of
firmness and self-restraint" in the characters of these women {The Letters 5: 554).
Though Dickens's interest in these women appears to have derived from a genuine desire
to assist them, the home at Shepherd's Bush also became an opportunity for the author to
write their lives. Those women, like Isabella Gordon for example, who refused to abide
by the rules of the establishment were often "dismissed" by Dickens so that "the authority
of the place ... [would] be upheld" {The Letters 5; 638). In the preface to David
Copperfield, "dismissed" is the term Dickens uses to establish "authority" over that which
threatens to escape it. Dismissal, Dickens's Podsnapian strategy for "getting rid of what
resists the ideas "confined within the close bounds" of his head, requires first that the
object be narcissistically incorporated into the self Only then can it be "swept away" as
waste material {OMF128-29). This strategy for controlling the home at Shepherd's
Bush, what Alexander Welsh identifies as "the ultimate Victorian weapon of exclusion"
(131), was the very same weapon "that helped to create, or at least define, the 'fallen
women' of this society in the first place" (Welsh 131). Referring to Dickens's letters,
Welsh provides an account of how the novelist carefully monitored "'restless'" women
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who he felt were ready to '"go away'" from the house so that they could be discharged
'"beforehand... for the general example.'" Just like the written "creatures of his brain"
who are "going from him for ever," these women were dismissed by Dickens into "the
shadowy world" before they could disappear independently of the author's volition and
undermine his illusion of mastery.
Fallen women represent a lack of firmness and self-control for Dickens in part
because they point to his own authorial anxieties about mastering his textual corpus. In
David Copperfield the fallen woman represents the lack of "firmness and self-restraint"
necessary to determine successfully the course of her own life, and it is this lack of
control that binds her to the threatening slipping and sliding movement of time and
language. Martha Endell's lack of "self-control" is signified by her inability to master the
movement of her body:
Sinking on the stones, she took some in each hand, and clenched them up, as if
she would have ground them. She writhed into some new posture constantly:
stiffening her arms, twisting them before her face, as though to shut out from her
eyes the little light there was, and drooping her head, as if it were heavy with
insupportable recollections. (683)
The "constantly" changing position of her body, a movement which recalls Uriah's
reptilian writhings as well as the whirling motion of Mr. Mell's students, is associated
with her susceptibility to the flow of the "defiled and miserable" stream. Her "clenched"
hands and her attempt to "shut out" the world by covering her eyes depict a desire to
master the memory of her fall in the world, but, as in Mr. Mell's case, the "insupportable
recollections" of loss are too overpowering. The novel's association of femininity with
softness and the inability to master loss is demonstrated by the number of female
characters in the novel whose feelings lead to a spasmodic loss of control over their
bodies. By referring to Tommy Traddles as "Miss Traddles" and "a girl" for expressing
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concern over Steerforth's ill-use of Mr. Mell (100), Steerforth attacks Traddles for not
getting the better of "his feelings." Remembering Traddles years later, Steerforth
wonders if he is "as soft as ever" (424). Though this scene demonstrates Steerforth's
selfish arrogance, there are many examples in the novel that equate a weak susceptibility
of feeling with femininity. Such loss of control takes its most absurd form in the figure
of Mrs. Crewler, Traddles mother-in-law, whose "'grief" or '"her feelings generally'"
become physically debilitating; "'she is a very superior woman, but has lost the use of her
limbs. Whatever occurs to harass her, usually settles in her legs; but on this occasion it
mounted to the chest, and then to the head, and, in short, pervaded the whole system in a
most alarming manner"' (827). The female body becomes a figure for a text that refers to
a past loss~the loss of a daughter to marriage in Mrs. Growler's case-but which slips
away from authorial control. David's description of Martha's continuously shifting body
into "new posture[s]," an oblique reference perhaps to the polymorphously perverse
sexuality associated with prostitutes, resembles his description of the "wonderfiil
vagaries" of stenography, a system in which meaning depends upon the manner "despotic
characters" undergo perplexing "changes" of "position" (545).^ Constant change denotes

^According to Freud, "prostitutes exploit... [a] polymorphous, that is, infantile,
disposition for the purposes of their profession; and, considering the immense number of
women who are prostitutes or who must be supposed to have an aptitude for prostitution
without becoming engaged in it, it becomes impossible not to recognize that this same
disposition to perversions of every kind is a general and fundamental human
characteristic" {Three Essays 57). Like the other examples of poor body management in
the novel, Martha's lack of control over her body is associated with an infantile weakness.
Just as Freud in The Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality hovers between an assertion
of the fimdamentally "perverse" character of the human sexual instinct and a phallic
aesthetic which requires that "unutilizable," perverse impulses be held "in check" and
synthesized, Dickens's novel wavers between the self-restraining drive to "hold one's
own" and the pleasures attached to change and continual shifts of position. Such
pleasures would be those of "meandering" and the Heepian pleasure of pursuing "objects"
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a lack of control, and just as David's mastery of short-hand (another text/body
association) can only occur when he has "fixed" the stenographic alphabet "in his mind,"
Martha can only achieve self-control by devoting herself to an "object" (the redemption
of Emily Peggotty) that allows her to forget her own problems.

Rosa Dartle is another

character who struggles to constrain her passion and anger despite their tendency to
express themselves involuntarily through her body and music. Just as Mr. Mell's being
oozes through the keys of his flute, "the wasting fire within" Rosa finds a "vent in her
gaunt eyes" (292). Unlike the firmness of Miss Murdstone's metallic jewelry and her
mouth-like bags, Rosa Dartle's scarred mouth suggests her inability to restrain herself and
master her feelings. Her wound marks a figurative castration that she repeatedly fails to
overcome. "Like the old writing on the wall," it reveals the history of her wounded love
for Steerforth: "As she still stood looking fixedly at me, a twitching or throbbing, fi-om
which I could not dissociate the idea of pain, came into the cruel mark; and lifted up the
comer of her lip as if with scorn, or with a pity that despised its object. She put her hand
upon it hurriedly" (432). "Possessed" by a passion that "made itself articulate in her
whole figure" (471), Rosa's body is an "old writing" which moves and speaks despite her
efforts to "stop that busy mouth" (668). She keeps her lips "tightly compressed" (720) in
order to master the "spasm[s]" on her face and to "keep a strong constraint upon herself"
(722), but her involuntary "throbbing" spasms resemble the grotesque lack of control

along "crooked courses" (778). Ultimately, the novel champions the former at the
expense of the latter.
^®The connection between shorthandedness and self-mastery also appears in David's
claim that he is not "like" himself when he is "away" fi-om Agnes (276). "'1 seem to want
my right hand, when I miss you. Though that's not saying much; for there's no head in
my right hand, and no heart.'" For David, Agnes represents his desire for self-possession,
a narcissistic desire to possess his "right hand" and to hold his body, his "head" and
"heart," in that hand.
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Uriah Heep possesses over his body as well as the problems David has mastering words,
property, and stenography.
If David Copperfield advocates firmness and self-restraint, it also demonstrates
that those qualities are achieved only at a certain price. Self-control is only possible
through the manipulation of an other who stands in a specular relationship to the self
Fallen women are disposed of because they are part of a process by which men assume
power and authority. Martha, Emily, and Rosa Dartle, the novel's fallen women, are like
pieces of a game played by a capricious child who picks them up and discards them in
order to assert his own mastery over them. This game, whereby the child learns to
control his world by acquiring and expelling objects is the game Steerforth plays with
Rosa Dartle, David, and Emily. Rosa describes the narcissistic game in this way:
"I descended— as I might have known I should... into a doll, a trifle for the
occupation of an idle hour, to be dropped, and taken up, and trifled with, as the
inconstant humour took him. When he grew weary, I grew weary.... We fell
away from one another without a word.... Since then, I have been a mere
disfigured piece of furniture."
(800)
Rosa, because of her social class, does not suffer the public disgrace associated with the
fate of the fallen woman but her description of her descent into a "disfigured" object
suggests the idea of a fall nevertheless. It recalls Miss Mowcher's description of the way
people "'make a plaything of me, use me for their amusement, throw me away when they
are tired, and wonder that I feel more than a toy horse or a wooden soldier!'" (461).
Rosa's account of her treatment by Steerforth also echoes David's earlier description of
the way he is thrown away by the Murdstones and becomes in his own eyes a piece of
discarded baggage or a "scrap of newspaper intelligence." Indeed, the game Steerforth
plays with Rosa, the game by which an object is endowed with value and then later
discarded, is also the game he plays with David. David is "cherished" by Steerforth "as a
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kind of plaything" at school, and David later describes Steerforth's "dashing way of
treating me like a plaything" which "was more agreeable to [him] than any behaviour he
could have adopted" (301). Steerforth's capricious character which leads "from one
subject to another with a carelessness and lightness that were his own" (291), resembles a
child-like spontaneity which seems appropriate in a world "that changes everyday"'
(123). Steerforth, however, is hardly a passive leaf bom by the changeable current of
time and his game is hardly innocent. His repetitious game serves to establish his power
and superiority; "all this was a brilliant game, played for the excitement of the moment,
for the employment of high spirits, in the thoughtless love of superiority, in a mere
wasteful careless course of winning what was worthless to him, and next minute thrown
away" (311). "Superiority" is established through a process whereby objects are
momentarily "cherished" and appropriated only to be subsequently dismissed as
"worthless." Steerforth's mother reiterates her son's drive for power when she explains
her reasons for sending him to Salem House rather than a school more "'fit... for my
son'" (296): '"He would have risen against all constraint; but he found himself the
monarch of the place, and he haughtily determined to be worthy of his station.'" This
game of accumulation and disposal through which Steerforth's power is put into play
resembles the game Barkis plays with Peggotty's wax. Indeed, at Salem House
Steerforth's desire for control is evident in the way he "dispose[s] of David's "affair[s] by
keeping David's money "in his pocket" (84) and by keeping David's gifts from home
"locked up in his box" (93). The pleasure Steerforth takes in the slow release of David's
"cowslip wine," for example, appears in the increasingly narrow conduits through which
he dispenses it into David's mouth. From his box Steerforth draws it off into "a phial,"
and finally administers it to David "through a piece of quill in the cork" (93-94). The
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consequences of being treated like a plaything are David's loss of control over his money,
his property, and his body.
The novel condemns the way in which women are momentarily cherished and
subsequently thrown away by society, but because authority, the power to dispose of
one's life, is constructed through the incorporation and dismissal of objects, David
himself engages in a version of Steerforth's game. Indeed, Welsh describes the plot of
the novel as one of aggressively "moving" female characters "in" and "out" of David's life
(128-130). David's imagination reproduces this process in the way it etherealizes and
fetishizes women. Such idolatrous fixations can transform objects like "a cocked hat, a
large gold watch, a silver pipe" or "a box of money" into "a glorious vision" (35), but can
also lead to disenchantment when the objects are dismissed as insufficient or lacking.
The "glorious vision" is always in danger of descending, as it does for Emily Peggotty,
into a dust-heap. David's narrative critiques his own idolatrous fixations as when he
allows "a little girl, in a spencer, with a round face and curly flaxen hair" (265) to
become the "one pervading theme and vision of my life" (266). Miss Shepherd falls in
David's imagination (or is dismissed by it) when he leams that she is a flawed dancer
who has been put "in the stocks for turning in her toes" (266). The knowledge of her
inability to properly control her body breaks the magic circle of enchantment and causes
the object, once a "dear divinity" (271), to fall to earth, a disgraced angel. Dickens's
decision to name this "little girl" Miss Shepherd is appropriate given the name's
association in his mind with the fallen women at the Shepherd's Bush home. This sort of
etherealization is associated in the novel with narcissistic idolatry, the worship of objects
constructed by the worshipper's imagination. Such an example would be the way "'Mr.
Murdstone sets up an image of himself, and calls it Divine Nature'" (834). David's
etherealization of Emily Peggotty and Dora Spenlow as well as his faith that Steerforth is
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'"the guiding star of my existence"'(360) resembles Murdstone's idolatrous religion.
Emily Peggotty's fall from grace is also associated with the way she has been etherealized
by those around her. Remembering his childhood affection for Emily, David writes that
"my fancy raised up something round that blue-eyed mite of a child, which etherealized,
and made a very angel of her" (37). This etherealization is associated with the tendency
of the child's imagination to weave an enchanted circle "round" the objects of its fancy
that sets them apart from the rest of the world and endows them with special powers.
Such a circle acts like an imaginary orifice through which objects are incorporated into
the dreamer's fantasies. David, for example, describes the Peggotty household at
Yarmouth as "a charmed circle" (316) that he associates with the magic of "enchantment"
(32). Mr. Peggotty's house, an inverted boat, resembles "Aladdin's palace" and is "the
most delicious retreat that the imagination of man could conceive" (32). David is
"charmed with the romantic idea of living in it" (30). Within the circle all is warmth and
light but outside the night is cold and the wind creeps "sorrowfully round the house"
(316). At the center of this circular world of the imagination is Emily around whom
David "always" sees "the light of our pure childhood" "encircling her head" (341).
Romantic love is also associated with fetishistic idolatry and the constructions of circles
and images. David loves Dora "to idolatry" (551) and worships her as though she
belonged to "a higher order of beings" (474). Just as he encircles Emily in his fantasy,
he surrounds Dora with an enchanted circle; "I felt as if some grim enchanter had drawn
a magic circle round the iimocent goddess of my heart" (561). His responsibility for this
circle is revealed by the way he indulges his "passion by dwelling on her image" (393)
and by walking "round and round [the Spenlow] house and garden for two hours, looking
through crevices in the palings, getting my chin by dint of violent exertion above the
rusty nails on the top, blowing kisses at the lights in the windows, and romantically
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calling on the night at intervals, to shield my Dora ~ I don't loiow what from, 1 suppose
from fire" (474). The constructions of the imagination, however, often vanish, and the
beauty of Dora's youth seems to lose itself "in air, as circles do in water" (743). As "a
Fairy" and "a Sylph" (390), "a thing of light, and airiness, and joy" (543), she resembles
the "airy dreams of [David's] youth" which rise away from him like "gossamer floating in
the air" (697) or the "transient visions" and "day dreams" that appear before him but
quickly melt "away" and leave his mind "blank again" (135). Etherealization transforms
objects into products of the imagination so that they become caught up in the same
transient current which causes words, memories, and fantasies to slip into and out of the
mind. Dora's fall is not quite as precipitous as Emily, Rosa, or Martha's, but David does
describe her as a "Little Blossom" that "flutters to the ground" (764).
The character of Rosa Dartle illustrates most clearly the danger and violence
associated with the lure of the image and the etherealization of the object. As with all of
the women Steerforth loves, Rosa "has been an angel... for a little while; and has run
into the opposite extreme, since, by way of compensation" (436). The words are
Steerforth's and point to the way in which the rise and fall of the object of desire is a
narcissistic masculine construction. The scar which marks Rosa's lips is the result of a
wound inflicted by a hammer Steerforth once threw at her. The hammer in the novel and
elsewhere in Dickens is a figure for the masculine world of industry and labor. Referring
to the ease with which he may "master" any "pursuit" he chooses to "follow" (324),
Steerforth remarks that "while the iron is hot, I can strike it vigorously" (323). The
capricious quality of Steerforth's endeavours leads him to throw away objects he has lost
interest in. Throwing his hammer at Rosa is indicative of the violence associated with
the act of disposal. Rosa's bitterness in the way she has "descended" from an angel into
a "toy" or "disfigured piece of fiimiture" (800), finds expression in the sadistic pleasure
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she takes in Emily's fall from an angel, an object of "James Steerforth's fancy" (718), into
"a worthless spangle that was tarnished, and thrown away" (721). For Rosa, Steerforth's
fancy is characterized by the way it endows objects with preciousness only to throw them
away as filthy refuse. Emily is a "piece of pollution, picked up from the waterside, to be
made much of for an hour, and then tossed back to her original place!" (720). The fallen
object is one which assumes the value of refiise in a "common dust-heap" (717). The
novel also associates Emily's fallen status with filth and pollution, that which the
sphincter of the imagination expels as worthless material. David's refusal to intervene as
"taunts" and insults are "heaped" upon Emily suggests that Rosa is somehow speaking his
mind. David's claim after his marriage to Dora that "the romance of our engagement" has
been "put away upon a shelf, to rust" (634) is an act of dismissal that recalls the "rusty
iron monsters" he sees abandoned along the river-side during his pursuit of Martha.
Furthermore, David acknowledges at one point that he has "treated [Dora] like a
plaything" (605).
In his analysis of the nineteenth-century interest in fetishism, David Simpson
"roughly" defines fetishism as the refiisal of the mind "to realize that it has itself created
the outward images or things to which it subsequently posits itself as in some sort of
subservient relation" {xiii). Taking as his point of departure Henry James's charge that
Dickens's novel are "nothing but figure," Simpson argues that Dickens's work belongs to
a "nineteenth-century inquiry into the fetishized imagination" and that his novels form a
"coherent protest against the figurings of a fetishized imagination, social and individual"
(63). As Mrs. Waterbrook, indulging in "abstract speculation," explains, '"There are
some low minds ... that would prefer to do what / should call bow down before idols.
Positively Idols! Before services, intellect, and so on. But these are intangible points'"
(374). Certainly the novel's critique of etherealization supports Simpson's argument, but
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Dickens also takes a great deal of pleasure from fetishistic fixations. The fetishization of
the circle and the "fur" that rings Arabella Allen's boots in The Pickwick Papers are two
examples. In David Copperfield a positive representation of idolatry would be Sophy
Crewler's belief that Tommy Traddles "was the authority of everything. Tom' was
evidently the idol of her life; never to be shaken on his pedestal by any commotion;
always to be believed in, and done homage to with the whole faith of her heart, come
what might" (828). Mr. Peggotty's touching devotion to his niece, Emily, is associated
with a fetishistic attachment to her clothing. He feels as though "the littlest things was
her, a'most. I takes 'em up and I puts 'em down, and I touches of'em as delicate as if they
was our Em'ly. So 'tis with her little botmets and that. I couldn't see one on 'em rough
and used a purpose ~ not fur the whole wureld" (450). Dickens's obsessive idealization
of virginal adolescent girls like his sister-in-law Mary Hogarth is well documented, but
the connection between this etherealization and fetishism is nowhere more clear than in a
letter he wrote concertung Christiana Weller, a beautiful girl who not only reminded him
of his dead in-law but whose name associated her with his own fictions. To her future
husband Dickens wrote.
Ask her to save the dress— the dress with the fur upon it. Let it be laid up in
Lavender. Let it never grow old, fade, shrink, or undergo millinerial alteration,
but be a household God, Immortally Young, and Perpetually Green. Wasn't it
Green? I think so. {The Letters 4; 89)
Dickens's fixation upon the "dress with the fur," his insistence that it remain unaltered
over time, his emphasis upon the sensitivity of his memory to details, and his idolatrous
demand that the dress be worshipped as a "God" undermine Simpson's position that
Dickens's work protests against the constructions of a fetishizing imagination. Aside
from the request itself, however, the most striking aspect of the passage is that the
language appears both earnest and self-consciously affected, as though Dickens were
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ironically distancing himself from his expressed feelings through linguistic excess. The
double character of this passage, its erotic investment in the dress as a fetish object and
its tendency to reveal the absurdity of the demand that the dress fimction as a kind of
idol, serves as a mask of sorts behind which Dickens can freely express his desire even as
he appears to dismiss it. If nothing else, the letter indicates that Dickens's attitude
towards fetishism are inconsistent or ambivalent. The demand that the dress not be
thrown away but be preserved instead is indicative of the importance Dickens attaches to
resisting the flow of time that causes objects and life to slip away from the individual.
His desire that the dress undergo a sort of mummification in order to preserve its youth is
another example of the difficulty Dickens had in getting "sufficiently far away from" his
own passing fantasmatic constructions. While Dickens's novels often condemn the
violence with which some characters are forced to conform to the narcissistic figurings of
others, it does not follow that Dickens, as Simpson argues, prefers "unstable" figures to
"fixed" ones or that he embraces "the least restrictive modes of perceiving." Just as Miss
Weller's dress must be fixed in the author's mind and saved as a religious fetish,
stenography in David Copperfield must be "fixed" in the writer's mind and the unseemly
spasms of the body must be controlled. While "the concentration" of Mr. Wickfield's
"whole mind upon" Agnes leads to the loss of "his strength and energy" (370), the
"continuous energy" with which David "concentrate[s]" himself "on one subject at a time,
no matter how quickly its successor should come upon its heels" is one of his "golden
rules" and a source of his strength as a writer. I ^ The mind's fixation upon one object is a

^ ^ In his essay, "The Medical Origins of Sexual Fetishism," Robert A. Nye argues that
"the problem of fetishism" arose in nineteenth-century France "against the background of
cultural crisis and exhaustion" (22). Scientists such as Alfred Binet saw fetishism as a
symptom of cultural "decadence" and "enfeeblement." Mr. Wickfield's fixation upon his
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means for holding one's own against the changes and displacements that occur over time.
David Copperfield compulsively repeats the story of the attempt by characters to resist
the changes and displacements created by language and time. The failure of the
characters to hold their own is not simply, therefore, a protest against the narcissistic
strategies of self-mastery, but a sympathetic acknowledgment that they are always
doomed to failure and must always be repeated. Realities, like the shadowy figures that
populate the writer's mind, slip away from the individual in spite of his or her desire to
hold them in place. If objects, like the furry dress, cannot finally be saved, the next best
thing (or best next thing) is to "dismiss" them as though one did control them. David
Copperfield condemns idolatrous fixation as a destructive form of narcissism but finally
embraces a version of fetishistic idolatry as means for allowing the writer and masculine
subject to hold his own.
Fetishism attempts to preserve faith in an idealized object despite the individual's
perception that the object does not correspond to its narcissistic fantasy. In his essay on
fetishism, Freud describes fetishistic fixations as attempts by the child "to preserve" a
narcissistic sense of wholeness once supported by its belief in the power of a phallic
mother who could gratify all of its desires. "The purpose of the fetish precisely," Freud
says, "is to preserve [the mother's penis] from being lost" ("Fetishism" 215). In Freud's
account, the child's narcissism is threatened by what it takes to be maternal castration and
consequently deflects that threat by substituting clothing, fiir, hair, or some other body
part for the missing maternal phallus. Even as the fetish blocks memory however the
fetish also memorializes "the horror of castration" and reminds the fetishist not only that
the mother is insufficient but that he is as well. In her reading of Freud's essay, Kaja

daughter is also associated with weakness and exhaustion; however, in David's case,
fixation becomes a sign of "perseverance" and strength of character.
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Silverman demonstrates how the fetish "classically functions not so much to conceal
woman's castration as to deny man's, and that this goal can be achieved only by
identifying lack with what is exclusive to woman" (The Acoustic Mirror 20). The fetish
or idol denies and reminds the masculine subject of everything belonging to him, namely,
the lack created by his subjection to time and language. Consequently his attitude
towards the fetish is marked by feelings of tenderness and hostility; "It is not the whole
story to say that he worships it; very often he treats it in a way which is plainly equivalent
to castrating it" (Freud, "Fetishism" 219). This provides one explanation for David and
the novel's tenderness and hostility towards characters like little Emily and Dora; how
they can be both cherished and easily dismissed. As fetishized objects they deny the
masculine subject's susceptibility to loss and remind him of it.
David fetishization and etherealization of women arise in response to the loss of
his mother. David's desire to preserve an idealized image of the mother repeats itself
throughout the novel in spite of his narrative's attempt to represent himself as progressing
and maturing. The future is represented as a return to an angelic image of the mother
who waits at that "shore where all forgotten things will reappear" (131). Even before her
death, David's separation fr^om his mother causes him to long for the days when he,
Peggotty, and his mother "were all in all to one another, and there was no one to come
between us" (108). This nostalgia is represented by the way new things, such as the song
his mother sings to his infant brother, appear "like a friend come back from a long
absence" (109). The song is both "new" to David, "and yet... so old that it filled [his]
heart brimful." This experience of deja vu, which J. Hillis Miller argues, is associated
with Agnes and the novel's faith in the presence of a divine Providence, begins with
David's memories of his mother. ^2 His mother's death allows David to imagine that she
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"winged her way back to her calm untroubled youth" (133). Figuring death as a
transfiguring return to the past rather than a loss brought about by the flow of time allows
the more painful memories of loss to be disavowed. Later, after he arrives at Dover
David associates the "shining" reflection of moonlight upon the sea both with his future
and with the "shining path" that leads to "Heaven" and the "sweet face" of his angelic
mother whom he imagines floating towards him (199). His "fortune," his movement into
the future, is imagined as a circular return to his infancy and to the image of his "mother
with her child, coming from Heaven, along that shining path." Following this pattern,
David's childhood love for Emily and his love for Dora also recall him to his mother and
to his childhood; however, they are eventually disposed of by David and the novel
because they too accurately figure his own inability to hold his own in the world. As
though aware of her impending fall and disappearance from the novel Emily "Tiolds on
to" her uncle "tighter and tighter, and closer and closer, every day"' just as Barkis holds
his box when he feels the world slipping from him (440). Dora also mirrors David's own
weakness. David is as incapable of mastering their domestic affairs as his "child-wife"
is.
David's reference to "the fleeting crowd of voices" that he sees fading away from
him at the close of the novel echoes Dickens's description of "the crowd of creatures" that
he imagines are "going from him" at the end of his "imaginative task." In this circular
return to the beginning David, like his author, feels parts of himself "melting" away as he
Hillis Miller reads Agnes as representing a "benign Providence" for which David has
been secretly destined (Charles Dickens 158-59). The catch for David, according to
Miller, is that he is left to "work out" this destiny on his own. His life is both selfdetermined and authenticated by a divine source. I argue, instead, that Agnes is a version
of David's etherealized mother who he imagines winging her way towards him from the
future. Thus, David can tell Agnes that she has "made" him (843) and that "without her"
he "was not, and... never had been" (816). By marrying her his life achieves (in
fantasy) the narcissistic circularity he has desired throughout the novel.
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travels closer to death, but seeks to master the process to some extent by dismissing these
fading "realities." Part of the attempt to control this process is, precisely, the construction
of various circles which make the movement into the future a return to the past. The
novel's closing address to Agnes echoes earlier passages where David, as a child
preparing for sleep, imagines the "sweet face" of his mother as an angelic presence
winging her way towards him from "Heaven" along "that shining path." It also recalls
David's description of the way the portrait of Steerforth's mother looks down upon "her
darling" "as if it were even something to her that her likeness should watch him while he
slept" (297). Though David assumes that it is the mother's fantasy to observe her
sleeping son, much of the novel suggests that it is the son's fantasy as well. Agnes is
another maternal monitor whose face looks down upon the writer as he prepares for sleep
and for the end of his written life. The end of the novel repeats the child's fantasy of
returning home to mother, "the dear presence without which I were nothing."
And now, as I close my task, subduing my desire to linger yet, these faces
fade away. But one face, shining on me like a Heavenly light by which I see all
other objects, is above them and beyond them all. And that remains.
I turn my head, and see it, in its beautiful serenity, beside me. My lamp
bums low, and I have written far into the night; but the dear presence, without
which I were nothing, bears me company.
Oh Agnes, oh my soul, so may thy face be by me when I close my life
indeed; so may I, when realities are melting from me like the shadows which I
now dismiss, still find thee near me, pointing upward! (877)
Like his idolatrous love for Dora, "the irmocent goddess of [his] heart," and like Mr.
Murdstone's religion whereby he "sets up an image of himself, and calls it Divine
Nature," David's devotion to Agnes, the shining manifestation of "Heavenly light," is a
form of fetishism whereby the writer can disavow his losses, those "realities" or parts of
himself that melt away like the "shadows" of his own imagination. Just as the fetish veils
the subject's lack even as it memorializes its castration, the figure of Agnes "pointing
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upward" invites the author to turn his eyes away from the "realities" of death, time, and
language that lead to a sliding away of the self and are associated with lowness, weight,
waste, pollution, and the river, and instead, look upwards towards the airy, untroubled
realm of heaven.

The problem, however, is that the novel throughout has questioned

those attempts to soar above the troubling realities in which the individual is caught. The
ascendance of Mr. Dick's kite and the writer's airy dreams and castles always give way to
a fall into disenchantment and a return to the troubled world. David's representation of
Agnes as an angel is a form of narcissistic idolatry that attempts to fix the author's
position one final time against the current of time; "Clasped in my embrace, I held the
source of every worthy aspiration I had ever had; the centre of myself, the circle of my
life, my own, my wife; my love of whom was founded on a rock!" (864). The language
in this passage is torn here between the need to establish Agnes as a source of self that
remains external to it, the "rock" upon which the subject is "founded," and the need to
establish Agnes as emanating from the "centre" of the "circle" that figures the narcissistic
subject. Agnes is "my own," that is property belonging to the self and also, to borrow the
words of Uriah Heep, "a partaker of glory" (234). It resembles more than a little the
"diseased" love that Mr. Wickfield has for Agnes. "I must have her near me," he says, "I

^^One of the figures David uses in etherealizing women is that of the star. Not only does
Dora shine like a star but the image of the shining face of the mother in Heaven is also
star-like. In "A Child's Dream of a Star," one of Dickens's Reprinted Pieces, a dying old
man dreams of ascending towards the "star," "the home he was to go to, when his time
should come" ((yr388);
"They whispered one another. He is dying.'
And he said, 'I am. My age is falling from me like a garment, and I move towards
the star as a child. And O, my Father, now I thank thee that it has so often opened
to receive those dear ones who await me!" (390)
As in David Copperfield time is represented here both as a "falling" away and as a
circular return home that compensates for the loss. In Copperfield Agnes serves as
David's star.
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must keep her near me" (233). It resembles as well his "grasping, avaricious wish to shut
out everybody" from his relationship with Dora including "Death" (557). Thus, his love
for Agnes, a repetition of Steerforth's assertion that we must "hold our own" against time
and death, is a narcissistic defense against the anxiety that pieces of the self, the words
through which the author constructs himself, are eluding the grasp of the subject who
would hold them.
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"THE CENTRE OF TRUTH" AND THE WHIRLING GRINDSTONE:
INCORPORATION AND MASOCHISM INTALE OF TWO CITIES

Introjecting the siiffering object, fantasizing the suffering object, making the
object suffer inside oneself, making oneself suffer, these are four rather different
formulations, but our practice shows the subject constantly moving from one to
the other.
Jean Laplanche, Life and Death in Psychoanalysis

In both The Pickwick Papers and David Copperfield masculinity is associated
with the ability of characters to control their bodies and their world through the
incorporation and disposal of objects. By bringing objects within the circular boundary
of the body or by expelling objects from it, male characters create the illusion that they
can "hold" their "own." Both novels, however, also reveal the degree to which these
characters are subjected to temporal and linguistic forces that undermine their attempts to
acquire power. The ending of David Copperfield is haunted by the sense that David's
faith in the circularity of his life is an illusion. Realities continue to pass away from him
despite his belief that Agnes will preserve him from further losses. A Tale of Two Cities
reveals to an even greater extent the degree to which male characters are subjected to
systems of power over which they have little control. The image of the self as a circular
center of power, an ideal cherished in David Copperfield, gives way to representations of
the body as dismembered. In A Tale of Two Cities the oral and anal activities of
incorporation and disposal are associated with "a terrible attraction," an auto-erotic
fascination with the way male characters are subject to these forces.
In his preface to A Tale of Two Cities Dickens speaks of his "strong desire ... to
embody" in his "own person" the main idea of the novel.
When 1 was acting, with my children and friends, in Mr. Wilkie Collins's
drama of The Frozen Deep, I first conceived the main idea of this story. A strong
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desire was on me then, to embody it in my own person; and I traced out in my
fancy, the state of mind of which it would necessitate the presentation to an
observant spectator, with particular care and interest.
As the idea became familiar to me, it gradually shaped itself into its
present form. Throughout its execution, it has complete possession of me; I have
so far verified what is done and suffered in these pages, as that I have certainly
done and suffered it all myself (xiii)
This impulse to use his own body as a means of expressing his theme "before an
observant spectator" is certainly consistent with someone who was as fond as Dickens
was of acting. Both "embody" and "person" are terms commonly used during the
nineteenth-century to describe the way an actor assumed a role or a character. That
Dickens would desire to represent the themes of revenge, revolution, and sacrifice in his
"own person" indicates the extent to which he personally identified with the
overwhelming suffering of those who lived during the French Revolution. Edgar
Johnson and others have documented the resemblance between Richard Wardour. the
self-sacrificing male character Dickens passionately played in Wilkie Collins's "The
Frozen Deep," and the character of Sydney Carton. Both characters die so that their
rivals may live. Despite the obvious dramatic connotations associated with terms such as
"embody" and "person" however, it is important to remember that both of these terms
also referred in Dickens's time to the physical body itself "Embody," for instance could
mean "to put into a body" or "to cause to become part of a body; to incorporate (a thing)
in a mass of material," and "person" could refer to "the living body of a human being"
just as easily as it could refer to "a character sustained or assumed in a drama." It is
important to keep the corporal meanings of these terms in mind because so many of the
sufferings Dickens describes in the novel ~ imprisonment, rape, dismemberment,
decapitation, exhumation among others - are the result of violence done to both living
and dead bodies. Dr. Manette's incarceration within the Bastille, Charles Damay's
repeated imprisonments and trials, and Sydney Carton's public decapitation and other
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executions "done in open day, in the open street" before a "vast concourse" are the acts
Dickens refers to when he claims to have "certainly done and suffered it all myself" The
image of the author here is one who incorporates in his own person scenes of violence
and suffering by construing that violence or as taking "complete possession" of him; thus,
the author is passive or submissive in relation to it. Furthermore the ambiguity in the
phrase "throughout its execution" suggests that the scenes of suffering were responsible
for their own execution in some way so that "execution," the representation in writing of
"what is done and suffered in these pages," becomes at once a creative and selfdestructive act. It constructs or embodies the self, but does so in order to present the self
as suffering or wounded due to its own "fancy." ^
This incorporation or internalization of corporal violence which Dickens traces
out in his "fancy" as though he were staging it before an audience shares much with
Laplanche and Pontalis's definition of "fantasy" as a subject's private theater within
which the object of desire and the subject are "caught up" in a "sequence of images"
("Fantasy" 17). Laplanche and Pontalis, noting the cormections Freud worked to
establish between conscious and unconscious forms of fantasy, interestingly use the
language of the theater to describe fantasies as "scripts of organized scenes which are
^This relationship between writing, execution, and display appears elsewhere in
Dickens's work. In Dickens's autobiographical novel David Copperfield for example, Mr.
Dick, an amputated version of the author's own name, attempts to write his own
autobiographical text only to find himself compulsively drawn to the decapitation of
Charles the First. Though Mr. Dick does not understand how the troubles of Charles the
First's head got into his own, David's aunt explains that the Charles the First reference is
an allegory or figure for Mr. Dick's traumatic domestic past (DC 2(M-05). Thus, Mr.
Dick's "abortive Memorials" secretly expose his own impotence or castration, and to the
extent that Mr. Dick is "the figure, the simile, or whatever it's called which" Dickens
chooses to represent himself within his own memorial, the decapitation of King Charles
also reveals Dickens's own castration anxieties. And just as Mr. Dick disseminates his
self exposing, self-decapitating statements by transforming them into kites, Dickens
disseminates his own anxieties through the publication of his novel.
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capable of dramatization-usuaily in visual form" (The Language 318). These scenes that
the subject incorporates in order to dramatize them in fantasy are often scenes of
aggression or violence so that there seems to be an intimate relationship between fantasy
and self-aggression or masochism. As Laplanche states, "to shift to the reflexive is not
only or even necessarily to give a reflexive content to the 'sentence' of the fantasy; it is
also and above all to reflect the action, internalize it, make it enter into oneself as
fantasy. To fantasize aggression is to turn it round upon oneself, to aggress oneself such
is the moment of auto eroticism, in which the indissoluble bond between fantasy as such,
sexuality, and the unconscious is confirmed" (Laplanche 102). It is through fantasies that
desire is articulated and the whole of the subject's life is "shaped and ordered." Utilizing
Laplanche and Pontalis's notion of "a phantasmatic," Kaja Silverman has applied the
theory of fantasy to the reading of literature. She uses her notion of an "authorial
fantasmatic," an unconscious fantasy or group of related fantasies that manifest
themselves in various repetitive structures within fictional narratives, to investigate the
way in which identification and unconscious desire play themselves out within narratives.
If Dickens' fancifiil tracing out within his "own person" of the scenes of suffering that
characterize the French revolution, his "strong desire" to "embody" these scenes, is
related to what Laplanche refers to as "the moment of auto eroticism" then what A Tale
of Two Cities tells is the story of the subject's masochistic desire to suffer.
Appearing in the Preface and staged over and over again in A Tale of Two Cities
are scenes of incorporation, in which a subject swallows or is swallowed up by an object,
and scenes of beating in which the masculine subject is punished, humiliated, and
violated. Permutations of incorporation are embodied by the novel's representations of
the self as a secret cavern or crypt in which lies a buried, irmer self, but also in the novel's
disgusted fascination with imprisonment, with the carmibalistic hunger of the French,
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with the body's "digestive apparatus" and processes, and with "waste forces" and
excrement.2 These carnal pleasures generate guilt that necessitates the repeated scenes
of beatings to which the three central male characters - Charles Damay, Dr. Manette,
and Sydney Carton - are all subjected. These public scenes of humiliation, punishment,
and corporal torture also re-play the very guilt producing pleasure they attempt to master.
Dickens's interest in the relationship between secrecy and self-sacrifice is evident
in his prologue to Wilkie Collins' play "The Frozen Deep":
. . . that the secrets of the vast Profound
Within us, an exploring hand may sound.
Testing the region of the ice-bound soul.
Seeking the passage at its northern pole,
Soft'ning the horrors of its wintry sleep.
Melting the surface of that "Frozen Deep."
(Johnson 440p
The self is a deeply secret, icy cavern within which the soul is kept frozen and hidden
from the view of others; it also invites an intrusive "exploring hand" to finger the deepest
recesses of the self and arouse the frigid "northern pole" of the "ice-bound soul." The

2 Incorporation is the process "whereby the subject, more or less on the level of phantasy,
has an object penetrate his body and keeps it 'inside' his body" (Laplanche and Pontalis,
The Language 211). According to Abraham and Torok, "Introducing a thing or an object
- in whole or in part - into the body, retaining it or expelling it, acquiring, keeping,
losing - all these are variations of" the fantasy of incorporation (4).
^Johnson notes that "while [Dickens] was tearing himself apart as Richard Wardour in
The Frozen Deep he had conceived Dr. Manette's long imprisonment and Sidney Carton's
death amid the flames of the Terror" (Johnson 479). Johnson's biography also quotes
Dickens' claim that in performing the character of Richard Wardour he was "rending the
very heart out of his body" (Johnson 454), a form of evisceration that recalls the
"sentence" for treason in A Tale. Johnson also quotes a letter from that time in which
Dickens confesses that "I am the modem embodiment of the old Enchanters, whose
Familiars tore them to pieces" (454). Once again Dickens draws a connection between
the act of "embodiment" and the body's destruction.
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mind represented here resembles both the interior of a vast, imprisoning cavern perfectly
capable of incorporating the owner of the longed for "exploring hand" as well as the soul
which is represented as a prisoner who has already been "bound" in ice. Dickens's
association of the human self with a cavernous frigidity anticipates the time when a
deeply penetrating hand will warm, soften, and expose the soul. The image of the "ice
bound soul" possessing a "northern pole" suggests not only the soul's inaccessibility to
human intercourse but that phallus lies buried deep within the self s interior. The
prologue, thus, associates the masculine "pole" of the soul with secrecy and
inaccessibility in order to play out the fantasy of penetration and the fantasy of the
incarcertated soul. Indeed, the "northern pole" calls to mind "105 North Tower," Dr.
Manette's cell within the Bastille, and just as the prologue summons an "exploring hand"
to enter the inner sanctum of the self, the letter Manette wrote and then hid within his
chimney crevice expresses the hope that "a pitying hand" may find his letter after his
death. Despite this hope, Manette's letter is found instead by the vengeful "weapon" and
groping hand of Monsieur Defarge. This story of self-secrecy and disclosure is repeated
in the "tower anecdote" Damay tells Manette in which the intitials "D. I. G" inscribed on
the walls of the newly discovered tower dungeon point to the buried remains of a "paper"
mingled with the "ashes of a small leathern bag" (95). This series of enclosures within
enclosures - tower, dungeon, prisoner, earth, "leathern case," and paper - all suggest that
the masculine subject's relation to the world is defined by a repeated process of burial
and exhumation and that the discovery of the secret entombed deep within the
prison/body necessitates a breaking into the interior of that space. The series of prisons
within prisons or bodies within bodies suggests that the masculine subject's primary
interest is his relationship to the contents of his own body; a fascination with what the
subject has stored within his own body. The keeping of secrets is primarily an anal
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retentive character trait indicative of the someone who has refused to give up the
pleasures involving the dilating and contracting operation of the anus ^ As in the preface
to the novel and the novel itself, the person or body is enclosed and released, buried and
"recalled to life," an impenetrable iimer sanctum and a eviscerated body.
The preoccupation in A Tale of Two Cities with small enclosed spaces is not only
an attempt, as D.A. Miller argues, to preserve the illusion that the self is a private place
that resists "the smooth functioning of the social order" that inevitably defines it, but this
fascination also points to certain anxieties about the body—particularly those "lower
regions" of the body that resemble alcoves, boxes, strong-rooms, chimney crevices,
staircases, drawers, closets, and graves in their ability to store objects. While Dickens's
novel emphasizes the need to avoid these perverse, disgusting, yet seductive places by
calling for self-denial and self-sacrifice, it inevitably dabbles in and is fascinated with
these places as well. The French prison. La Force may with its "low black doors,"
confining jail cells infested with "crawling creatures," "bloated" gaolers, and
overcrowded, "full to bursting" conditions represent for Charles Damay "the first
condition of the body af^er death" (244), but the idealized domestic space of Lucie and
Dr. Manette, "a peculiar Ear of a place" set among the "mysterious backs and ends of
houses" are of the body as well. Indeed, Miss Pross, whose name in Dickens's time was
slang for water closet, is the family housekeeper who "took charge of the lower regions,
and always acquitted herself marvelously" (93). The text in its preoccupation with the
body's digestive processes and its vulnerability to the processes of decay fluctuates
between an impulse to protect the integrity of these spaces and the desire to break
violently into to them in order to expose their secret contents:

^For a discussion of the relationship between literature and anal eroticism see Martin
Pops's "The Metamorphosis of Shit" (26-61).
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A wonderful fact to reflect upon, that every human creature is constituted to be
that profound secret and myster>- to every other. A solemn consideration, when I
enter a great city by night, that every one of those darkly clustered houses
encloses its own secret; that every room in every one of them encloses its own
secret; that every beating heart in the hundreds of thousands of breasts there, is, in
some of its imaginings, a secret to the heart nearest it! Something of the
awfulness, even of death itself, is referable to this. No more can I turn the leaves
of this dear book that I loved, and vainly hope in time to read it all. No more can
I look into the depths of this unfathomable water, wherein, as momentary lights
glanced into it, I have had glimpses of buried treasure and other things
submerged. It was appointed that the book should shut with a spring, for ever and
for ever, when I had read but a page. It was appointed that the water should be
locked in an eternal frost, when the light was playing its surface, and 1 stood in
ignorance on the shore. My friend is dead, my neighbour is dead, my love, the
darling of my soul is dead; it is the inexorable consolidation and perpetuation of
the secret that was always in that individuality, and which I shall carry in mine to
my life's end. In any of the burial-places of this city through which I pass, is there
a sleeper more inscrutable than its busy inhabitants are, in their inner most
personality, to me, or than I am to them? (10)
This passage which mourns and honors what amounts to the unreadable or cryptic quality
of the "human creature" and the "beating heart" within it represents the body as a sealed
chamber within which rests what can never be communicated or read. Indeed, the
secreted self that is enclosed within the city, house, room, breast, heart series of spaces is
represented both as a crypt-like burial place and as an entombed body. On the one hand
this secret "individuality" or "irmermost personality" guarantees each person a unique
significance that differentiates him or herself from every other person. On the other
hand, this "inscrutable" individuality that shares the "awfulness of death" continually
resists the attempts by lovers or readers to understand it or uncover it. The world, thus,
becomes a city of unreadable spaces and ciphers that encrypt the secrets that they
contain. Like a book "shut with a spring," like water "locked in an eternal frost," like the
interior of a dark room, like a "strong-room underground," like a prison, and like a grave,
the "innermost personality" of any subject is an impenetrable and "unfathomable" inner
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sanctum. The metaphors that this passage uses to represent the idea of a secret self call
attention to many of the imprisoning spaces that are associated with that self later in the
novel. The reference to "buried treasure" suggests the money and valuables held deep
within the incommodious, dark, and ugly spaces of Tellson's Bank. The idea of an
"innermost personality" locked deep within the human breast anticipates Monseigneur's
"Holiest of Holiests," his "inner sanctum" within which he indulges in the pleasures of his
"chocolate pot." Tlie images of a book "shut with a spring" and the water "locked in an
eternal frost" indicates that the soul is imprisoned and that the carceral institutions of Old
Bailey, the Bastille, and La Force all represent the human body in its relationship to the
soul. Finally, the narrator's comparison of inscrutable individuality with the
"awfuIness...of death," the presence of a silent body lying within its "burial place," links
this passage to the resurrection/grave robbing theme. Confronted by this
indecipherability of "dead" friends, neighbours, and lovers, the reader's impulse is to dig
up the truth in order to open up the buried secret. The body and self are protected from
the world by their various encasings but the passage reveals a desire to read and
understand the crypted body as well. Just as Dickens's prologue to Wilkie's play, "The
Frozen Deep," invites an "exploring hand" to discover the secreted soul, Dickens's novel
is about the violent attempt to tear out this secret, to break into the "breast," the crevices,
alcoves, and dark passages of the human individual and expose his "beating heart"
shrouded in darkness to the light of day. Resurrectionists such as Jerry Cruncher unearth
dead bodies in order to sell them to medical students who in their turn eviscerate them in
pursuit of the answers to physiological mysteries. The compulsion to dig is repeated by
several characters in the novel and each instance recalls the words of Durdles from The
Mystery of Edwin Drood. Responding to John Jasper's suggestion that his skill at
discovering the presence of dead "old 'uns" sealed within the cathedral crypt is "a gift,"
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Durdles, "the chartered libertine of the place," objects: "1 wouldn't have it as a gift,'
returns Durdles, by no means receiving the observation in good part. 'I worked it out for
myself Durdles comes by his knowledge through grubbing deep for it, and having it up
by the roots when it don't want to come'" (47). For Durdles the acquisition of
"knowledge," a "deep" grubbing within subterranean passages, is a constipated process
that involves strenuous effort; consequently, the suggestion by Jasper that this buried
treasure is "a gift" offends him because a gift connotes something that one comes by
easily and suggests that one is dependent upon something or someone else for its
possession. In fact what this moment from Dickens's final novel recalls is an infant's
preoccupation with the contents of its bowels. For the infant to view them as a "gift"
indicates a willingness to submit to the demands of the external world at the expense of
his own auto-erotic pleasure. Like the "naughty" infant, however, the product of
Durdles's messy grubbing within the bowels of the cathedral is "his" knowledge,
"worked...out" by himself and "for [him]self" Like the stone throwing "Cloisterham boypopulace" who have no "enlightened object" at which to aim their aggressive tendencies,
Durdles obtains his pleasure alone by "wander[ing] without an object" with his bottle
deep within the Cathedral crypt. This scene from Edwin Drood reveals the way the
image of the crypt, "that secret place" (37), represents the secret self and also points to
anal erotic tendencies inherent in this self; furthermore, it suggests that the compulsive
digging and secreting of selves, bodies, and documents that goes on within A Tale of Two
Cities is on some level a digging and secreting within the bowels. What the trope of the
secret, cryptic self represents then is two competing impulses. On the one hand, the trope
reveals a desire to stow away, to hide, to conserve, to protect, and to master the
narcissistic self A mastered self is one which successfully keeps its wasteful, disruptive
desires under lock and key. On the other hand, what the secret self also reveals is an
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auto-erotic preoccupation with the body's cracks, crevices, and caverns; a desire that is
represented as non-productive, wasteful, dirty, perverse, and self-destructive precisely
because it is masochistic and narcissistic.
The secret of the masculine subject in this novel is associated with dank, filthy
narrow spaces and imprisoning walls that suggest the winding passage ways of the human
digestive system.^

In Tale of Two Cities the buildings most commonly associated with

these processes are prisons in which Manette, Damay, and Carton are confined. With the
possible exception of the "rough outhouses" within which the "tumbrils of the
Revolution" are kept "bespattered with rustic mire" (2), the earliest example of this sort
of space in the novel is the staircase and passageway that leads Mr. Lorry and Lucie up to
her father. Earlier in the chapter "The Night Shadows" Manette's imprisonment is
described as resembling a burial within in a grave. The burial/grave image is linked later
with images of decaying refuse, human waste, and corrupted air all of which give one the
sense that he has been entombed within the bowels of a decaying body. The staircase
that leads to the buried father is a "vile" passage in which the refuse of the "overcrowded
neighborhood" is dumped. AAer passing a "stinking little black court-yard" Mr. Lorry
and Lucie enter the public doorway and staircase to a "great pile of houses";
Such a staircase, with its accessories, in the older and more crowded parts of
Paris, would be bad enough now; but at that time, it was vile indeed to
unaccustomed and unhardened senses. Every little habitation within the great
foul nest of one high building-that is to say, the room or rooms within every door
that opened on the general staircase-left its own heap of refuse on its own
landing, besides flinging other refuse from its own windows. The uncontrollable
and hopeless mass of decomposition so engendered, would have polluted the air,
even if poverty and deprivation has not loaded it with their intangible impurities;

^In Bleak House Dickens's representations of Tom's-All-Alone and Krook's shop also
suggest a correspondence between human habitations and the internal processes of the
human body.
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the tow bad sources combined made it almost insupportable. Through such an
atmosphere, by a steep dark shaft of dirt and poison, the way lay. (34)
Obviously this passage is meant to call the reader's attention to the potential health
problems engendered by non-existent public sanitation and sewage systems for the poor.
Rather than nicely channeling sewage and waste into properly hidden sewage pipes and
dust heaps, the public streets and passage ways of the Parisian lower classes double as
conduits for both people and waste. The Defarges, for example, are described later as
"picking their way on foot through the black mud and offal of [Saint Antoine's] streets" (
169). Each door and window of every "little habitation" in "the great pile of houses" is
used as an orifice through which waste is expelled from the domestic space into the
world. However, this passage's "dark shaft of dirt and poison," so evocative of the
bowel and its contents, reveals an excessive disgust with human digestive processes and
also establishes a connection between the father's "way," in some sense the fate or
destination of the masculine subject, and the secret, repulsive recesses and processes of
the body. It is the end of a process consumption and digestion which begins when the
prisoner is swallowed by the prison. The mender of roads, for example, describes how
the killer of Monsieur the Marquis is ingested by the prison and at the same time reveals
his own pleasurable identification with the prison's appetite: "'all the village sees the
prison gate open in the darkness of the night and swallow him-like this!' He opened his
mouth as wide as he could, and shut it with a sounding snap of his teeth" (161). Later
Sydney Carton is "swallowed up in the shadow of the prison wall" (326). The apparent
paradox of an "uncontrollable" engendering decomposition also pre-figures the later
passages in the novel that describe the wild, self-destructive impulses of the
revolutionaries and their government. It is not a coincidence that Dickens calls our
attention to the fact that the tumbrils upon which Carton and many others are carried to
their deaths were once used as dung carts and were stored in "rough outhouses."Without
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a strong father figure to impose law and order upon this wildly unrestrained orgy of
waste, destruction, and disease, society, this passage suggests, will be buried alive in its
own literal and figurative excrement.
The desire to bind, conserve, protect, and master appears in its most idealized
form in the the Manette household; a domestic space in which objects of no value are
transmuted into golden treasure through the magic work of housekeeping. Magical, fairy
tale transformations of worthless matter into precious metal are the sorts of examples
Freud uses to illustrate the way in which an interest in defecation turns into an interest in
gifts, money and gold. Thus, Dr. Manette's transition from his dark, filthy confinement
amid the stinking refuse of Saint Antoine to his "sunny" existence "bound" by the golden
thread of his daughter Lucie demonstrates Lucie's ability to turn dross into gold and also
suggests how that process of consolidating, unifying, binding, and weaving is related to a
kind of anal retention that makes her home "more abundant than any waste" (202).
Though Lucie is a woman of feeling and sentiment and not a woman of business, her
"wise and elegant thrift" has an uncanny ability to transform an investment of no value
into a veritable treasure. The text may claim that "there is nothing in [the world] better
than the faithful service of the heart; so rendered and so free from any mercenary taint"
(90), but it is precisely these relationships that are represented through the language of
money. Lucie's housekeeping skills are best characterized by her French "ability to make
much of little means" (88) and her knack for using "many little adonmients of no value"
to create "delightful" effects with her simple furniture. One of Lucie's adornments that
illustrate the value of her thrift is her fairy tale "golden thread" which she busily winds to
bind "her husband, and her father, and herself, and her old directress and companion, in a
life of quiet bliss" (200). Lucie's "golden thread," spun evidently from her "rich," "golden
hair" and her "golden head," recalls the Rumpelstiltskin fairy tale among others in which
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a young girl spins worthless straw into gold in order to satisfy the demands of a king.
Like the fairy tale girl, Lucie has the talent for transforming material of "no value" into
gold, and it is through this golden "weaving" that Lucie sews her "happy influence
through the tissue of all their lives" (200). This magical ability is also associated with the
Manette lodgings through the references to a nearby silver working business and a
goldsmith business in which "gold" is "beaten by some mysterious giant who had a
golden arm starting out of the wall of the front hall-as if he had beaten himself precious"
(87). Both the flagellant giant and Lucie have the alchemical ability to beat and weave,
respectively, baser substances into gold, a talent Monseigneur's "Unbelieving Chemists
who had an eye on the transmutation of metals" (100) can only dream of

Indeed, to the

extent that the golden thread Lucie uses to weave herself into the "tissue of their lives" is
associated metonymically with her hair and head, she is, like the golden giant, a
goldsmith or gold worker who works with the "precious" material of her own body.
Thus, "tissue" takes on a double sense; it refers of course to a rich woven fabric of silver
and gold thread, but also to the body's tissue. Lucie and her woven family are golden
through and through. This connection in Dickens's novel is made even more clear in the
character of the "old directress" and current housekeeper. Miss. Pross. Miss Pross, whose
name is both slang for water closet and very close to dross, is not only in charge of the
household's "lower regions" but is also as a cook adept, like a "Sorceress or Cinderella's
Godmother," at transforming food of little value "into anything she pleased" (93).
The darker and unseemly side of this transforming reluctance to spend which
unites and binds the home is apparent in the text's representation of the English judicial
and financial institutions of Old Bailey and Tellson's Bank. This association of the
masculine subject with the secret, filthy spaces of the body and with the body's digestive
processes is continued in Dickens's descriptions of the English prison/legal system and of
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the English banking institution. Just as the raging, fevered crowd during the storming of
the Bastille is represented as "boiling" "human" liquid in a "caldron," the crowd of court
spectators at Old Bailey resembles a "human stew that had been boiling... all day" and is
now "straining off' (74). As though any sort of affiliation with the English legal system
transforms humans into food, Mr. Stryver's children are later described as "three lumps of
bread-and cheese" (202). Soon after Dr. Manette is released from his burial within
France, Charles Damay is brought imprisoned and tried for treason at Old Bailey. The
novel describes Old Bailey as a "hideous scene of action" and as a social sphincter
through which the refuse of society-quite literally human waste-is expelled into "the
other world." In the court room the crowd of spectators are described as "discharging"
gaseous "breath" in "waves of... beer, and gin, and coffee, and what not" that break
"upon the great windows.. .in an impure mist and rain" (58). As a disgusting corridor
through which disease and villainy pass, the Old Bailey is also a contaminated and
contaminating place which may kill the condemned as well as the condemning:
The goal was a vile place, in which most kinds of debauchery and villainy were
practiced, and where dire diseases were bred, that came into court with the
prisoners, and sometimes rushed straight for the dock at my Lord Justice himself,
and pulled him off" the bench. It had more than once happened, that the Judge in
black cap even died before him. For the rest, the Old Bailey was famous as a kind
of deadly inn-yard, from which pale travellers set out continually, in carts and
coaches, on a violent passage into the other world. (56)
The similarities between this description of Old Bailey and the earlier description of the
"steep dark" staircase at Saint Antoine are clear. Both spaces are "vile" and are breeding
grounds for "dire diseases" that threaten not only the lowest of the low but the highest of
the high as well, and both are places of incarceration. However, this "deadly inn-yard,"
this filthy corrupted space through which society's useless and dangerous persons are cast
from the social body into oblivion, does not as the scene from Saint Antoine does.
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represent the lack of restraint and law but the execution of it. The British court system as
it is represented by Old Bailey reflects society's attempt to control and master the waste
•forces within it, and yet the control is not complete since "the dire diseases" that arise
from the place dethrones "my Lord Justice himself who is the representation of national
law and order. Old Bailey serves the function, however horrible, of waste control and it
is into this deadly interior space that Charles Damay is cast after Dr. Manette is released
from his.
Tellson's Bank is another English institution that shares with Old Bailey the
function of sphincter-like control; however, what Tellson's withholds and keeps locked
up is money and valuables rather than the family or social outcasts. As Eve Kokofsky
Sedgwick says of Our Mutual Friend, one can say of this novel that Dickens in his
representation of Tellson's lends insight "into the pleasures, desires, bonds, and forms of
Eros that have to do with the anus. And it is precisely the repression of these pleasures
and desires that, in Freud, turns feces into filth and filth into gold" (164). Because what
gets into Tellson's rarely gets out, one gets the impression that the Tellson sphincter is
fairly tight. Like The Old Bailey his description of Tellson's Bank is replete with
references to dark narrow spaces, decay, food, eating, and excrement. It is "an oldfashioned place" whose partners are "proud of its smallness, proud of its darkness, proud
of its ugliness, proud of its incommodiousness" (49). Even without the pxjssible play on
the word "incommodious" this description seems to clearly parallel the dark, smelly
spaces of Saint Antoine and Old Bailey. Its windows are always "under a shower-bath of
mud" from the street, money comes out of and goes into "wormy old wooden drawers,"
plate is "stowed away among the neighbouring cesspools, and evil communication
corrupted its good polish in a day or two" (50). Within its vaults and strong-rooms the
valuables that are locked up mingle with decaying objects and even human waste.
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Dickens's further references to food and dining also heighten the sense that Tellson's is
part of a social digestive process. "Your deeds got into extemporized strong-rooms made
of kitchens and sculleries, and fretted all the fat out of their parchments into the banking
house air." In addition, family papers are stored in old dining rooms and young male
employees are "kept...in a dark place, like a cheese, until [they] had the full Tellson
flavour and blue-mold upon [them]" (51). Tellson's thus combines the flmctions of
pantry and cesspool and these dark places imprison both customers and employees in
"dim cupboards and hutches" as well as in rooms that resemble "a species of Condemned
Hold...where you meditated on a misspent life." The novel's description of Mr. Lorry's
House, thus, illustrates the extent to which Dickens is describing a society in which
social institutions transform young men into waste material.^

^In his essay "Splitting of the Ego," Freud illustrates the way in which the ego splits itself
in order to accommodate both the demands of the instincts and the demands of reality by
describing how one patient displaces a fear of castration by his father into a fear of being
eaten by him. Freud explains how this young patient created "a substitute for the penis he
missed in women" and displaced his fear of castration into a fear of being eaten in order
to continue with the instinctual satisfaction of masturbation. Freud goes on to illustrate
how this "regression to an oral phase" allows him to disavow the threat of castration by
citing Greek mythology:
At this point it is impossible to forget a primitive firagment of Greek mythology
which tells us how Kronos, the old Father God, swallowed his children and
sought to swallow his youngest son Zeus like the rest, and how Zeus was saved by the
crafl of his mother and later on castrated his father. (223)
As Albert D. Hutter and others have noted, Dickens's novel is about the Oedipal conflict
between sons and fathers, and it is possible to read the novel's association of anal/oral
pleasure with national financial and legal institutions as an anxiety about being
swallowed up by the father. One recalls the opening scene from Great Expectations in
which Magwitch, who seems to arise out of the churchyard mud like a paternal corpse,
repeatedly threatens to "eat" Pip's "heart and liver." However, rather writing a novel in
which the father's authority is simply overthrown by a Zeus figure as in the example from
Freud's essay, Dickens writes a novel in which the son's punishment is staged before a
crowd of observant spectators. It is no accident that Sydney Carton, a character haunted
by "the waste forces wdthin him" that make his life a "lifeless desert" (85), ends his life by
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The most obvious example of this fascination and repulsion with the function of
the mouth and anus is the novel's representation of both the French aristocracy and the
French revolutionaries. The relationship between hunger, desire, and violence in the
novel points to the wasteful, destructive potential behind the fantasy of incorporation and
the pleasures of the mouth and anus7 In contrast to the "devouring hunger" that
characterizes Saint Antoine and the rest of the French poor, the aristocracy is described
as "rapidly swallowing France" (98) "until the wonder was that any village was left
unswallowed" (108).^ To the extent that the incorporation fantasy reflects a desire to
assimilate the traits of the incoporated object, Monsiegneur, the synecdochal
representation of the French aristocratic regime, desires to assume the status of the earth

submitting to a public/private execution. Early in the novel Carton is described as
"incapable of his own help and his own happiness" and as resigned to let the "waste
forces" "eat him away." The reference to "waste" and eating in the description of
Carton's self-consuming character unites the anal and oral images that are used to
represent Monseigneur's fascination with chocolate and the interior of Tellson's bank.
Carton's appetite is narcissistically but also masochistically turned round upon himself
^See Harry Stone's discussion of cannibalism in The Night Side of Dickens in which he
argues that "cannibalism helped Dickens structure, conevy, and then profoundly realize ..
. his central vision of social depravity and social retribution, of refined tigerish
exploitation and fierce tigerish revenge" (198). Also see Lee Sterrenburg's
"Psychoanalysis and the Iconography of Revolution" in which he asserts that Dickens
borrowed from contemporary revolution myths that linked revolutionary social forces
with carmibalism. Dickens, he says, "appropriates a dualistic contrast between" the
barborously cannibalistic oppression and revolution in France and the more peacful
restraint of the British middle classes. I am arguing that the novel also represents the
British middle-class institutions as cannibalistic.
^The appetite of the French aristocracy, represented as a voracious "Centre of Truth,"
resembles both Pickwick and David Copperfield's attempts to master themselves and
their world by incorporating objects into their circular lives and bodies. In A Tale of Two
Cities, this strategy for consolidating power is condemned as authoritarian and is
displaced by a fascination with or "a terrible attraction" for the ways in which characters
are subjected to the chaotic whirling motion of the Carmagnole and the grindstone.
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itself; a planetary centre around which the world would orbit: "the earth and the fulness
thereof are mine, saith Monseigneur" (99). Indeed, Monseigneur aspires to a god-like
"fulness" of being that would form a "Centre of Truth" (101), a gravitational pull located
precisely at his mouth that would prevent "Man" from "flying out of the Circumference."
It is clear that "Man" was to be "shoved back into the Centre" not by "fasting and seeing
of spirits" as some of his followers suggest but by shoving everything into his mouth.
The description of Monseigneur's Court is designed to suggest the relationship between a
center and the rings or regions that orbit that center. Dickens parodies the 17th century
image of the "Circle of Perfection" that was said to constitute the spritiual relationship
between God at the center and the soul of man at the circumference.^ In the
"Monseigneur in Town" chapter, however, the center is Monseigneur's "inner room" ~
alternately his mouth and anus - and the "remote region of the Circumference of Truth"
are the suite of rooms without that hold the "crowd of worshippers." This wonderful
image of a planet surrounded by its rings merely re-inforces the exent to which the mouth
and anus serve as the center of the French aristocracy's universe. That Monseigneur
himself reflects this circular or circumferential world order is clear by the way the text
suggest that what goes into Monseigneur's body has probably issued from it. The French
aristocracy's oral and anal extravagances appear in the form of Monseigneur's love of his
"chocolate pot" that he enjoys "in his inner room, his sanctuary of sanctuaries, the Holiest
of Holiests" apart from "the crowd of worshippers in the suite of rooms without.
Monseigneur was about to take his chocolate. Monseigneur could swallow a great many
things with ease, and was by some few sullen minds supposed to be rather rapidly
swallowing France; but, his morning's chocolate could not so much as get into the throat

^For a discussion of the way the circle figures a relationship between God and man in the
17th century see Maijorie Hope Nicolson's The Breaking of the Circle (47-80).
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of Monseigneur, without the aid of four strong men besides the Cook" (98). Like Freud
description of the princely infant who requires the assistance of his nurse to defecate on
"the chamber" as he deliberates whether to comply or not, Monseigneur is an infant of
sorts who requires excessive assistance as he performs his "chocolate pot" rituals behind
the locked doors of his private "sanctuary." In a footnote to his essay "Character and
Anal Eroticism," Freud discusses the connection between cocoa and faeces and explains
show a "shameful substance which has to be concealed turns into a secret which enriches
the world" (48). This "great secret" has to do with "the preparations of ..cocoa" and the
way in which the individual keeps that secret "carefully" to himself. Once Monseigneur
has "eased" his assistants of their "burdens" (perhaps parallel to the release of his own
burden) and has "taken his chocolate" the doors to the "Holiest of Holiests" are "thrown
open" for him to "issue forth" (102). Here Monseigneur takes on the role of faeces
himself as he is released by the sphincter-like doors into "the suite of rooms without."
After bestowing his favours upon his slavish subjects, Monseigneur is once again called
back to his "sanctuary" by "the chocolate sprites" and he is "seen no more." The effect of
this humorous scene is to represent the devouring appetite of the aristocratic system as a
"crumbling tower of waste" (118) and to associate aristocratic power and wealth with the
dirty sublimated pleasures of the anus. This pleasure and its cruel effects are also
represented in the character of Monsieur the Marquis with his "pinched" nostrils that
"occasionally dilated and contracted by something like a faint pulsation" (102). The
image of rings within rings is also suggested by the manner in which the "faint pulsation"
of Monsieur the Marquis's nostrils is "to be found in the line of the mouth, and the lines
of the orbits of the eyes, very much too horizontal and thin" (103). In the place of
chocolate Monsieur the Marquis satisfies the craving of these "pinched" and dilating
orifices with "a gentle pinch of snufF' (116).
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The multiplicity of the rings that circumscribe Monseigneur's orifices, themselves
a series of rings, represents the possibility that each individual ring could itself possess a
center of sorts and prevent the inner most center from maintaining order. The image of a
disintegrating ring is what the novel uses to portray the "warped and perverted" anarchy
of the revolutionaries. The dance of the Carmagnole represents a falling away from the
idea of a "Centre" that artificially held together Monseingeur's world. During the
performance of this dance the people
advanced, retreated, struck at one another's hands, clutched at one another's
heads, spun round alone, caught one another and spun round in pairs, until many
of them dropped. While those were down, the rest linked hand in hand, and all
spun round together: then the ring broke, and in separate rings of two and four
they turned and turned until they all stopped at once, began again, struck,
clutched, and tore, and then reversed the spin, and all spun round another way.
Suddenly they stopped again, paused, struck out the time afresh, formed into lines
the width of the public way, and, with their heads low down and their hands high
up, swooped screaming off (264-5)
This whirling, turning movement of this dance, like the "whirlings of the Grindstone"
(249) used to sharpen the bloody weapons of the barbarous, revolutionaries, suggests a
gradual entropic disintegration of social order as individual dancers "break" away from
the larger ring into separate rings or even "spin round alone." Each ring forms its own
center so that no organized pattern or course connects the various rings to the larger
group. The social body becomes a polymorphous mass of competing spinning cirlces.
As in the description of Monseigneur's Court, the image of the ring is linked to the
pleasures of the orifice and reflects the potentially destructive power of such desires.
The image of a turning circle is also used in the novel to describe the movement of time;

l^In Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality Freud describes the way in which the
pleasures associated with orifice and the "polymorphously perverse disposition" of
human sexuality threaten to undermine the unity of the individual (57-64).
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"Though days and night circled as regularly as when time was young, and the evening
and morning were the first day, other count of time there was none" (259). The circular
movement of time is also reflected in the wheels of the tumbril carts that "go round" as
they move closer to their "journey's end" (352,353), and also in the movement of
individual lives; "For, as I draw closer and closer to the end, I travel in the circle, nearer
and nearer to the beginning" (295). On the one hand, time is represented here as a
regression or a turning back upon itself, but on the other hand, it is a teleological
movement toward a conclusive end. If this novel is "end determined" as some have
argued, it is a teleological narrative that is disrupted by auto-erotic preoccupation with
the mouth and anus and narcissistic moments of specular self-reflection-moments when
the text or a character turns back on itself in fantasy, mirrors, and moments of selfexamination. It may be end determined but only if by "end" we include the novel's
disgusted fascination with the "lower regions." Thus, in the figure of the spinning circle
time is marked by the ceaseless revolution of desire around the lips of the empty mouth.
In his cannibalistic "craving" for blood and torture, Jacques Three's "agitated hand" is
described as "always gliding over the networks of fine nerves about his mouth and nose"
sometimes "with a strikingly greedy air, as if he hungered for something-that was neither
food nor drink" (162). The orbit of his fingers around the ring of his mouth is another
embodiement of the whirling grindstone and the chaotic spinning of the Carmagnole.
Because this image of masturbatory pleasure is associated with the pleasures of the
orifice, specifically the sadistic oral and anal pleasures of incorporation and destruction,
it marks a circular return to the cruel oppression of the aristocracy. The connection
between wastefiil, auto-erotic desire and time is also represented by the busy fingers of
the knitting French women: "They knitted worthless things; but, the mechanical work
was a mechanical substitute for eating and drinking; the hands moved for the jaws and
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the digestive apparatus; if the bony finger had been still, the stomachs would have been
more famine-pinched" (177). These women whose mechanical, clock-like regularity
compensates for their "famine pinched" digestive processes are associated with fate
which is itself described as a "closing in" of "darkness:" "So much was closing in about
the women who sat knitting, knitting, that they their very selves were closing in around a
structure yet unbuilt, where they were to sit knitting, knitting, counting dropping heads"
(177). Time, described as a dark closing in of the guillotine and death, is the
pincher/sphincter par excellence and the product of its work is the waste of human life"dropping heads." Here Lucie Manette's French bom thriftiness is re-figured as a
degraded practice that mechanically reproduces the natural processes of eating and
digestion. This activity becomes auto-erotic and non-productive to the extent that it is
represented as a wasteful and idle occupation that produces "worthless things" rather than
one which transforms objects of no value into delightful effects. Furthermore, the image
of the "famine-pinched" digestive apparatus associates this knitting activity, oddly
enough, with the pinched nostrils of Monsieur the Marquis who fills them up with snuff.
In these instances the auto-erotic compulsion to caress the orifices associated with the
vital processes of eating, defecating, and breathing indicate that Dickens's novel is aware
of the way in which erotic desires are deviations from and even replacements for the
need for food. Whether one eats too much as in the case of the aristocracy or eats too
little as in the case of the "famine pinched" revolutionaries, there is a dangerous
possibility that hunger will be replaced by an insatiable sado-masochistic craving for
blood, dismemberment, and death. Like their aristocratic parents, the poor French are
characterized by their hunger. Indeed, as vengeance against Old Foulon, the aristocrat
who "told the starving people they might eat grass" (213), they kill him and place his
head "upon a pike with grass enough in the mouth for all Saint Antoine to dance at the
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sight of" (214). This image of a mouth shoved full of grass emblematizes the
revolutionaries' own compulsion to fill their own mouths for reasons other than hunger.
Though they may be starving, this hunger is transformed from a self-preserving need for
food to an auto-erotic, self destructive desire for what no food or drink could satisfy.
This is evident early in the novel in the way in which the people of Saint Antoine use
their hands to scoop up the spilled wine that has pooled on the ground. Even though the
wine/blood analogy is made more clear later in the novel, "The Wine Shop" chapter
portrays the "eager relish" v^ath which they use their hands to drink and the way in which
the wine stains hands, fingers, rags, and mouths like blood does. Later this "eager relish"
for wine will become a cannibalistic lust for human bodies: "Lovely girls; bright women,
brown-haired, black-haired, and grey; youths; stalwart men and old; gentle bom and
p)easant bom; all red wine for La Guillotine, all daily brought into light from the dark
cellars of the loathsome prisons, and carried to her through the street to slake her
devouring thirst" (261).

II
Like the whirling grindstone and the chaotic spinning of the Carmagnole, the
fantasy of incorporation is a turning round of desire upon the self As all erotic fanatsies
are, it is a depositing or burying of the desired object within the self For the French
aristocracy, Tellson's bank, and Old Bailey-all representative of law, order, and
ceremony-this process is associated with secrecy, gold, retention, and imprisonment. In
the case of the "suicidal vengeance of the Revolution," however, this process becomes a
self-destmctive scattering of "all laws, forms, and ceremonies" (300). Though the text
manifests a repulsion with the manner in which banks, courts, and the prisons represent
orificial functions of retention and release, and though the text reveals a horror of the
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self-destructive turn of the devouring violence of the French aristocracy and the
revolution, these very characteristics are evident in the novel's three male protagonists as
well. Charles Darnay's desire to "redress" the crimes of his aristocratic fathers leads him
to a "terrible attraction" for that which brings responsibility for the "sins of the
forefathers" down upon his own head. Damay is repeatedly jailed, tried, and threatened
with public dismemberment Dr. Manette's efforts to bring the Evremonde family to
justice work only to repeat his old traumas and threaten his family with destruction.
Finally, Sydney Carton can only provide his life with meaning and value by submitting
himself to a public execution. In each instance the male characters' actions result in a
suicidal turning back upon the self of violent punishing and destructive forces.'' Each
of these characters reflect Dickens' expressed desire in the novel's preface to "embody"
the violence and suffering of the revolution in his "own person" before an "observant
spectator." Dickens, like his characters, is driven to place his own punished body on
display.
In her analysis of masochism and male subjectivity, Kaja Silverman draws a
connection between the male masochistic beating fantasy and the son's ambivalent desire
for the father. She describes how Freud's articulation of the super-ego embodies the
father who is loved and the father who is feared.

As Freud states in the beating essay.

^ ^In a letter to John Forster written during the writing of A Tale, Dickens explains his
struggle to condense the form of the novel by claiming that "1 fancied a story of incident
might be written, in place of the bestiality that is written under that pretence, pounding
the characters out in its own mortar, and beating their own interests out of them"
(Dickens, M. 485). It is interesting that considering the violence done to bodies in his
story that Dickens would speak of "pounding" and "beating" them as though engaging in
his own form of "bestiality" — one that would resemble the sadistic cravings of of the
French aristocracy and revolutionaries. It also suggests that A Tale of Two Cities is
indeed a "beating" fantasy of sorts.
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"this being beaten is now a meeting-place between the sense of guilt and sexual love" ("A
Child" 117). According to Freud, the son resolves his negative Oedipus complex— his
erotic attachment to the father- by introjecting the father as an ideal tovwd which he
should aspire; "It may be that [in] this introjection which is a kind of regression to the
mechanism of the oral phase, the ego makes it easier for the object to be given up or
renders that process possible" {The Ego 24). However, this setting up of the love object
inside the ego as an ego-ideal or super-ego also allows these traces of the father to
assume the role of a self-critical or self-observing agency that creates a sense of guilt.
The super-ego as paternal law has the potential to obtain a hold upon the subject and rage
"against the ego with a merciless violence, as if it had taken possession of the whole of
sadism available to the person concerned.... What is now holding sway in the super
ego is, as it were, a pure culture of the death instinct" (54). Thus, the super-ego becomes
the meeting place between the sense of guilt and erotic desire. The desire for loving
father and the fear of the punishing father mingle to create an erotic desire. In short, the
super-ego is the consequence of an embodiment of a figure who has caused both pleasure
and fear (suffering) for the subject.
The presence of a parental observing agency in the novel is evident in the various
prison cell, courtroom, and execution scenes. In and over the world exists a "universal
watchfulness" or observing power that encompasses the individual, robs him of his
freedom, and forwards him to "his destination in a cage" (234). The narrator, for
example, in a passage that echoes the opening of "The Night Shadows" chapter even
suggests that this observer is otherworldly:
As mere human knowledge can split a ray of light and analyze the marmer of its
composition, so sublime intelligences may read in the feeble shining of this earth
^2See Silverman's reading of the role of the father in the construction of male masochism
{Male Subjectivity 191-213).
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of ours, every thought and act, every vice and virtue, of every responsible creature
on it. (169)
Though the earlier secrets passage suggests the world is characterized by secrecy and the
inability to read, this passage describes the possibility of an otherworldly reader capable
of splitting the world apart in order to monitor the secret soul of every inhabitant. This
idea of reading as an act of scientific analysis and dissection links "these sublime
intelligences" with the work of the resurrectionist men like Jerry Cruncher-"tradesmen"
in "Scientific goods"-who dig and grub in order to furnish medical students with
cadavers to dissect. This passage also evokes the desire to be read or touched by the
"pitying hand" of someone who could uiilock the secrets of the imprisoned soul. In its
ability to detect "every vice and virtue" within every "creature," this sublime reading is
also represented as an act of judgment; its power to split the body into parts in order to
expose "the matmer of its composition" resembles the sadistic trial and execution scenes
elsewhere in the novel. In this way the desire to be opened up and touched mingles with
a desire to be punished by a representative of the father's law. In addition to the spectacle
of Charles Damay's Old Bailey trial, several other instances in the novel of spectators
imagining the dismemberment and evisceration of the human body portray the
penetrating gaze of such an critical agency. Indeed, this paternal agency is embodied in
the government institutions responsible for carrying out law and order.
Despite his emigration to England, Charles Damay carmot escape the "world of
wrong" created by his aristocratic family past and finds himself "bound to a system that is
frightful to [him], responsible for it, but powerless in it" (117). In his powerlessnes
Damay resembles other male characters in the novel who seem weak for one reason or
another. Mr. Jarvis Lorry acknowledges that "we men of business, who serve a House,
are not our own masters. We have to think of the house more than ourself (76). In this
sense Lorry is, like Damay, imprisoned by a larger system. Dr. Manette's twenty year
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imprisonment and subsequent loss of self may best illustrate the male individual's lack of
agency. As Mr. Lorry says, Manette's "loss of himself grew out of" the "whole subject"
of his captivity, and "not knowing how he lost himself, or how he recovered himself, he
may never feel certain of not losing himself again" (89). Each of the male characters
experiences a "loss of self or loss of control over his life. Carton's inability to advance
professionally with in the legal profession and his inability to form lasting relationships
with others is the result of "the waste forces within him" (85). Carton, like Damay,
Manette, and to some extent Lorry, is "incapable of his own help and his own happiness"
and is resigned to let the "waste forces" "eat him away." As the dashing young French
aristocrat who has determined to live by his own "industry" and hard work in England,
Damay's powerlessness is particularily striking and is evident everywhere in the novel; in
the three separate trial scenes; in the descriptions of his return to France where he is
"ecompassed" by a "universal watchfulness," arrested, and informed that his "life is not
[his] own" (237); in the scene in which he becomes a "young child" in Carton's hands as
he is rescued; and in the closing moments of the novel where he is carried unconscious
out of France. One might characterize this weakness as a sense of guilt that first causes
him to leave France and then later return to it. This guilt is represented in the novel later
as an "unseen force" and a "terrible attraction" that draws "him fast to itself and sets him
"straight and strong towards it" (233). Damay considers himself an Evremonde to the
extent that he assumes responsibility for the atrocities of his fathers but also expresses
guilt for his connection to the family name. He complains to his unsympathetic uncle
that his "honourable family" has "left me... bound to a system that is frightful to me,
responsible for it, but powerless in it; seeking to execute the last request of my dear
mother's lips, and they the last look of my dear mother's eyes which implored me to have
mercy and redress" (117). "Execute" is a loaded term in this novel as it describes not
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only the act of writing in the preface but also the decapitating activity of the guillotine as
well. Like Madame Defarge, La Vengeance, and the Guillotine - "that sharp female
newly bom," Damay's mother has placed the weight of the father's system, law, and
crimes upon Charles' head so that executing his mother's request means sacrificing
himself to the law's demand that he be executed. The only way he can adequately
"redress" his family's crime is through his own execution. Damay's powerlessness is
evident in the numerous scenes in which he is placed on the edge of annihilation before
various judges and tribunals; once in England and twice in France. His trips across the
English Charmel carry him from one prison to another as though he "were being
forwarded in a cage," emphasizing the extent to which he is "bound" to the letter of the
father's law. Damay's penchant for getting himself arrested and displayed before a
hostile crowd resembles the actions of a masochist who desires to be beaten by the father
or who does what is inexpedient in order, as Freud suggests, "to provoke punishment
from ... [a] representative of the parents" (169). It is as though in his bondage he were
replaying a beating fantasy. Indeed, the narrator raises the issue of masochism explicitly
at one point, explaining that "a species of intoxication, known, without doubt, to have led
some persons to brave the guillotine unnecessarily, and to die by it" is the result of "a
wild infection of the wildly shaken public mind. In seasons of pestilence, some of us will
have a secret attraction to the disease - a terrible passing inclination to die of it. And all
of us have like wonders hidden in our breasts, only needing circimistances to evoke
them" (267-68). This infectious, masochistic inclination is linked to Damay through the
character of Stryver who claims that Evremonde "is a fellow... infected by the most
pestilent and blasphemous code of devilry that ever was known" (228). Though readers
are meant to see Stryver as a horrible sympathizer with the overthrown aristocratic
regime, it becomes clear a few pages later that Damay is indeed "driven" by the
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"influence" of a "terrible attraction" very similar to the "terrible passing inclination" that
drives some to the guillotine. This masochistic desire for corporal punishment is
suggested in the repeated public spectacle of trials and executions in which the reader is
invited to sympathize with the victim and imagine his horror.
Dickens represents the trials in the novel as a form of theatrical performance in
which the prisoner is displayed before a "staring and blaring" crowd who long to see the
"well grown and well looking" young man "shamefully mangled," "butchered and torn
asunder" (58). The law hands down such sentences against those who are convicted of
taitorous crimes against the national patriarch, "our Lord the King." Betraying the father
necessitates a "quartering" which amounts to a figurative castration:
"Ah . . . he'll be drawn on a hurdle to be half hanged, and then he'll be taken down
and sliced before his own face, and then his inside will be taken out and burnt
while he looks on, and then his head will be chopped off, and he'll be cut into
quarters. That's the sentence." (57)
In this novel, the "sentence," whether it is the judgment of a court, a sentence from a
letter, the knitted registry of Madame Defarge, or a sentence from the novel itself, is
bound up with the secretion, the dismembering execution, and the public display of the
castrated masculine body. The text knits a close relationship between writing, law, and
the body, but one in which the masculine body in particular is subjected to terrible
violations. Since Old Bailey, the scene of Damay's trial, is represented as the national
cloaca or "deadly irm-yard" from which the king's government sends humans waste on a
"violent passage into the other world," it is clear that the sentece of the law is the process
by which that process is executed. The court system incorporates its prisoners into its
bowel-like prisons in order to brutally violate and expose the "inside" of the prisoner's
body as though determining guilt involved splitting the body into its component parts in
order to analyze the maimer of its composition. Finally, the specular relationship
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between the court spectators and Damay and between Damay and his own image
reflected in a mirror recalls Dickens' preface to the novel in which he claims to have
embodied the actions and suffering of his characters in his "own person" as though before
an "observant spectator." Looking into the mirror it is as though Damay sees in his own
person the "crowds of the wicked and wretched" who have "passed from [the mirror's]
surface and this earth's together" (59). The figure of Damay whose initials, C.D., repeat
the initials of Charles Dickens himself, reperesents the figure of the author in the preface
who has done and suffered it all himself
The execution of Damays imagined sentence and the author's "execution" of the
main idea of the novel are linked by the way in which both actions involve a theatrical
performance before observant spectators and the way in which both Damay's trial and
the preface suggest the idea of embodying or intemalizing violence and suffering.
Damay's trial at Old Bailey is compared to a theatrical performance in which people pay
to see "the play." An important part of this spectacle is the "mirror" that hangs "over the
prisoner's head" which is used to "tum the light down upon him" just as theatrical lights
illuminate the features of actors. The emphasis upon the prisoner's head no doubt
connects this spectacle to the decapitated heads "exposed" at Temple Bar for the public's
edification. In addition to this function the mirror also provides the accused with a
reflection of himself that enables him to see himself as the spectators see him; "mentally
hanged, beheaded, and quartered" (59). This specular process of imagining oneself as
torn apart during a public execution is repeated in the description of the sentence above
in which the prisoner is hanged and sliced "before his own face" and finally turned inside
out and burned "while he looks on." In short, the trial is a public forum through which the
prisoner reveals the sacrificial basis of the social contract.

Though the text makes it
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clear that Damay never "assumed any theatrical air," he nevertheless exhibits his
castration for all to see in a scene which replays all of the other primal scenes in which
spectators witness a theatricalized violence; the Jacques peering through the holes in
Manette's room over the wine shop. Monsieur Defarge peering and groping inside Dr.
Manette's Bastille prison chimney, Jerry Cruncher's son witnessing his father digging in
the churchyard and observing his father holding "Mrs. Cruncher by the ears, and
knocking the back of her head against the head-board of the bed" (155), and finally Dr.
Manette witnessing the consequences of the Evremonde crimes.
The spectacle associated with trials and public execution is made clear not only in
the novel's description of Charles Damay's English trial for treason, but in the French
aristocracy's atrocities against the peasants. Treason, like parricide, is a crime against the
father's law, and in both France and England the penalty for such transgressions, the
novel tells us, was execution by dismemberment. "Under the guidance of her Christian
pastors," France "entertained herself ..with such humane achievements as sentencing a
youth to have his hands cut off, his tongue torn out with pincers, and his body burned
alive, because he had not kneeled down in the rain to do honour to a dirty processiion of
monks which passed within his view" (2). Later in the novel, the secret society of the
Jacques gossips about the fate of the peasant who avenged the death of his child by
murdering the Marquis and speculate that the serf "will be executed as a parricide"
because "Monseigneur was the father of his tenants" (162). This emphasizes the way in
which the aristocracy stands for paternal authority so that to challenge the Monseigneur's
^^One of the key components of male masochism for Kaja Silverman is how the
masochist "acts out in an insistent and exaggerated way the basic conditions of cultural
subjectivity, conditions that are normally disavowed; he loudly proclaims that his
meaning comes from the Other, prostrates himself before the gaze even as he solicits it,
exhibits his castration for all to seee, and revels in the sacrificial basis of the social
contract" {Male Subjectivity 206).
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paternal right to exercise his authority over his children, "his tenants—serfs—what you
will" (162), is to provoke the castrating power of the father. Thus, the punishment for the
Oedipal crime of parricide, the assassination of an aristocratic landlord, is a symbolic
series of castrations that violate the would be usurper in a variety of ways and force the
violated son to witness his impotence before the powerful hand of the father's law;
"They...whisper...that because Monseigneur was the father of his tenants-serfswhat you will-he will be executed as a parricide. One old man says at the
fountain, that his right hand, armed with the knife, will be burnt off before his
face; that, into wounds which will be made in his arms, his breast and his legs,
there will be poured boiling oil, melted lead, hot resin wax, and sulphur; finally,
that he will be torn limb from limb by four strong horses." (162)
The interest the law takes in dismembering the criminal "before his face" is an interest in
forcing him to see his vulnerability to the castrating power of the father—a way of
demanding that the victim internalize the violence that is inflicted upon his body. In
addition, the presence of spectators at the execution emphasize the victim's status as
something to be seen. During one particular execution apparently "nothing was more
noticed in the vast concourse that saw it done, than the crowd of ladies of quality and
fashion, who were full of eager attention to the last-to the last, Jacques, prolonged until
night fall, when he had lost two legs and an arm, and still breathed!....you might have
seen it" (162-63). During this conversation between the Jacques it becomes clear that
they, like their English counterparts at Damay's trial, grow increasingly more excited
about the specific aspects of the executions. They seem to take a sadistic pleasure in
imagining the destruction of the human body even when it is a fellow citizen and not a
member of the aristocracy. If, as the Monsieur the Marquis informs Manette, "these
things that you see here are to be seen, and not spoken of it is because "these things," the
rape of a peasant woman, the destruction of her family, the dismemberment of the
criminal, the decapitated heads at Temple Bar, and the public executions at the guillotine
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are meant to instill a fear of castration which is above all associated with the perception
of a lack and the fear of dismemberment which threaten the perceived unity of the
narcissistic subject. Thus, when Mr. Lorry and Lucie inquire at the end of the bowel-like
corridor why Manette must be kept locked up in a dark, secret room, Mr. Defarge
explains that "because he has lived so long, locked up...he would be frightened—ravetear himself to pieces-die-come to I know not what harm—if his door was left wide
open" (35). Defarge's comment suggests that leaving Manette's door wide open would
be to unleash a self-destructive impulse within the doctor which is better kept under lock
and key. Rather than opening the door Defjirge keeps Manette as a sort of peep show
through which other members of the secret Jacques society peek through "chinks or holes
in the wall" as though they themselves were spectators of a primal scene of sorts. This
possibility is further suggested by the strange noise making gestures Defarge makes "with
no other object that to make a noise" as though he were warning Manette to cease
whatever unseemly practices he might be engaged in before having his privacy invaded.
All of this secrecy and examples of scopophilic behavior suggests that the father's room,
like the body, houses a kind of primal nightmare or traumatic scene which must be
secreted but exposed as well.
What is striking about each of these examples of a ritualized and fantasized
disarticulation of the male body is the way in which it represents the submission of the
son before paternal law and order and the way in which the son's body is opened up
before the presence of spectators as though performed in a theater. These executions take
the form of a public castration that prostrates the son before the eyes of the world and
proclaims the ascendance of paternal law over the mind and body of the son.

While it

l^The scenes in the novel in which Damay, Manette, and Carton are brought before the
law and placed on display illustrate the way in which the subject is determined by an
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is certainly possible to read these horrifying descriptions of mutilation as attempts to
reveal the brutal nature of both the English and French judicial systems, the repetition of
the scenes, the emphasis upon their dramatic, spectacular quality, and the way in which
the novel's protagonist voluntarily submits to such a fate - a far, far better one than can
be experienced on earth - invites us to read these scenes as fantasies - fantasies of
"being beaten" and having one's body split open before the world. Like Jacques Three
whose craving hand caresses his mouth and nose as he listens to the vivid description of
these executions as though he might swallow them all if he could, the reader, like
Dickens himself, is invited to "embody" in his "own person" what is done and suffered in
these executions.
Dickens's desire to embody in himself and in his novel the figure of a suffering,
powerless masculine hero is reflected by Dr. Manette's relationship to his own secret text.
Like Dickens' novel. Dr. Manette's letter written within the Bastille is a secret letter about
a series of secrets and is exemplary not only because it marks the origin of the novel's
story-the aristocrat Evremonde's sexual transgression against the peasant woman and the
destruction of her family-but because it reveals the way in which the act of writing is
bom out of the desire to secrete and expose simultaneously a traumatic wound created
by the castrating power of the father. The letter that he secretly writes and hides within
his prison cell describes a kind of primal scene in which Manette is forced by the
Evremonde brothers to wimess the consequences of their sexual violence. As the legal
fathers of their peasant tenants the aristocrats presume an absolute paternal authority over
their lives; consequently, what Manette records is the horror of the father's sexual,
external gaze over which s/he has no control and which cannot be identified with any
single point of view. In The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis Lacan
states that the gaze is what "determines" the subject "at the most profound level, in the
visible" (106). The Lacanian gaze arises from outside the subject; from the field of the
Other.
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familial, and political power. The letter also repeats on many levels the secrecy that
typically accompanies the primal scene. Both of the Evremonde brothers are "wrapped
in cloaks...to conceal themselves" (303). The house of the peasant family is protected by
a "locked" "outer gate" which seems designed to preserve the secret within. The violated
peasant woman keeps her family name secret "as [her wounded brother] had done" (312).
When Manette tries to look at the injured chest of the woman's brother, he claims at first
that he does not "want it examined" and forces his "clenched right hand" to "cover his
wound" (309). Disturbed by the burden of the "profound secret" he keeps even from his
wife" (313), he writes a letter "privately" to the Minister only to be captured without a
"spoken" word and sent to his "living grave" within the Bastille. Thus, his prison,
Manette himself, his letter, and the letter identified within the letter are all secrets within
secrets that can be traced to the original primal scene, and just as the dying boy uses his
hand to cover up his wounded chest, Manette digs a place of concealment within a
chimney crevice in order to hide his own mental wound until a time when it may be
safely read. Like the recesses of Tellson's bank and the "deadly inn-yard" of Old Bailey,
this private space within the dark, dirty space of the chimney resembles the bowels of the
body as well.

The prison itself — like the inner sanctum of the mind, the interior of a

l^See Lacan's "Seminar on the Purloined Letter" in which he describes the taking of the
purloined letter as a form of ravishment;
And that is why without needing any more than being able to listen in at the door
of Professor Freud, he will go straight to the spot in which lies and lives what that
body is designed to hide, in a gorgeous center caught in a glimpse, nay, to the
very place seducers name Sant' Angelo's Castle in their innocent illusion of
controlling the City from within it. Look! between the cheeks of the fireplace,
there's the object already in reach of a hand the ravisher has but to extend....
(67)
Lacan's "Seminar" and also his "The Agency of the Letter" discuss the way in which the
subject is caught up in the trajectory of the letter or the signifier. The movement of the
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body, a bank vault, or a text — is a secret place of sorts-a place where secrets are kept.
By concealing the letter marking the castrating power of the father's authority up his
chimney Manette incorporates this violence within his own body. He may, like the
wounded peasant boy, curse the Evremonde race in his letter but his letter assumes a
circular trajectory and returns to its source in order to implicate and assault him and his
family.
This laborious and torturous process of secretion and exposure that results in the
masochistic trajectory of the letter is represented in the way in which Manette describes
the letter's production. He writes the letter with an ink "mixed with blood" and the way
in which the letter is secreted within the chimney crevice establishes a relation between
the writer's wounded body, the letter, and the place of concealment. The labor of writing
and secretion is obviously painful to the writer but is a torture that is for the most part
self-inflicted:
I write [this letter] at stolen intervals, under every difficulty. I design to
secrete it in the wall of the chimney, where I have slowly and laboriously made a
place of concealment for it. Some pitying hand may find it there, when I and my
sorrows are dust.
These words are formed by the rusty iron point with which I write with
difficulty in scrapings of soot and charcoal from the chimney, mixed with blood,
in the last month of the tenth year of my captivity. (303)
Manette's letter catalogues not only the horrible fate of the peasant woman and her
husband, father and brother, but the pain and suffering associated with the act of writing
as well. The writing of the letter is a process of self torture since he writes "under every
difficulty" in "unbearable agony" with a "rusty iron point," a weapon like instrument that
resembles the "sharp point" apjDarently used by the Evremonde aristocrat to wound the
"handsome peasant boy," in an ink composed of "scrapings of soot and charcoal mixed
letter in Dickens story seems to suggest that the letter returns to the writer in a way that
places him on display and leads to his execution and destruction of his body.
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with blood." Whether the blood Manette uses to write the letter oozes from a selfinflicted wound brought about by his own "iron point" or from a wound inflicted by his
gaolers, the letter is nevertheless a record and a product of the writer's wounded body and
mind. It is as though Manette is compelled to repeat in the act of writing the condition
of his own painful captivity. Just as the doctor himself represents a secret that must be
hidden away, Manette digs out "a place of concealment for" his own narrative. This
place of concealment within the interior of the chimney represents not only Manette's
imprisoned status within the Bastille but the condition of his own body as well which is
riddled with its own crevices and secret places; thus, Manette's digging impulse
resembles the other scenes of digging in the novel which are also associated with an
invasion of privacy, a grubbing for knowledge, and the fantasy of incorporation. Manette
himself uses the word "secrete" to describe the way he hides the letter from his captors
and the many references in the novel to blood and bleeding suggest a connection between
the act of concealment and secretion, the biological term for the bodily fluid produced by
certain internal organs and mucous membranes during the process of secretion. Both
secret and secretion come from the same etymological parent, "secernere," a Latin verb
meaning to separate or divide off. A secret is produced by setting aside or concealing
information or a letter from knowledge and observation, and a secretion is what is
produced by the process of separation and extraction that takes place within the body.
Thus, for Manette, a doctor skilled in the workings of the internal body, and Dickens as
well, the slow and laborious task of creating a place of concealment for a secret letter
which is itself a product of a slow and difficult process, produces a remainder or a
secretion—in this case a narrative written in blood—which reveals what the secretive
process was meant to conceal. The letter written in blood is bound to ooze from the
cracks in the chimney and expose the writer. Thus, just as "The Night Shadows" passage
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compares rooms and houses to the imagined space within the crypt-like breast of the
human individual. Dr. Manette's "crevice in the chimney" - a private space he digs out
from within the interior of the chimney - is analogous to a crevice within Manette's
body. At this point we can see that Manette's chimney crevice resembles Tellson's
"strongrooms underground" (12) that allow deposited valuables to mingle with the
neighbouring cesspools, with the "deadly inn-yard" at Old Bailey, with the "dark shaft of
dirt and poison" that led the way to Manette's own room, Monseigneur's "sanctuary of
sanctuaries" in which he has his "happy chocolate" conducted "to his lips," and even the
carefully caressed nostrils and mouth of Jacques Three. Placing his letter within that
orifice-like crevice figures the trajectory of the letter that will eventually retrun to him
and re-open his old wounds with a vengeance.
The masochistic trajectory of the letter is revealed by the way in which the
"pitying hand" Manette hopes will dig out his letter is displaced by the violent,
revengefiil, yet "cautious touch" of Defarge's "weapon." Just as his first letter he wrote to
the minister served only to imprison its writer, Manette's second letter leads to the
threatened destruction of his family. As though borrowing from the romantic motif of
the fortress under seige, the text represents Defarge's exploration of the "hideous doors"
and "dark dens" of the Bastille as a rape. Once in Manette's old cell, he beats the doctor's
old "worm-eaten stool," "rip[s] open the bed," and "grope[s]" the "crevice in the chimney"
with "his weapon" (208). This violent exposure which echoes the original Evremonde
violence is once again repeated at Damay's third trial during which the public reading of
the letter brings forth "a sound of craving and eagerness that had nothing articulate in it
but blood.... There was not a head in the nation but must have dropped before it" (315).
That this once buried letter brings about the secretion of blood rather than the articulation
of speech from the throats of the citizens suggests not only a cannibalistic thirst but the
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decapitating force of the guillotine as well. The reading of the letter continues the
engendering of a self-destructive desire.
Dr. Manette's auto-erotic relationship to his old trauma is suggested in the way in
which he assumes the occupation of fetish construction. Dr. Manette's clever though
compulsive shoemaking accomplished with the use of his busy hands further associates
him with the perverse likes of Jacques Three.

In his essay, "Fetishism," Freud notes

that "when the cry goes up that throne and altar are in danger," grown men often behave
like panicked young boys who construct a fetish in order to ward off the anxiety
producing perception of their mothers' genitalia. In each instance the part of the
narcissism attached to the penis "rebels" by appointing "a successor" to take the place of
the missing or dethroned authority. To extend Freud's trope of revolution and overthrow,
the fetish becomes a pretender to the throne once occupied by the belief in the mother's
phallus. In the Freudian scenario, once the boy perceives that his mother's penis has
been "castrated"—presumably by the father—he recognizes that his own penis is in danger
of such an overthrow as well and he invests another object with the value he once
assigned to the penis. This object which often possesses a metonymical relationship to
the mother's genitalia becomes "a token of triumph over the threat of castration and a
safeguard against it" ('Tetishism" 216).

While a fetish may "preserve" the idea of the

maternal phallus in order to mitigate the anxiety created by the sight of the mother's
"castration," it also serves as a "permanent memorial" to "the horror of castration"; a
gentle, erotic reminder of the masculine subject's vulnerability to the traumatic,
dismembering power of the father's law. This function of the fetish to preserve the

^^In David Copperfield Dr. Strong remarks that "'Satan finds some mischief still, for idle
hands to do'" (227). Dr. Manette's shoemaking is, one might argue, an example of this
sort of sexual "'mischief'"
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memory of the "horror," of course, opposes its role as "a safeguard against" castration.
The fetish poses as a sign of strength that saves the son's penis (and also the father's) but
really only commemorates the boy's subordination to the father's law, and this memorial
that both safeguards against the father's castrating power and honors it allows the boy to
exalt a horror of the father (or rather a horror of the imagined threat the father represents)
into a fetishized object for erotic gratification. This double function of the fetish saves
the mother's penis in order to preserve the boy's identification with her so that he might
continue to hold the father as an erotic object. If the mother* castration signals a "danger"
to the boy's penis it is only because he has narcissistically identified himself with the
mother. By replacing "the longed for penis" with a foot, shoe, velvet, underlinen, or hair
the boy saves his narcissism and preserves a negative Oedipal relation with the father. In
this instance, the "longed for penis" could refer not only to the mother's alleged phallus
but to the father's alleged phallus as well. Thus, Freud's discussion of fetishism suggests
that the fetish is also a sign of a masochistic relationship to the father and the paternal
power and authority he attributes to him. To engage in an erotic relationship with a
fetish is always in some sense to fall in love with one's own subordination to the
castrating power of the symbolic system.
Dr. Manette's repetitious and perpetually unfinished shoemaking is a busy attempt
to construct a fetish that will allow him to disavow or secrete the "mental torture"
associated with the sexual violence of the Evremonde aristocrats as well as the trauma of
his puiushment by them. Just as a fetish is a stand in for the absent maternal phallus, a
stand in for what is not and never was there, for the wound of castration, Manette's shoe
making allegorizes the masculine construction of an object that will protect it from
recognizing his own symbolic castration. The popularity of fetish objects, Freud tells us,
such as a "foot or shoe," "velvet and fur," "underlinen," and "plaits of hair," is due "to the
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circumstance that the inquisitive boy used to peer up the woman's legs towards her
genitals" ("Tetishism" 217). The fetishizer, however, never remembers the sight of the
woman's genitals but only recalls body parts and clothing that surround that area. As
Manette is himself a low stooper in his ignominious work, it is no surprise that his object
of interest is "a lady's walking shoe" and that his eyes catch "the skirt of [Lucie's] dress
and that he keeps "a very little quantity" of "golden hair" around his neck. Furthermore,
it is clear that his shoemaking functions to disavow the traumatic memory of what can
only be described as a primal scene and his paternal punishment for challenging the
father's authority in sexual matters. What Manette is invited to witness by the
Evremonde brothers at the house of their tenant farmer's is the deadly results of a primal
scene in which the father violently exercises his sexual power over the women within his
family. As Hutter has observed, Manette's visit to the peasant house is a primal scene of
sorts because he has witnessed what should never have been seen; the violence of the
aristocrats, the father's sexual desire. Manette's imprisonment is a consequence of his
decision to challenge the absolute authority of the father, and as Manette himself states in
a handy bit of self analysis, the shoemaking "no doubt... relieved his pain so much, by
substituting the perplexity of the brain, and by substituting, as he became more practiced,
the ingenuity of the hands, for the ingenuity of the mental torture; that he has never been
able to bear the thought of putting it quite out of his reach" (194). This sort of
substitution is precisely that kind defensive activity that Freud describes in "Splitting of
the Ego in the Defensive Process" in which the subject, under the paternal threat of
castration, constructs a fetish that allows him to "proceed with his masturbation
undisturbed" (222). Like the little boy in Freud's example, Manette can never get over
the need to keep his tools within "reach" of his ingenuous hands as if to reassure himself
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that it is all still there and that it won't be lost or taken away. ^ ^ Hands figure
prominently almost compulsively in this novel and are often associated with an autoerotic, even destructive, sexuality. In this way Manette's ingenious hands resemble the
"sounding hand" of "The Frozen Deep" prologue, "the pitying hand" Manette himself
later longs for, the "cautious touch" of Defarge's groping investigation of Manette's old
chimney "crevice," the "agitated hand" of Jacques Three, the "busy hands" of the knitting
French women, Stryver's "hands" in the "waistband" of his pants. Carton's tendency to
keep "his hands in his pockets" in a manner that resembles Master Bates from Oliver
Twist, and many others. If Manette's busy construction of fetish objects represents an
auto-erotic sexuality then this erotic relationship to the fetish would be an erotic
relationship to the traumatic memories of his mental and physical torture at the hands of
the aristocratic government. It's a way for Manette both to disavow and memorialize his
trauma in a masturbatory act.
The final "person" in whom the character of the author is embodied is Sydney
Carton, the character who most obviously represents self-destructive impulses. In his
fondness for drinking and his attachment to sensual pleasures. Carton resembles the
orifice oriented French. He, like Stryver, is a "fi'ee liver" whose drinking "orgies" leave
him "debauched" and "dissipated." He is unable to fight off "sloth and sensuality" (144)
and is haunted by "waste forces within him" that "eat him away" as though his own body
were consuming itself

This self-destructive cannibalism also associates him with

Jacques Three who gnaws on his own hands, with the "famine pinched" knitting women
whose fingers are substitutes for their "digestive apparatus," and even with Monseigneur

^^Lacan provides a parallel case to Freud's in The Seminar of Jacques Lacan: Book I
(196-99). Lacan's example of the male masturbator who fears that his "hand" will be
chopped off is meant to illustrate the "bound" nature of the subject's relationship to the
symbolic.
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whose fondness for chocolate represents wasteful, purposeless desires. When the term
"waste forces" is read within the context of the novel's other passages describing waste
and refuse, it becomes clear that Carton's life is motivated by the movement of his own
digestive apparatus and by the pleasures of the anus. At one point Manette expresses to
Lucie his "anxiety" that her life "should not be wasted, struck aside from the natural order
of things" (169) by remaining unmarried; it is this perverted course that characterizes
Carton's "wasted" life. He is a "heap of ashes," and a "self flung away, wasted, drunken,
poor creature of misuse" who has "kept down and perverted his nobler qualities" (145).
Ironically, the only way Carton is able to transcend these self-consuming, auto-erotic
impulses is by committing the ultimate self-destructive act. His suicidal sacrifice to
preserve Lucie's family both punishes his sensual body for the pleasures he takes in it and
epitomizes his most self-destructive impulses. However, despite the sacrificial quality of
his execution. Carton's choice to be publicly executed is the appropriate end for a
character dominated by a self-destructive auto-eroticism. The execution which
represents the son's submission to the castrating power of the law is simply one more act
of self-violence that repeats Damay's "terrible attraction" for the guillotine and Manette's
self-traumatizing letters.
It is the figure of the self-consuming self-punisher with whom Dickens narrator
seems to identify most. Unlike Manette and Daraay, Carton is the only character whose
imagined voice actually merges with the narrator's. After the novel has counted the fall
of the twenty third head. Carton's, the narrator returns in fantasy to a moment before the
execution and imagines what Carton might have said had he "given an utterance" to his
thoughts: "If he had given an utterance to his [thoughts], and they were prophetic, they
would have been these" (357). The conditional mode of this sentence - "if he had
uttered them and if his uttered thoughts were prophetic — calls attention to the fact that
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the narrator is about to assume the character of Sydney Carton, to embody him as having
"prophetic" thoughts. Another impression these words create is that of a prophetic,
disembodied head speaking as though resurrected from the dead;
"I see the lives for which I lay down my life, peaceful, useful, prosperous
and happy, in that England which I shall see no more. I see Her with a child upon
her bosom, who bears my name
I see that I hold a sanctuary in their hearts, and in the heart of their
descendants, generations hence. 1 see her an old woman, weeping for me on the
anniversary of this day. I see her and her husband, their course done, lying side
by side in their last earthly bed, and I know that each was not more honored and
held sacred in the other's soul, than I was in the souls of both.
I see that child who lay upon her bosom and who bore my name, a man
winning his way up in that path of life which is made illustrious there by the light
of his... .1 see him, foremost of just judges and honoured men, bringing a boy of
my name with a forehead that I know and golden hair, to this place - then fair to
look upon, with not a trace of this day's disfigurement - and I hear him tell the
child my story, with a tender and a faltering voice." (358)
The last lines of the novel that reproduce his voice suggest that Carton has abundant
recompense for having lost his head. Though Carton's suicide is seen as a self-denying
sacrifice for the good of Lucie and her family, the narcissistic motivation behind it
becomes clear from this passage. He becomes a father in a way Damay and Manette are
never able to. The repetition of the "I see" and the prophetic tone of that vision suggest
that Carton has become one of the "sublime intelligences" who are able to see into the
hearts and souls of all earthly inhabitants. He assumes the position of a paternal
observing agency who watches from a detached position, and what he sees in this
narcissistic vision are versions of himself What he sees is the continuation of his
paternal legacy through his embodiment within the "souls of both" Lucie and Charles and
within the "sanctuary" of "their hearts." In a nice touch reminiscent of Heathcliff he even
sees them "lying side by side in their last earthly bed" as though he were able to situate
himself within their final marriage chamber as well. Everywhere Carton looks he sees
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himself - "me," "my life," "my name," "my story" — within Lucie and Charles, within
their child and within their grandchild. It is as though Carton has usurped Damay's
position as the father of the family. "My name," as Carton calls it, reproduces itself along
Lucie's family line as though his name has displaced Damay's. Indeed, Carton's
namesake follows him in the legal profession and becomes himself the "foremost of just
judges" in a maimer that associates Carton's name with the law and in a way that repeats
Carton's paternal ability to "see." What is important to remember, however, is that this
impossible, post-humous vision and voice disavows death and castration. Even though
the novel appears at the last moment to be offering Carton abundant recompense for his
injury, the text has made it clear that his ventriloquized voice is a headless fantasy.
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ENTERING PIP'S "CIRCLE OF LIGHT": FANTASY AND BEATING IN GREA T
EXPECTATIONS

Who could have supposed that this childish punishment, received at the age of
eight at the hands of a woman of thirty, would determine my tastes and desires,
my passions, my very self for the rest of my life, and that in a sense diametrically
opposed to the one in which they should normally have developed?
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Confessions

O Joe, you break my heart! Look angry at me, Joe. Strike me, Joe. Tell me of
my ingratitude. Don't be so good to me!
Pip, Great Expectations

In a letter to John Forster Dickens explains that in order to reverse the
diminishing sales of All the Year Roundht must "strike in" with "a new story" to be
called Great Expectations that will resemble in length and form A Tale of Two Cities.
Dickens planned to write his new novel in weekly installments rather than the more
typical monthly installments; a schedule that Dickens felt would "tie [him] to the
grindstone pretty tightly" (Dickens, M. 506). Dickens's use of the striking and grinding
images associates his writing process with violence and self-punishment. The whirling
"grindstone" is a figure he uses in A Tale of Two Cities to depict the destructive motion of
time as well as the self-perpetuating violence of the revolution, thus, the idea of being
"tied" to such a wheel recalls once again the figure of Ixion. It is as if writing for
Dickens involved being spun by the tale rather than actively spinning it. The motion of
"the great grindstone. Earth" as it is reflected in the bloody whirling of "the lesser
grindstone" represents time as a movement towards destruction (7TC 250), but these
spinning wheels also figure the circulating force of a self-destructive desire that pulls
characters towards death like the vortex of a whirlpool. This ceaselessly circulating
desire is figured by the self-caressing fingers of Jacques Three which "are always gliding
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over the network of fine nerves about his mouth and nose" (161). Because scenes of
persecution and suffering are "embodied" or incorporated within the characters, they
appear to be possessed by a "terrible attraction" for their own destruction. More than any
of his other novels, however. Great Expectations represents the way the male subject's
incorporation or internalization of narrative circulates within his mind as fantasy and
leads him to repeat versions of this fantasy inspite of his conscious inclinations. The
scene Pip returns to in different forms throughout his narrative is the scene of his
subjection to the castrating power of the father.
In Great Expectations Pip, despite his gentlemanly aspirations and his dream of
marrying Estella, returns to scenes in which he is pursued and controlled by lurking men
who appear in his narrative as though they were arising from the dark recesses of his own
mind. Indeed, scenes like those where Pip is haunted by Compeyson, caught from
behind by Mr. Jaggers, ambushed at the sluice-house by Orlick, all appear to return Pip
in different ways to the novel's opjening, his traumatic encounter with Magwitch on the
marshes. A primary example of the way Pip reprises this scene is his account of
Magwitch's return from Australia in which the convict passes from the darkness of Pip's
stairwell into the "contracted" "circle of light" provided by Pip's reading lamp. Like the
retum to consciousness of an anxiety producing desire, Magwtich re-enters the circle of
Pip's vision and his imagination. This retum occassions further fantasies: "In every rage
of wind and rush of rain, I heard pursuers. Twice, 1 could have sworn there was a
knocking and whispering at the outer door" (308). For Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, the
repetition of scenes like these in which Pip is threatened by shadowy male figures
demonstrate a paranoid homophobia that brings "men together under a wildly
exascerbated bond of rivalry" (131). Such scenes, according to Sedgwick, demonstrate a
"paranoid" recasting of homoerotic desire into homophobia, the male fear of being raped
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or seduced by another man. What Sedgwick's reading denies, however, is that Pip's
fantasies of pursuit and control by men like Magwitch, Jaggers, and Orlick might
constitute a homoerotic masochism that takes the form of a desire for punishment. An
apt analogy for the repetition in Pip's narrative of these scenes in which he is pursued and
threatened is provided by Mr. Jaggers late in the novel when he alludes to his reasons for
arranging Miss Havisham's adoption of Estella. Rather than explaining his reasons
directly, Jaggers presents Pip with a hypothetical "case" that might apply to any child;
Put the case that he lived in an atmosphere of evil, and that all he saw of children
was, their being generated in great numbers for certain destruction. Put the case
that he often saw children solemnly tried at a criminal bar, where they were held
up to be seen; put the case that he habitually knew of their being imprisoned,
whipped, transported, neglected, cast out, qualified in all ways for the hangman,
and growing up to be hanged. Put the case that pretty nigh all the children he saw
in his daily business life, he had reason to look upon as so much spawn to develop
into the fish that were to come to his net-to be prosecuted, defended, forswom,
made orphans, bedevilled somehow. (391)
Jaggers describes a cycle of violence in which children are bom into a system of
punishment that corrupts them. In short, the justice system with its bedevilling
influences generates the criminal children it eventually punishes. Once they are
"imprisoned, whipped, transported, neglected, [and] cast out," they inevitably come back
for more of the same. The system produces a circuit or cycle of children who possess a
self-destructive attraction for their own punishment. In an analogous way, Pip's fantasies
and experiences of being pursued suggest that he too is caught within a bedevilling cycle
of his own.
The connection in the novel between punishment and pleasure is most often
associated with Pip's visits to Satis House. Near the center of the novel Pip describes
how Miss Havisham whispers to him the secret of "'what real love is'" (227): "It is blind
devotion, unquestioning self-humiliation, utter submission, trust and belief against
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yourself and against the whole world, giving up your whole heart and soul to the smiteras I did!'" This definition of "real love" as a form of masochism expresses in an open
way a relationship between pleasure and pain that is more concealed in Dickens's earlier
novels. 1 The idea that love is "real" when it becomes a self-destructive "submission" to
1Though this mixture of pleasure and pain, love and punishment is a theme that is most
evident in Dickens's later work, it is also present to an extent in in his early novels. That
the trial of Bardell v. Pickwick takes place on Valentine's Day suggests a connection
between the punishing function of the court's legal machinery and its interest in
furthering the cause of love and marriage. Oliver Twist, a novel about a boy who is
"cuffed and buffeted through the world-despised by all, and pitied by none" (3), is, like
David Copperfield and Great Expectations, an examples of a work of fiction that
constructs a "wealth of situations, and even whole institutions, in which children [are]
beaten ... punished and disciplined" (Freud, "A Child" 108). Throughout Oliver Twist,
for example, and especially in the workhouse and in his brief apprenticeship with Mr.
Sowerberry, Oliver undergoes "a systematic course of treachery and deception" that
involves being violently "brought up by hand" (4). "Systematic" refers not only to the
English social institutions and systems in place for the regulation of the poor but to the
novel as well. The novel becomes one more institution constructed for the purpose of
punishing, disciplining, and beating children, and to the extent that the reader is invited
to identify with characters like Oliver, David, and Pip as they make their way through the
world, these novels construct a masochistic fantasmatic that governs the structure and
direction of the narratives. As the novel progresses, Oliver, like Pip, is lead from one
scene of beating to "a new scene of suffering" (26). Even when Oliver is at his most
pathetic and most "desperate with hunger," it is as though he were asking for some more
of the same treatment. In the famous scene where he and the other workhouse boys are
being served meager portions of a horribly diluted gruel, Oliver, motivated by his own
"misery" and the cannibalistic threats of one of the other boys, asks, '"Please, sir,' replied
Oliver, 'I want some more.'" Oliver's demand "for more" sounds strikingly like a
masochistic desire for more of the sort of brutal treatment he has been receiving from the
workhouse "master," the beadle and other representatives of institutional authority.
Indeed, the inunediate consequence of his "impious and profane" demand is to be placed
in a form of solitary confinement accompanied by regular floggings in the workhouse
hall "where the boys dined" "as a public warning and example" (14). As in many of
Dickens' novels, hunger and the demand for food are associated by many characters with
guilt and deviance. One of the motivating factors in Oliver's decision to ask for more is
the threat by one boy that he "might some night happen to eat the boy who slept next to
him" (12). Upon hearing that Oliver "asked for more," the general consensus among the
workhouse authorities is that "that boy will be hung" (13). While Dickens's novel is
clearly designed to evoke readerly sympathy for Oliver and reader anger at "the system"
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a "smiter" certainly applies to Sydney Carton for whom pleasure is always inextricably
bound to the self-destructive "waste forces" within him. His public decapitation at the
end of A Tale of Two Cities brings to a head, as it were, the connection between love and
physical sacrifice. That novel situates the major male characters in a circular,
masochistic movement that reflects "a terrible attraction" for scenes in which they are
publicly displayed and threatened with dismemberment, a sort of castration. Pip has a
similar attraction for punishment and pain. He is fond of phrases like "ecstacy of
unhappiness" and "exquisite pain" which express a mixture of suffering and enjoyment.
In her study of male masochism Carol Siegel argues that Pip's willing submission to
Estella's cruelty offers a potentially subversive image of masculinity that the novel must
ultimately contain: "Dickens's texts balance celebration and condemnation of the same
forbidden behaviours so that delinquency itself becomes a strand in the web that holds
the individual subject to official power" (141). Because she focuses exclusively upon
Pip's masochistic devotion to Estella, however, Siegel is led to conclude that "the
extravagant humiliations and physical tortures" heaped upon Pip by men in the later
stages of the narrative are undesired "punishments" for his "deviant desires" rather than
further evidence of his masochistic character (139). Like Sedgwick, Siegle tends to
ignore the possibility that Pip may find a degree of pleasure in the various "humiliations
and physcial tortures" he endures.
Albert Hutter offers a means for understanding how Pip's masochistic love for
Estella is an extension of his relationship to powerful men in the novel. In a
which is responsible for his suffering, the accounts of Oliver's abuse invite us to witness
his various punishments and create a structure that resembles Freud's description of the
beating fantasy in his essay. The reader becomes the dreamer who is "probably looking
on" as a witness to the beatings. In David Copperfield David makes a "wretched cripple"
of himself as part of his "homage to Dora" (397), a process of self-discipline and selfvictimization.
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psychoanalytic reading of the novel, Hutter notes the homoerotic aspects of Pip's
relationship to both Magwitch and Joe, and argues that the novel is dominated by "an
unconscious splitting of attitudes towards the father" (35). Using Freud's model of the
"complete" masculine Oedipus complex-a version of the familial triangle in which the
male child learns to identify with the father only after learning that he is prohibited from
desiring the father as his mother does-Hutter views the narrative as arising from a
tension between Pip's fear of the castrating father and his feminine desire for a more
loving father; a tension between his fear of Magwitch and his love for Joe.^ Rather than
emphasizing the way in which the paternal figure is split in the novel, 1 wish to discuss
the way in which punishment and love as well as pain and pleasure are bound together in
Pip's narrative through his representations and fantasies about threatening men. What
Hutter does not explore is that one consequence of the son's desire for the father in the
inverted version of Freud's complex is that it may give rise to a masochistic beating
fantasy in the child. Rather than viewing them as examples of paranoid homophobia, I
will argue that Pip's narrative embodies an attraction for scenes in which he is threatened
and punished by the castrating power of paternal law. What Great Expectations seems to
display is the repetition of a masochistic beating fantasy.

2ln The Ego and the Id Freud states.
Closer study ususlayy discloses the more complete Oedipus complex, which is
twofold, positive and negative, and is due to the bisexuality orignally present in
children; that is to say, a boy has not merely an ambivalent attitutde towads his
father and an affectionate object-choice towards his mother, but at the same time
he also behaves like a girl and displays an affectionate feminine attitude to his
father and a corresponding jealousy and hostility towards his mother. (28)
His analysis of masochistic beating fantasies in "A Child is Being Beaten" represents the
male beating fantasy as arising from an "inverted" or negative version of the Oedipus
complex.
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In "A Child is Being Beaten," Freud argues that the male version of the fantasy
originates from "an incestuous attachment to the father" (127) that eventually becomes a
desire to be beaten by him. In the final phase of the male fantasy the figure of the mother
replaces the figure of the beating father so that the fantasy becomes a heterosexual rather
than a homosexual one. Freud begins this essay by associating the masochistic beating
fantasy with education. Though the first beating fantasies "were entertained...certainly
before school life"( 107), these experiences remain dormant until the child attends school
and sees "other children being beaten by the teacher." The "influence" of the school upon
these fantasies is "so clear" that "patients concerned were first tempted to trace back their
beating-phantasies exclusively to these impressions of school life" (108). Freud,
however, sees that these later educational experiences merely retroactively activate
earlier scenes of education. Laplanche and Pontalis point out that for Freud these more
original scenes were "the child's observation of parental coitus"(8) or a "primal fantasy"
which remains "un-understood" until a second occasion calls it to memory. What
establishes a connection between these two scenes is a shared structure which precedes
the individual; "the history or the legends of parents, grandparents and the ancestors: the
family sounds or sayings" (Laplanche and Pontalis, "Fantasy" 11). Thus, the fantasies are
the product of the individual's education, the individual's acquisition of the social
discourse into which s/he is bom, and in the beating fantasies this educational process is
figured as an experience of beating. Consequently, the final versions of the beating
fantasies often involve not only a school teacher or a school setting, but the process of
reading itself;
The child began to compete with these works of fiction by producing its own
phantasies and by constructing a wealth of situations, and even whole institutions,
in which children were beaten or were punished and disciplined in some other
way because of their naughtiness and bad behavior. (Freud, "A Child" 108)
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This passage illustrates what Lapianche and Pontalis refer to as the relationship between
fantasy and desire. The fantasy, they argue, "is not the object of desire, but its setting. In
fantasy the subject does not pursue the object or its sign; he appears caught up himself in
the sequence of images" ("Fantasy" 17). According to Freud, within the "higher forms"
of education "the effects of reading" replace the experience of being beaten as a stimulus
for beating-fantasies. Reading becomes the means by which the child inscribes him or
herself within scenes of beating. The child learns through reading to situate or inscribe
him/herself into the sequence of situations and institutions one discovers through reading.
For the male child, this process of reading involves recognizing his subservience to the
higher form of the father's law. As Freud states, "the boy is certainly not 'on the top' in
his conscious masochistic phantasy" ("A Child" 131) and is "invariably beaten (or later
only punished, humiliated, etc.) by his father" (118).
A clear example of the way Dickens's novels illustrate a kind of masochistic
fascination with scenes of beating is the scene in David Copperfield where David both
observes his schoolmates being beaten and anticpates his own impending punishment.
After being severely beaten by his step-father for biting his hand, David is sent away to
Salem House, a school where he and other boys are caned on a regular basis by Mr.
Creakle. Mr. Creakle was a man who "had a delight in cutting at the boys, which was
like the satisfaction of a craving appetite. I am confident he couldn't resist a chubby boy .
.. .1 was chubby myself, and ought to know" (DC 90). The novel links teaching and
beating with a sort of erotic "appetite" that is represented as a desire to bite. Mr. Creakle,
taunting David for his own biting fame, refers to his cane as a "sharp tooth" and a "deep
prong" that is "famous for biting" and giving "fleshy" cuts into "chubby" boys. This
cannibalistic hunger for flesh is a fascination which infects not only Mr. Creakle but the
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students as well. David's work at the school involves examining the distribution of
pimishment more than anything else:
Here I sit at the desk again, watching his eye—humbly watching his eye as he rules
a ciphering book for another victim whose hands have just been flattened by that
identical ruler, and who is trying to wipe the sting out with a pocket-handkerchief
I have plenty to do. I don't watch his eye in idleness, but because I am morbidly
attracted to it, in a dread desire to know what he will do next, and whether it will
be my turn to suffer, or somebody else's. (90)
David's "dread desire to know," a dreadful desire aroused by an anticipation of his own
"turn to suffer," reflects the connection the novel weaves between a morbid, homoerotic
"craving" for punishment and the process of education. Theodor Reik has identified "the
suspense factor" as an important aspect of masochistic pleasure. In his analysis of a
patient's "Moloch fantasy," a fantasy in which a patient imagines himself as the next
victim in a series of victims who are to be castrated in a ritualized way by a "high priest,"
he notes how the moment of castration or death is delayed so that the subject imagines
himself in a torturous state of supension. By observing in fantasy the fate of the
mutilated "young man" ahead of him and by imagining himself as the next one to fall
victim to the priest's command, "the patient shares every intensive affect of this victim,
feels his terror and anxiety with all the physical sensations since he imagines that he
himself will experience the same fate in a few moments" (Reik 42). Both the scene from
David Copperfield and Reik's "Moloch fantasy" describe a suspenseful mini-narrative
which closely resembles the third phase of what Freud was to identify as the feminine
beating fantasy. In this fantasy the individual—typically female-imagines that "a child is
being beaten" and that s/he is "'probably looking on'" (Freud, "A Child" 114), and though
the fantasy seems sadistic, "all of the many indeterminate children who are being beaten
by the teacher are, after all, nothing more than substitutes for the child itself (119). In
this fantasy the figure of the father as an object of desire and an authoritarian
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representative of paternal law merge to the point where erotic attachment and
punishment unite.

n
The birth of Pip's narrative and the origin of his education arise out of the mist
and mud of the churchyard cemetery in which lay the remains of his parents. It is here
that Pip begins to situate himself in his family's sounds and sayings. The tombstone on
which is inscribed the names of his parents, Phillip Pirrup "late of this parish" and "Also
Georgiana Wife of the above" reflects the authority and priority given to the father's
name which rests "above" that of the mother. The wife's name appears almost as a
second thought and is included beneath the authority of the father's family name which is
not repeated in the lower inscription but referred to only as "the above." Pip's "father's
family name" belongs only to the father it seems, because even though Pip shares his
father's name, he cannot say it: "my infant tongue could make of both names nothing
longer or more explicit than Pip. So I called myself Pip and came to be called Pip" (1).
"Philip Pirrup" seems as much "above" Pip and his capacity to say it as it is "above" his
mother. The name "Pip" then becomes a sign of Pip's inability to completely assume the
position of his father's family name. Pip is a shortened or incomplete version of his
father. The tombstone seems to provide an inscribed version of a sort of primal scene in
which the son witnesses the father lying above the mother and identifies his own position
with the lower position of his mother. Pip tells us in fact that his "first fancies regarding
what [his parents] were like were unreasonably derived" from the "shape of the letters"
on the tombstone. His father's were "stout" and "square" while his mother's were
"freckled and sickly." Pip's name is associated with sickness as well, further associating
him with his mother's inscription. Not only is "pip" the name for a disease that afflicts
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the throat and mouth of "poultry and other birds" {OED), but it is also a name which is
"applied vaguely to various diseases in human beings" {QED)} Thus, Pip's "fancies" or
fantasies about his parents, which to some extent are woven into Pip's subsequent
narrative, originate from this primal scene of reading. For Pip this scene of his parents'
final resting place, also the scene of his narrative birth, is anxiety producing: "that bundle
of shivers growing afraid of it all and beginning to cry, was Pip" (1 ).^ Pip, like Oliver
Twist, is a child whose entrance into the world is marked by the loss of any parental
figure who could support and nurture him. A crying "bundle of shivers," Pip resembles
an newly bom infant who has been abandoned by his parents. Laplanche and Pontalis
note that the "origin" of auto-eroticism and sexuality is precisely this moment when the
infant's need is "disengaged from any natural object" ("Fantasy" 16). At this point the
drive for satisfaction splits off from its biological source, turns in on itself, and fantasizes
the object of its satisfaction. In Great Expectations however, Pip's fantasies, or the
scenes in which he places himself in his own narrative, are often scenes of beating and
humiliation that stand in for the missing maternal object. Pip's position in these beating

^One symptom of this disease is the appearance of a "white scale on the tip of the
tongue" and "pip" is "sometimes applied to this scale itself" It is possible that this may
explain the mysterious appearance of "curious white flakes, like thin snow" that "[break]
out upon [the] lips" (34) of Compeyson, the other convict.
^The word, "Pip," has a history in the sounds and sayings of Dickens's family as well. As
a child a sadistic nurse terrified him with a story about a satanic rat who threatens to
"have" an unfortunate man named Chips. The rat tells Chips over and over that
A Lemon has pips.
And a Yard has ships
And
have Chips! iUT 155)
As the young Dickens listened to the nurse's tale, he "waited... with inexpressible
horror" for this "Refrain." Thus, Dickens may have had this story in mind when he chose
"Pip" as the name for his narrator.

ril
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scenes corresponds to the lower, feminine position of his mother's inscription, rather than
to the paternal name above.
The first of these scenes, Pip's terrifying encounter with Magwitch, takes place in
the churchyard by his parents' tombstone and reinforces Pip's sense of himself as
insufficient and powerless. Magwitch, "a fearful man...soaked in water, and smothered
in mud" seems to arise like a paternal corpse from out of a grave, but also like Pip's
narrative itself, he is newly birthed from the ground of the muddy churchyard.
Magwitch, who "limped and shivered" and "whose teeth chattered in his head," is, like
Pip himself, a "bundle of shivers." Like Pip, he is an orphan or castaway who requires
the support of someone who could satisfy his hunger. The only figure Magwitch
encounters, however, is one just as needy and alone as himself The intensity of
Magwitch's need is reflected in the violence of his threats that focus on the mouth and
eating. When Magwitch first seizes Pip, he demands that Pip "give it mouth!" While
Magwitch means for Pip to identify himself in a louder voice, the idea of giving an object
mouth to implies that it will be sucked or eaten. The association of Pip's name with his
mouth is also present in the opening sentence of the novel which informs us that Pip's
"infant tongue could make nothing" of his name but "Pip." To the extent that Pip has
incorporated his name and made it a part of himself, he has given it mouth in some sense.
Pip's identity is tied closely to his mouth and the mouths of others, and this is clear in the
novel's preoccupation with mouths, lips, and appetite. After the novel associates Pip's
name with his mouth, it shows us that Pip's first sense of himself and his relationship to
the world, his sense of the "identity of things," arises "on a memorable raw afternoon"
from the impression that he is an object to be eaten. Magwitch's use of the mouth image
above suggests his own desire to consume Pip. Pip describes him, for example, as
"licking his lips" and as having "half a mind" to eat Pip's "fat cheeks." Magwitch has
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only "half a mind" to do this here because it is a desire which he seems willing to gratify
only in his fancy. He licks his lips in a self-gratifying manner as though were imagining
the satisfaction of devouring Pip's "fat cheeks." The action allows him to comfort
himself much like the way "he hugged his shuddering body in both his arms-clasping
himself, as if to hold himself together" (3). Magwitch's appetite here resembles the
"craving appetite" of Mr. Creakie, David Copperfield's schoolmaster, who, David says,
"couldn't resist a chubby boy" (emphasis added). The violence of the convict's threats
also recall the cannibalistic cravings of Jacques Three in A Tale of Two Cities. Like the
appetite of the French Revolutionary, Magwitch's violent hunger seems insatiable. After
the convict "ravenously" eats "a piece of bread" that he empties from Pip's pockets, he
threatens to go even deeper into Pip's body to find food. He tells Pip to bring him "a file"
for his leg iron and "wittles" to eat, otherwise Pip's "heart and... liver shall be tore out,
roasted and ate" (3).^
This scene of Pip's narrative birth also possesses elements that identify it both as a
kind of the primal scene and as a scene of Pip's rape/seduction by the father. Magwitch
doubles not only Pip but Pip's dead father as well. Magwitch certainly resembles Pip in
his shivering need for support and in his castaway status, but he is also a skeletal figure
who seems to represent a kind of paternal ghost that has risen firom out of the ground of

^lan Gibson notes how Victorian researchers such as William Acton warned against the
use of flogging as a form of punishment. Acton, whose book. The Functions and
Disorders of the Re-productive Organs (1857), was widely read during the midnineteenth century, states, "I carmot help alluding to the ill consequences of whipping
children on the nates. Of late years, this form of punishemnt has gone out of vogue; but,
in some recent newspaper correspondence, it is urged that flogging carmot be dispensed
with. The objections on medical grounds have not, probably, been stated; and, I think, its
ill effects are not sufficently known. That it has a great influence on ejaculation, no one
can doubt
I sincerely hope that, if flogging is still to be practised, it may be employed
on the shoulders, and not on the nates, of youths" (Gibson 32).
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the churchyard. This is evident in the force with which he masters and controls Pip.
Magwitch's position as a father in this scene is evident in the way in which he lays the
boy down upon a nearby tombstone. Pip describes how Magwitch
came closer to my tombstone, took me by both arms, and tilted me back as far as
he could hold me; so that his eyes looked most powerfully down into mine, and
mine looked most helplessly into his. (3)
This scene recalls Pip's primal scene of reading in which he fancied how his father,
"dark," "stout," and "square" rests "above" his "freckled and sickly" mother. The power
of the convict's eyes menace Pip from above while Pip's merely reflect his helplessness,
and though Pip is never literally penetrated, his mind is invaded by a scenario Magwitch
represents in order to scare him. This "young man" scenario literalizes the way in which
adult fantasy breaks into the interior of the child:
"There's a young man hid with me, in comparison with which young man I am a
Angel. That young man hears the words I speak. That young man has a secret
way pecooliar to himself, of getting at a boy, and at his heart, and at his liver. It is
in wain for a boy to attempt to hide himself from that young man. A boy may
lock his door, may be warm in bed, may tuck himself up, may draw the clothes
over his head, may think himself comfortable and safe, but that young man will
softly creep and creep his way to him and tear him open. I am a keeping that
young man from harming of you at the present moment, with great difficulty. I
find it weiy hard to hold that young man off of your inside." (4)
This passage describes the threat of a forced entry whereby the cannibalistic "young man"
will "get at" or creep inside not only Pip's room, his bed, and his clothes, but his body as
well. It desribes not only a violent penetration in which the figure of the convict or his
younger alter-ego forces Pip to accept him into his body, but, as a narrative, Magwitch's
story actually does get inside Pip. For Dickens, reading and hearing stories were means
by which a child's mind could be invaded by horrible places and characters. In one of
The Uncommerical Traveller pieces, "T^urse's Stories," Dickens describes how the
bedtime stories that were told to him in his childhood by his nurse created frightening
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spaces and comers within his mind: "If we all knew our own minds (in a more enlarged
sense than the popular acceptation of that phrase), I suspect we should find our nurses
responsible for most of the dark comers we are forced to go back to, against our will"
(150). One character in particular which Dickens says "intruded himself on my peaceful
youth" was the character of Captain Murderer whose "mission was matrimony, and the
gratification of a cannibal appetite with tender brides" (150). Captain Murderer would
marry young women and then on their wedding night he would chop them up, cook them
in a pie crust, and eat them. Dickens humorously describes how he suffered "acutely"
fi-om this story and how "the young woman" who told it "had a fiendish enjoyment of my
terrors" (153). Despite these terrors, however, in an imaginary version of the primal
scene Dickens describes how the hearing of the story would create "a mental compulsion
upon me in bed, to peep in at [Captain Murderer's window]... and to revisit his horrible
house" (153). What Dickens remembers fantasizing about, of course, is peeping in at a
horribly grotesque and violent version of the traditional wedding night ritual which in
this tale is a scene of eating. Eating stands in for the act of copulation here and the
relationship between them certainly would have been clear to the adult Dickens writing
Great Expectations years later. Magwitch's description of the hungry "young man" has a
similar effect on Pip; it both terrifies and fascinates him. It not only creates a fear that he
will be literally opened up and invaded but the threat also enters Pip as fantasy and
becomes a part of him just as the characters and places Dickens read about as a child
became, according to him, a part of his mind.^ Thus, Pip is placed in a lower, passive

^The passage above detailing the cannibalistic character of "the young man" resonates in
a number of interesting ways if one reads "young man" as a figure who is "hid" within
Magwitch or within Pip as a fantasmatic other. "Young man" has a tendency in the
passage to refer back to "a boy" as though they were one and the same person. The
passage then would describe a scene of "a boy" tuming on himself in a dreadful manner.
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position by Magwitch not only by the convict's physical strength and his powerful eyes
but by his fiction as well. Though Pip's great expectations in the novel reflect his desire
to transcend this lower state and adopt the proper, masculine position of "gentleman,"
his attempts merely lead him into further scenes of humiliation and danger. For example,
he runs from the threat of being torn open by Magwitch to his sister's "hard and heavy
hand" and threats of brutal corporeal punishment. This first scene in the novel is the
traumatic origin of Pip's narrative life that plays itself out over and over in different ways
throughout the novel. Though Pip tries to forget traumatic impact that moment had on
his childhood, it reappears repeatedly despite his best efforts to evade it.
The spectacle of the father's consuming appetite is illustrated once again after Pip
brings his convict food from the Gargery pantry. Magwitch's criminality is signified not
only by his cannibalistic cravings for Pip's "fat cheeks," but by the manner in which he
eats as well. The convict eats "ravenously" "like a man who was putting it away
somewhere in a violent hurry, than a man who was eating it" (15). Eating is described as
a guilty process of secretion or incorporation whereby food is stored away and hidden
rather than consumed. Pip compares Magwitch's manner of eating to that of the "large
dog" he "had often watched... eating his food" (16; emphasis added);
I noticed a decided similarity in between the dog's way of eating and the man's.
The man's took strong sharp sudden bites, just like the dog. He swallowed or
rather snapped up, every mouthful, too soon and too fast; and he looked sideways
here and there while he ate, as if he thought there was danger in every direction of
somebody's coming to take the pie away. He was altogether too unsettled in his
mind over it, to appreciate it comfortably, I thought, or to have anybody to dine
with him, without making a drop with his jaws at the visitor. In all of which
particulars he was very like the dog. (16)
This scene of eating is organized by a series of looks that mark it as an illicit and criminal
one and reveal Pip's fascination with and complicity in the scene. Pip who has "often
watched" his "large dog" eat is evidently intrigued by the oral activities of animals and
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transfers this interest to the spectacle of Magwitch's devouring appetite. Like Magwitch,
who Pip identifies as dangerous and powerful in contrast to his helplessness, Pip's dog is
distinguished by its "large" size. The role of Pip as an observer of this scene is
emphasized by the convict's sense of himself as being watched, not by Pip directly but by
the world in general. Magwitch's awareness of what Lacan has referred to as the gaze,
the presence of others as such and the authority they represent, reflects the novel's
concern with the manner in which food is consumed and appetite monitored and
controlled- Magwitch's sense of being seen from all sides, an effect presumably created
by the curtain of thick "marsh-mist" which shrouds the surrounding landscape, is
indicative of the guilt the narrative associates with eating. For example, the bestial
character of the guilt associated with ravenous eating is discussed during Christmas
dinner at Pip's home with his sister, Joe, and family friends. During dinner Mr. Wopsle
aimounces that "Swine were the companions of the prodigal. The gluttony of swine is
put before us, as an example to the young: (I thought this pretty well in him who had
been praising up the pork for being so plump and juicy.) What is detestable in a pig is
more detestable in a boy'" (23). Children from this perspective are susceptible to
appetites that are "Naterally wicious" in character and that must be monitored by tight
controls. Thus, this scene of the convict's illicit eating becomes another primal scene of
sorts in which Pip observes the guilty gratification of a bestial appetite. When the
narrative represents Pip's appetite, however, what it emphasizes is his passivity rather his
aggression. Miss Havisham, for example, orders Estella to "take him down. Let him
have something to eat" (56). Though it is Pip who is eating in this scene, he finds himself
once again in his customarily low, humiliating position. Estella brings Pip some meat,
bread, and beer, but she "put the mug down on the stones of the yard, and gave me the
bread and meat without looking at me, as insolently as if I were a dog in disgrace. I was
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so humiliated, hurt, spumed, offended, angry, sorry..." (57). Pip is the hungry dog in
this scene and his reaction is to knock himself further down by taking "a hard twist at
[his] hair" and by "kicking [his injured feelings] into the brewery wall" (58). All of this
self-punishment leads to his actually eating the meat and drinking the beer which leaves
him warm and "tingling."
If appetite needs to be monitored, it is because it serves as a metaphor for the way
in which sexual desire and sexual fantasy intrudes itself upon the child firom the adult
world. Through their analysis of Freud, Laplanche and Pontalis have shown the way in
which adult sexuality intrudes or implants itself in the child particularly through those
areas of the body which are linked to the vital processes of ingestion, defecation, etc.
which are necessary to sustain life. Sexuality for Laplanche "breaks out" at a reflexive
moment in the child when the pleasurable sensations associated with the mouth and anus,
for example, become independent of or deviate from the activities of eating, sucking,
and defecation. "Why," Laplanche asks, "does one so often have to force children to eat,
to offer them "'one spoon from daddy, one spoon for mommy,' i.e., one spoon for daddy's
love, one spoon for mommy's love- were it not that appetite is sustained, supplemented,
and, to an extent replaced in the human child by love?" (48). Thus, psychoanalysis uses
the figure of incorporation to represent the way in which the helpless child is "infested"
by "the structures, meanings, and fantasies" of the "adult universe."
Pushed to its limit this model of sexuality leads Laplanche to speculate on the
"privileged character of masochism in human sexuality," suggesting that
the analysis, in its very content, of an essential fantasy-the "primal scene"~would
illustrate it as well; the child, impotent in its crib, is Ulysses tied to the mast or
Tantalus, in whom is imposed the spectacle of parental intercourse.... The
passive position of the child in relation to the adult is not simply a passivity in
relation to adult activity, but passivity in relation to the adult fantasy intruding
within him. (102)
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As the child enters language and becomes educated in the fantasies and structures that
define the adult world, these structures inhabit the child as fantasy. Sexuality is the
moment when during the child's incorporation (oral, anal, scopic, etc.) of a scene from
the aduh world that scene is internalized in the child as fantasy. To fantasize a traumatic
event, for example, "is to turn it round upon the self, to aggress oneself (102).
The narrative's shift in the second chapter from the marshes to the Gargery
kitchen, from its emphasis upon Magwitch's appetite to its emphasis upon Pip's, and from
the violence of Magwitch's catmibalistic threats to Mrs. Joe's promises to apply Tickler
and Tar water to Pip's body, marks Pip's incorporation of Magwitch's guilt and desire. At
the forge Pip becomes the guilty convict while Mrs. Joe assumes the violent aspect of
Magwitch's figure. She is the phallic mother of the male beating fantasy who stands in
for the child's initial masochistic relation to the father. The intimacy of the secret bond
between Pip and Magwitch — father and son - is preserved in Pip's relationship to Joe.
Joe and Pip are bound together in their "freemasonry as fellow-sufferers" (8). As
"fellow-sufferers" their relationship is characterized by secrets and "confidences" that are
exchanged beyond the vision and hearing of Mrs. Joe. In Pip's triangular relationship
with Mrs. Joe and Joe, it is Pip's sister who interferes with Joe and Pip's homosocial,
fireside intimacy and their "fiiendly competition" of comparing the size of their bites; "It
was our evening habit to compare the way we bit through our slices, by silently holding
them up to each other's admiration now and then-which stimulated us to new exertions"
(9). The stimulating exertions that characterize Pip and Joe's proud displays of their oral
dexterity points to a barely veiled homoeroticism that becomes more apparent later in the
novel. This oral exchange is repeated at the end of the chapter when Pip and Joe again
engage in a mutual display of sorts. Intimidated by the presence of Mrs. Joe, Joe
responds silently to Pip's question about convicts and the firing guns that signal the
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escape of a convict from the prison ships: "While Mrs. Joe sat with her head bending
over her needlework, I put my mouth into the forms of saying to Joe, 'What's a convict?'
Joe put his mouth into the forms of returning such a highly elaborate answer, that I could
make out nothing of it but the single world, Pip'" (11). Once again here Pip's name is
associated with an "elaborate" activity of the mouth, and just as Pip's name is the result of
his inability to articulate the name of his father and his own name, Pip is unable to make
anything of Joe's mouth but Pip.' A similar exchange occurs moments later in the same
scene: "At this point, Joe greatly augmented my curiousity by taking the utmost pains to
open his mouth very wide, and to put it into the form of a word that looked like 'sulks.'"
Pip's "curiousity" seems directed as much to Joe's open mouth as it is to the message he is
communicating to him. Pip responds by putting his "mouth into the form" of a response,
and this causes Joe to again open "his mouth very wide" and shake "the form of a most
emphatic word out of it. But I could make nothing of the word." Pip's "make nothing"
locution here echoes the first line of the novel where Pip says his "infant tongue could
make... nothing" of his first and last names. In the scene at the forge the oral activities
of making and forming language are masculine games which take place secretly between
men. Furthermore, it is represented as a sort of display where one man/boy compares his
own oral accomplishments with those of his competitor. The exchange of mouths at the
Gargery kitchen between Joe and Pip mirror the secret exchange Pip participates in with
Magwitch on the marshes. In each instance Pip's mouth appears as no match for the
appetite and oral dexterity of his competitors, and on the marshes, the violent potential of
this game is emphasized in Magwitch's threats. The pleasant reciprocity of Pip's domestic
eating game with Joe is broken by Pip's decision to stow the bread and butter down the
leg of his trousers and Joe's fear that Pip has "bolted" his food - a display of appetite that
exceeds the appropriate limits of a properly domesticated and disciplined desire. Such a
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violent swallowing is self-endangering and reflects the violence of the scene that Pip has
witnessed on the marshes, the primal scene of the father's ravenous appetite. Even
though Pip has not actually swallowed the food, he has in tucking the food away inside
his clothing incorporated his "secret burden," his knowledge of the convict, his leg iron,
and his threats. Incorporation is a relation to the other that is modeled on the eating
process. By "bolting" his food, a consumption that is more of a "putting away in a
violent hurry" that an act of ingestion, Pip has identified himself with the escaped convict
and his guilt. "Bolt" fastens together the ideas of self-violence, reflexive orality, the
punishment of incarceration, escape, and locks.
According to the OED a "bolt" is an old term for "an iron for fastening the leg" of
a prisoner; thus, Pip's bolted bread and butter, "the load," that he has stowed "down" his
"leg," becomes Pip's own leg iron of sorts and suggests that he really has "bolted" his
food in more ways than Joe and his sister can imagine: "the load upon my leg .. .made
me think afresh of the man with the load on his leg" (II). Joe's fear that Pip will be
"bolted dead," as though struck down by a bolt of lightning or some other projectile,
points to the violent activity associated with the term bolting as well as the reflexive
character of orality and incorporation. (Early in the chapter Pip explains how in fact he
often "served as a connubial missile" in Mrs. Joe's attacks upon her husband.) "Bolt"
also refers to the idea of locks and bolted doors; doors which might imprison a convict or
protect a boy from evisceration at the hands of "the young man." Pip's insistence that the
bread and butter represents a "secret burden" that has become a "part of his "conscience"
further supports the idea that this chapter is about incorporation, and part of that secret is
the "constitutional impatience" that Pip imagines as characterizing his starving convict
and the "imbruing hands" of the young man. Pip's fantasy of the convicts' "constitutional
impatience," their demand that they "must be fed now" rather than tomorrow, refers back
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to the idea of bolting food. His act of hiding his bread and butter within his pant leg, an
act of bolting, literalizes the process by which Pip preserves the escaped convict and his
story in fantasy.
The erotic aspect of violence and the labial preoccupations in this chapter are
evident in a number of ways. The name "Tickler" which identifies the "wax-ended piece
of cane" Mrs. Joe uses to punish Pip can be read as an ironic description of its function in
the house, but in the way it combines the idea of a stimulating and pleasurable touch with
that of painful corporal punishment. Indeed, the notion of being "brought up by hand" is
suggestive of masturbatory activity and a great deal of self-hugging and self-rubbing
takes place not only in this chapter but throughout the novel.^ After he hears that his
sister is on the "Ram-page" with Tickler, Pip "twist[s] the only button on [his] waistcoat
round and round" (7). After he is thrown by his sister, he rubs himself much as
Magwitch is described as "hugging" and "clasping himself in the churchyard. At one
point Magwitch even strikes "his left cheek mercilessly, with the flat of his hand" (18)
when he asks Pip if the other convict he saw had a bruised cheek. The violence of this
self-abuse is repeated in a much milder form by Joe. Joe, who is "a fair man, with curls
of flaxen hair on each side of his smooth face" (6), is in the habit of "feeling his right-side
flaxen curls and whisker" during domestic storms. Pip's version of this is slightly more
violent. After he is humiliated by Estella, Pip "got rid of [his] injured feelings... by
kicking them into the brewery-wall, and twisting them out of my hair, and then I
smoothed my face with my sleeve" (58). Later while he discusses his feelings for Estella
with Biddy Pip "got a good grasp on the hair, on each side of my head, and wrenched it
well.... I was quite conscious it would have served my face right, if I had lifted it up by

^According to William A. Cohen, hands in the novel function as figures for masturbatory
desire (Cohen 217-259).
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the hair, and knocked it against the pebbles as a punishment for belonging to such an
idiot" (122). Finally, as William Cohen notes, the "load upon [Pip's] leg" resembles an
erection of sorts and is related to the novel's concern with auto-eroticism.^ Eating and
incorporation are associated with fantasy and an auto-erotic fascination with the mouth.
Part of Pip's process of becoming a gentleman is learning to distance himself from
oral activities that call attention to the mouth, an orifice the novel has already associated
with an erotic violence. In his earlier description of the convict as a "large dog" Pip
already seems to have incorporated the values of the adults who associate eating with a
sort of natural viciousness. This becomes more apparent later in his adult life after
Magwitch has returned from Australia and he observes Magwitch's eating with an
aversion and disgust reminiscent of David Copperfield's fascinated repulsion for Uriah
Heep's gurgling throat and mouth;
It was on my lips to ask him what he was tried for, but he took up a knife,
gave it a flourish, and with the words, 'And what I done is worked out and paid
for!' fell to at his breakfast.
He ate in a ravenous way that was very disagreeable, and all his actions
were uncouth, noisy, and greedy. Some of his teeth had failed him since I saw
him eat on the marshes, and as he turned his food in his mouth, and turned his
head sideways to bring his strongest fangs to bear upon it, he looked terribly like a
hungry old dog.
If I had begun with any appetite, he would have taken it away, and I
should have sat much as I did—repelled from him by an insurmountable aversion,
and gloomily looking at the cloth.
'I'm a heavy grubber, dear boy,' he said, as a polite kind of apology when
he had made an end of his meal, "but I always was. If it had been in my
constitution to be a lighter grubber, I might ha' got into lighter trouble. Similarly,
I must have my smoke. (312)

^What Cohen does not discuss is the extent to which this manual labor is linked to
masochistic desire and orality. Pip's "load" on his leg is certainly phallic, but this "secret
burden" is also food and is associated with eating and the oral drive.
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Pip links Provis's guilt directly to his "ravenous way" of eating by moving from the topic
of his "uncle's" trials to a description of his "heavy" grubbing that resembles his earlier
account of Magwitch on the marshes. Provis himself links his eating etiquette to his
propensity for criminal deviance by suggesting that had he learned to eat more
respectably he might have "got into lighter trouble." Pip says later that in Provis's way of
"cutting his food" and of "lifting" his "cups to his lips" "there was the Prisoner, Felon,
Bondsman, plain as plain could be" (319). Once again Pip's own "lips" are implicated in
Provis's grubbing by Pip's suggestion that the topic of Provis's guilt was on "my lips" as
blood or the responsibility for murder might be said to be on one's hands. Pip's labial
reference leads right into a detailed description of Provis's manner of eating which belies
Pip's assertion that he looked "gloomily at the cloth" rather than at Provis and his canine
mouth. Indeed, Pip's "insurmountable aversion" and repulsion at the sight of Provis's
eating is so strong that one begins to suspect that it is a defensive reaction to the sort of
desire in Pip that might have caused him in his youth to often watch his dog eating and to
observe with morbid curiosity Magwitch eat. Everywhere in the narrative Pip notices the
way in which individuals "give ... mouth" to their appetites and fancies. Mr.
Pumblechook, Joe Gargeiy's uncle, has "a mouth like a fish" (21), a "devouring
curiousity" (61), and "a gorging and gormandising manner" of eating (50). After
drinking at The Jolly Bargeman, Joe, fearful of his wife's reaction, walks "all the way
home with his mouth wide open, to rinse the rum out with as much air as possible" (73),
and later before Miss Havisham he stands "speechless, with his tuft of feathers ruffled,
and his mouth open as if he wanted a worm" (94). Pip notices how Miss Havisham
herself "worked her mouth" as he guides her around the ruins of her wedding banquet
(79), and how her lawyer and Pip's guardian, Mr. Jaggers, "occasionally bit[es] the side of
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his finger" (129). Pip also notices that Wenimick, Jaggers' clerk, has "such a post-office
of a mouth that he had a mecharucal appearance of smiling" (162).
Pip's own rough table manners are something he is conscious of and desires to
refine as he learns to become a gentleman. Herbert in the course of his attempts to teach
Pip the finer points of London social etiquette informs him that '"in London it is not the
custom to put the knife in the mouth-for fear of accidents~and that while the fork is
reserved for that use, it is not put further in than necessary. It is scarcely worth
mentioning, only it's as well to do as other people do. Also, the spoon is not generally
used over-hand, but under"' (169). Nor, Herbert tells him, is it appropriate to empty
"one's glass" by turning it "bottom upwards with the rim on one's nose'" (170). Pip when
dining at Herbert's family home refers to his "knife and fork, spoon, glasses" as
"instruments of self-destruction" (181) and this self-destructive potential is implied in
Herbert's description of them above. Herbert suggests to Pip that placing his knife inside
his mouth could result in self-injury and then adds ambiguously that "the fork is reserved
for that use" as though the fork were reserved for accidental self-mutilation. Potential
damage is reduced, Herbert implies, by placing the fork in the mouth only as far as is
necessary to eat. The self-destructive potentialities of kitchen utensils are underscored at
Pip's visit to the Pocket family house by the activities of Mrs. Pocket's infant who is given
"nutcrackers," a "dangerous weapon," to play with and who is observed by Pip doing "the
most appalling things with" them (182). Pip's ungentlemanly manner of eating, like the
infant's use of the nutcrackers, is self-endangering. Herbert's gentle lessons here recall the
more violent one Mrs. Joe gives him earlier in the novel when he is accused of "bolting"
his food. Mrs. Joe pours "a pint" of Tar Water, presumably a purgative, down his "throat"
as a cure and a repetition of his "bolt."
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The novel's mixture of pain and pum'shment and its use of orality as a metaphor
for the way in which painful, traumatic experiences are incorporated by the individual
and become the basis for fantasies that dictate the course of an individual's life is
apparent in Pip's descriptions of his own dreams and fantasies as well as in the way he is
haunted by lurking figures of the father who threaten to beat and control him in various
ways.
Steven Marcus's work has called attention to the "vast literature of flagellation
produced during the Victorian period" that consisted in "the elaboration of a single
fantasy," what Freud identified as the beating fantasy {The Other 252). Following Freud,
Marcus argues that the beating fantasies simultaneously express and disavow male
homosexual desire; "the entire immense literature of flagellation produced during the
Victorian period... represents a kind of last ditch compromise with and defense against
homosexuality" (260). In the representations of the fantasy a person, usually a boy is
accused of wrongdoing while the accuser is usually the "terrible mother, the phallic
mother of childhood" (258) who functions as a substitute for a paternal figure . The
accusation is made in ritualized form and results in the brandishing and implementation
of some "instrument of punishment." The scene of beating is represented in great detail
while the child being whipped experiences a mixture of pain and pleasure. For Marcus,
the literature of flagellation is incoherent, infantile in the way it mutes sexuality and
deflects it away fr^om the genitals "onto the area of the buttocks" almost to "the point of
extinction" (264). The fantasy in its "bizarre aberrancy" reflects a childish polymorphous
perversity.
Marcus's reading of Freud focuses on the way in which the final, conscious form
of the male beating fantasy, "I am being beaten by my mother," is a transformation of the
unconscious fantasy, "1 am loved by my father" (Freud, "A Child" 127). Great
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Expectations itself demonstrates the way in which Pip's humiliating, passive relationships
with the women in his life, the surrogate mothers who beat him in various ways, arise
from Pip's barely suppressed masochistic relationships with the various paternal figures
in his life. Much of the critical attention to Pip's masochistic character in Great
Expectations has focused on his humiliating devotion to Estella. As Carol Siegel
observes, Pip "invites us to come watch him bleed" as he displays for us the tortures he
undergoes for Estella's sake (Siegel 138). Pip describes Miss Havisham's vengeful use of
Estella as a "horribly cruel" "torture" that deeply wounds him, and he remembers how the
older woman looked at him with "a searching glance that seemed to pry into my heart
and probe its wounds" (288). This descriprtion repeats elements that characterize Pip's
encounter with Magwitch on the marshes; his powerful eyes and his threats to rip Pip's
heart and liver out. Miss Havisham employs Estella as a tool much as Mrs. Joe employs
Tickler, "a wax-ended piece of cane" (7), to inflict pain upon young men. With Estella
she will "break their hearts and show no mercy" (89). She teaches Pip that to love is to
revel in the shattering power of a desire that can rend one to pieces: "If she favours you,
love her. If she wounds you, love her. If she tears your heart to pieces - and as it gets
older and stronger it will tear deeper — love her, love her!" (226).^ Despite the intensity
of the anguish he experiences, it is a torture that he experiences with pleasure. He
characterizes his love for Estella, for example, as an "ecstasy of unhappiness" and

^Leo Bersani in his analysis of Freudian psychoanalitic thought defines sexuality as "the
jouissance of exploded limits, as the ecstatic suffering into which the human organism
momentarily plunges when it is 'pressed' beyond a certain threshold of endurance" {The
Freudian Body 217), For Bersani, the sexual as it is defined by Freud in Three Essays in
its more radical sections should be celebrated as a means toward the "radical
disintegration and humiliation of the self" This reading is part of Bersani's larger project
which is the deconstruction of the self as an ethical ideal in western culture. See also his
A Future for Astyanax: Character and Desire in Literature and his essay, "Is the Rectum
a Grave?"
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describes his confession of that love as a "rhapsody" that "welled up" within him "like
blood from an inward wound, and gushed out" (345). Pip's entire narrative, a confession
of masochistic love for Estella, flows in some sense from this wound.
Readings that trace Pip's masochism to his love for Estella, however, do not
explain why so many of Pip's beatings and woundings are provided by lurking paternal
figures such as Magwitch, Jaggers, and Orlick. Aside from Magwtich, it is Orlick, his
tigerish "mouth" watering for Pip's life, who comes "upon [him] from behind" late in the
novel and enjoys "the spectacle" of Pip's helplessness and "exquisite pain" (402).
"Exquisite pain," the term Pip uses to describe the suffering he experiences at the hands
of Orlick, resembles the "ecstasy of unhappiness" that overwhelms Pip at Satis House. ^'
This homoerotic relationship in which Pip plays the passive, often naughty, child to the
punishing/loving male figure becomes idealized and softened near the end of the novel
where Joe mothers Pip as though he were a helpless infant; "For Joe had actually laid his
head down on the pillow at my side, and put his arm around my neck, in his joy that I
knew him" (439). Despite the potentially threatening image of Joe's "arm around" Pip's
"neck," Joe's loving embrace of Pip in this bedroom scene marks the most physically and
emotionally intimate point in the novel. Pip, however, is overcome by the guilt he feels
for neglecting Joe, and demands that Joe "strike" him and "look angiy at" him. Pip at

^^Others argue that Pip's masochistic "assumption of guilt" is caused by his "incestuous
love" for Estella (Barzilai 45).
^ I One wonders, in fact, whether Dickens' use of the name Satis was meant to echo the
etymologically related word, sadist. The initial meanings of sad, sade, and satis are all
tied to the idea of having enough or of having one's fill. That sadism, the erotic
enjoyment in inflicting pain, derives from the name of the Marquis de Sade is obvious
but does not negate the possibility that satis and sadistic might have become associated in
a way that would link the idea of satisfaction with sadistic acts.
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this point would feel more comfortable in the role of the undeserving, naughty child.
These examples are the strongest examples of the way in which Pip-continuing his
tendency to be "brought up by hand"—is governed by various authority figures most of
whom are male. Mr. Wopsle rumples Pip's hair and pokes into his eyes, causing Pip to
wonder "why everybody of his standing who visited at our house should always have put
me through the same inflammatory process .... Yet I do not call to mind that I was ever
in my earlier youth the subject of remark in our social family circle, but some largehanded person took some such opthalmic steps to patronize me" (72). Beyond the
"family circle" Pip describes how Mr. Jaggers "took my chin in his large hand and tumed
up my face to have a look at me by the light of the candle" (77). Miss Havisham is
"given to government" (44) as well in the way she parallels Mrs. Joe's controlling
character. As she has Pip walk her around the decayed remains of her wedding banquet
table, she "twitched the hand upon my shoulder, and worked her mouth" (79). Mr.
Pumblechook expresses the violent extreme of such control when he compares Pip's
potential fate to a pig's at the butcher's: "Mr. Dunstable the butcher would have come up
to you as you lay in your straw, and he would have whipped you under his left arm, and
with his right he would have tucked up his frock to get a pen knife from out of his
waistcoat-pocket, and he would have shed your blood and had your life. No bringing up
by had then" (24). The irony of this description, of course, is that Mr. Pumblechook
description merely illustrates a more severe version of the bringing up by hand method
rather than a horrible alternative to it. This fate which resembles the tortures Mr. Jaggers
describes in the criminal justice system also resembles a description of a kind of male
rapje where the aggressor comes upon his victim while he sleeps and tucks up his clothing
in order to whip out his equivalent of the butcher's "pen knife."12 The implication, of
^2see Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's discussion of the idea of male rape in Dickens in
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course, is that the violated victim will squeal like a pig. The descnption of Pip as a pig
targeted for slaughter also recalls the scene on the marshes where Magwitch threatens to
"cut" Pip's "throat" and "tear him open" before roasting and eating his heart and liver.
The opposition in the narrative between the heterosexual desires that include
Pip's "wretched hankerings after money and gentility" (223) and his fantasies of a selfdestructive relationship to fatherly men is evident in the way Pip's narrative presents us,
for example, with at least two primary or primal scenes defining Pip's character and
determining the course of his future life: the scene on the marshes where Pip is assaulted
by Magwitch and Pip's trip to Miss Havisham's Satis House where he encounters Estella.
Notice how in the following passage, Pip's narration attempts to authorize one of the
scenes at the expense of the suppression of the other. Pip, reflecting upon his first visit to
Satis House, states:
That was a memorable day to me, for it made great changes in me. But it is the
same with any life. Imagine one selected day struck out of it, and think how
different its course would have been. Pause you who read this, and think for a
moment of the long chain of iron or gold, of thorns or flowers, that would never
have bound you but for the formation of the first link on one memorable day. (67)
In this passage, the course of a life—particularly a narrated life—is a chain that is "struck"
or forged by some anonymous blacksmith/goldsmith and that binds the individual to a
course over which s/he has very little control. The idea that Pip could somehow strike
"out" a day from the chain that constitutes the trajectory of his life and re-forge it
differently reflects his desire to escap)e the constraints a narrated life caught up in the
symbolic web that constitutes it. If he could only strike out one day in order to detach it
from all that comes before it, he could alter the way in which his life would be read, but
his own narrative reveals that expectation to be illusory. Pip here represents his trip to

chapters nine and ten of Between Men: English Literature and Homosocial Desire.
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Satis House as the defining moment in his life-a primary moment that "bound" him to
"the long chain" that constitutes his narrative life. Pip implies that it is this visit which
first brought about a self-loathing that leads him to view his "coarse hands and [his]
common boots" as "vulgar appendages" (57). In other words, it is at Satis House that he
first learns the distinction between low and high, between his own common lowness and
Estella's stellar social position. It is also at Satis House where Estella's beauty first
awakens Pip to erotic desire. Pip wants his reader to see his desire for Estella as the
primary motivating force in his narrative rather than his connection to the forge, Joe,
Mrs. Joe, and Magwitch. Pip's identification of his trip to Miss Havisham's as an
originating or self-defining moment, however, elides his narrative's earher, apparently
more primary scene on the marshes that has already bound him in some sense. The
binding "iron" chain here recalls Magwitch's leg iron and Pip's own bread and butter
version of that "load." Furthermore, "struck" and its associations with the work of the
blacksmith's trade, with the forge, and with Joe's hammer already point Pip's narrative
back to earlier scenes to which Pip's visit to Miss Havisham's house is bound. Aspects of
Pip's relationship to Joe, the forge, and the blacksmith's trade find their way into Satis
House, for example, through Miss Havisham's appropriation of "Old Clem," the song
which blacksmiths sing to render "homage" to their patron saint, St. Celmentine. In the
song, which "imitated the measure of beating upon iron," "you were to hammer boys
round—Old Clem! Beat it out, beat it out-Old Clem! With a clink for the stout — Old
Clem! Blow the fire, blow the fire-Old Clem! Roaring dryer, roaring higher-Old
Clem!" (89). The song with its hammering of boys, rhythmic beating, and ever
intensifying fire and heat suggests the image of masturbatory self-abuse. The "measured"
pounding and beating produce an increase in desire until such a time when "it"-whatever
"it" is— is beaten "out." The "ditty" catches Miss Havisham's "fancy" and singing it
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becomes "customary" at Satis House as it obviously appeals to Miss Havisham's desire to
use Estella as a means for smiting the hearts of men. The song, however, points to Pip's
ties with other men and the way in which those relationships are characterized by
hammering and pounding. The idea that parts of one's life could or should be "struck
out" either to see the way in which its course is fixed or to re-forge it through a process of
disavowal that strikes out everything that should be forgotten-scenes which tie him to
criminal, deviant desires—implies a degree of self-violence.
The self-destructive aspects of the strike image are most obvious in Pip's
description of "the Eastern story" of the "sultan" who has a "heavy slab" of rock
suspended over "the bed of state" in the event of an attack by conquering invaders so that
the sultan might die rather than surrender. This passage opposes the idea stated in the
earlier passage that the course of one's life can be charted by striking out one day from
the rest;
All being made ready with much labour, and the hour come, the sultan was
aroused in the dead of the night, and the sharpened axe that was to sever the rope
from the great iron ring was put into his hand, and he struck with it and the rope
parted and rushed away, and the ceiling fell. So in my case; all the work, near
and afar, that tended to the end, had been accomplished; and in an instant the
blow was struck, and the roof of my stronghold dropped upon me. (297)
This reference to Tales of the Genii concludes the chapter in which Pip explains how "the
construction that [his] mind had come to" (289) leads him to believe that Miss Havisham
has set Estella aside for him after she wreaks her "revenge on men," and it also condenses
many aspects of Pip's narrative. It's reference to "labour," "the great iron ring," and the

^ ^Though Dickens' reference to this story of Misnar, the Sultan of India, and his stone
slab suggests that the sultan's action was self-destructive, in the original story the sultan's
"ponderous stone" crushes "to atoms" the enchanters, Ahaback and Desra, who have
assisted his brother's plot to overthrow him (Morell 4-17). Dickens' re-telling of this tale
from his childhood directs the sultan's/Pip's action back upon himself
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image of striking, tie this passage to Pip's other references to blacksmith's work,
particularly his representation of life as an iron chain from which one day can be struck
out from the rest. While the earlier passage emphasizes how an original, defining day in
the history of one's life might be identified by the labour of striking that day "out" from
"the long chain of iron or gold," this passage points to the arduous labour that prepares
for the end, "the event that had begun to be prepared for, before I knew that the world
held Estella" (297). It illustrates what Peter Brooks, referring to Freud's Beyond the
Pleasure Principle, claims is the text's "drive toward the end" {Reading 102), an end,
however, that must be postponed through the labour of plotting. This passage, thus,
opposes Pip's earlier sense that the course of one's life is determined and "bound" by "the
formation of the first link on one memorable day," because it represents his life as end
determined. The fall of the slab is an event that is prepared for by the sultan from the
beginning and determines the course of the work leading up to that moment. Using this
passage to re-read the earlier one would lead one to conclude that the "first link" on that
"memorable day" was determined by a future fate that was set aside for Pip beforehand.
In short, it invites the suggestion that Pip's memorable trip to Miss Havisham's did not
define the course of his life so much as it set him up for a fiiture fall that was already
predetermined from the start; however, it is a fall that he has prepared the way for
himself The "blow" that is "struck" and that marks the culminating point of the slow,
difficult process of lifting the slab and fitting it "in the roof is clearly a suicidal blow
against the self This passage also repeats Pip's other fantasies of being haunted and
threatened by external figures and forces who attempt to violate his private space and
even his body. Like Pip's fear that "the young man" with a "constitutional impatience"
will break into his bedroom and eat his heart and liver, this passage represents the threat
of invasion, "the flush of conquest," as taking place "in the dead of night" while the
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sultan is asleep in his "bed of state." This fantasy of a nocturnal stoiming of the citadel
that "aroused" the sultan from his sleep is represented by Pip in language which eroticizes
it. Not only is the sultan "aroused" during "the flush of conquest," but the image of the
stormed castle or citadel echoes the language of heterosexual courtship that describes the
lover's attempt to seduce his beloved. The climax of this fantasy, however, is not the
consummation of the conquest but an act of self-annihilation instead. As Freud so aptly
notes in regards to the male beating fantasy, "the boy is certainly not 'on the top' in his
conscious masochistic fantasy." In fact, the sultan with whom Pip identifies here is
squashed on his bed underneath the weight of the "heavy" stone "slab." The origins of
this stone slab in the novel can be found perhaps in the opening scene of the novel where
Pip reflects upon his parents' tombstone and the way in which his father's name is
"above" that of his mother's and, therefore, possesses authority over her. It can also be
traced to the way in which Magwitch soon after this tilts Pip back upon "his tombstone"
and looks "powerfully down into" his eyes while Pip looks "most helplessly up into his,"
allowing the reader to see the way in which Pip assumes a passive position that resembles
the lower position of his mother's name. Pip in the sultan fantasy has once again
assumed a "lower," passive position in relation to a "higher," more powerful one. In the
sultan story it is the stone slab which functions as another version of a paternal figure,
most notably the father's tombstone. Expressed in the climax of this fantasy is the desire
to be crushed by the internalized weight of the father's law and the power it represents. If
this sultan fantasy truly represents for Pip the way in which his hopes about Estella and
Miss Havisham were fashioned by the "labour" or "the construction that my mind had
come to" (289), then it can be said that the fantasy that lies behind his dreams for Estella
is the scene of his self-destructive desire for the father.
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The Eastern story of the sultan, of course, is a prelude to the next chapter in
which Magwitch returns from Pip's past as Provis. The opening of this chapter continues
the idea of assault or conquest by external forces by the way Pip represents his chambers
as under siege not only by Provis, a mysterious man, and his past, but by the weather as
well: "We lived at the top of the last house, and the wind rushing up the river shook the
house that night, like discharges of cannon, or breakings of a sea. When the rain came
with it and dashed against the windows, I thought, raising my eyes to them as they
rocked, that I might have fancied myself in a storm-beaten light-house" (298). The
image of the solitary light-house in the midst of a world filled with "violent" and
"furious" forces such as the wind and the rain reflects Pip's own idea of himself as subject
to the beatings of violent forces that threaten overwhelm his mind and body. As Hutter
remarks, the violence of the storm serves as a "warning" of Magwitch's approach amd
associates the convict's return with an "attack on the passages of Pip's body" (30). He is
alone with his "reading lamp" surrounded by darkness as the wind has "blovm out" the
"staircase lamps" and "the lamps in the court" (299). Pip associates light and fire in other
parts of the novel with the constructions and fancies of his imagination and he does so
again when he first hears Magwitch's "voice from the darkness beneath" (299):
I stood with my lamp held out over the stair-rail, and he came slowly within its
light. It was a shaded lamp, to shine upon a book, and its circle of light was very
contracted; so that he was in it for a mere instant, and then out of it. In the instant
I had seen a face that was strange to me, looking up with an incomprehensible air
of being touched and pleased by the sight of me. (299)
The "contracted" "circle of light" that delimits what Pip is able to see in "the darkness
beneath" him and around him reflects his tendency to deny the parts of his past that have
defined him such as the old "secret" that Pip says "had so grown into me and become a
part of myself, that I could not tear it away" (114). The image of the solitary "circle of
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light," recalls the narcissistic quality of David Copperfield's circular imagination as well
as Pickwick's "dark lantern" that casts a "brilliant little tunnel of light" but which renders
"surrounding objects rather darker than before" {PP 554). Like David and Pickwick,
Pip's vision is threatened by what it fails to see beyond the limits of its circular boundary.
Though Pip would strike out those parts of his past that pre-date his visits to Miss
Havisham's, it is those parts of his past that return to haunt him. Magv^ntch in ascending
the stairs not only repeats the high/low movement that dominates the novel but represents
the movement of the disavowed aspects of Pip's forgotten past from the darkness into the
narrow light of his consciousness. This game of disappearance and return which
constitutes a narrative game of fort/da by which Pip's narrative hides and then re-finds
aspects of a traumatic past resembles the fort/da game Freud's grandson plays in Beyond
the Pleasure Principle. This is evident in the way Pip describes how Magwitch's face
enters "the circle of light" 'Tor a mere instant" before moving "out of it" into the darkness.
This movement of Magwitch's face in and out of the light repeats what Pip describes
elsewhere in the novel as a game of "bo-peep." The uncanny aspect of this "strange"
face for Pip is the attentive look of recognition it gives Pip as though it were "touched
and pleased with the sight of me." This exchange of looks which possess a mixture of
strangeness and familiarity unsettles and repulses Pip; "I looked at him attentively then,
and recoiled a little from him; but I did not know him" (300). Pip's exchange of looks
with faces that seem to arise out of the darkness and fade away again is repeated at
various points in the novel and all of them serve to demonstrate the way in which
Magwitch's or the father's face seems to lurk behind them all. It is as if Pip's narrative
were itself playing a game of hide and seek with the figure of the father.

''^Sigmund Freud's Beyond the Pleasure Principle, which exhibits the "slow," limping
"advance of ..scientific knowledge" (58), is marked by stories of trauma, wounds, and
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mutilations and the attempt to compensate for those psychical injuries. Freud's analysis
of the various strategies patients use to master these traumas, however, necessitate
repeating the unpleasant experience so that the pleasure derived from mastering the
experience is inseparable from the repetition of what can have only been unpleasant. In
the famous example of the child's Fort/Da game, for example, the child repeats through
play the trauma of his mother's disappearance in order to make the originally painflil
experience a pleasant one. Through the activity of the game the child puts into play his
"instinct for mastery" and his "hostile" desire for "revenge" by inflicting "his
disaggreeable experience" upon a substitute such as a wooden spool, a playmate or his
own image. In the case of the Fort/Da, by attaching his traumatic experience of the
mother's departure to a representation, the child binds his trauma and assumes an active
position as subject of the experience. That the subject of this version of hide and seek is
the child's ego is made clear by a footnote which establishes the specular relationship
between child and his representation;
One day the child's mother had been away for several hours and on her return was
met with the words "Baby o-o-o-o-o!" which was at first incomprehensible. It
soon turned out, however, that during this long period of solitude the child had
found a method of making himself disappear. He had discovered his reflection in
a full length mirror which did not quite reach to the ground, so that by crouching
down he could make his mirror-image "gone." (9)
This repetition of the Fort/Da, as Sam Weber observes, derives "from the effort of the
narcissistic ego to appropriate the other upon which it depends and in the image of which
it constitutes its identity" (Weber 98). The mother, the reel, and the mirror-image all
become repetitions of the same subject— the child's ego-in its attempt to organize itself
and its relationship to the world. In the passage above, however, it is quite clear that the
child's aggressive "instinct for mastery," his desire to "revenge himself on a substitute,"
has turned round upon himself The game, which begins as an attempt to bind the child's
trauma, becomes an act of self-aggression as well. The child's attempt to master his
relationship to his own image unites with his desire for revenge, and insofar as this
experience of "making himself disappear" has "a pleasurable ending" it can be construed
as masochistic. This scene is an exemplary moment in Beyond the Pleasure Principle
because it reflects the specular relationship in Freud's text between two competing
foundations for scientific knowledge, "often far-fetched speculation" and the force of
empirical observation. Like the child who repeats the Fort/Da game in order "revenge"
himself for his mother's absence, like the trauma patient who repeatedly dreams the scene
of his wounding, like the lover who in slaying his beloved wounds himself, and like the
analysand who replays traumatic experiences through the figure of the psychoanalyst,
Freud's speculative text is "driven to reflect" on scenes of (self-) injury in order to assert
its own (impossible) self-mastery.
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One of the most obvious examples of this game is the scene in which Pip
encounters Estella's face after several years. Though he fails to recognize her at first, he
quickly does and stammers "something about the pleasure... in seeing her again, and
about... having looked forward to it for a long, long time" (222). The game of
disappearance and return, which is precisely about the "pleasure" in "seeing" the lost
object "again," is not exhausted, however, in Pip's recognition of "Estella's eyes." Soon
after this as Pip and Estella walk through the brewery yard at Satis House, Pip is haunted
by a sense that Estella's face resembles a face that he has seen before but that he cannot
identify; "What was it that was borne in upon my mind when she stood still and looked
attentively at me?... I looked again, and though she was still looking at me, the
suggestion was gone" (224-25). Once again the "dim suggestion" Pip cannot "possibly
grasp" that Estella resembles someone who is familiar returns to him and causes him to
"start" involuntarily, but "instantly the ghost passed once more and was gone" (225).
The "ghost" Pip sees in Estella's face is both familiar and strange. Just as Magwitch's
face passes in and out of the light, a ghost passes over Estella's face but instantly
disappears. Obviously the narrative suggests that the source of this "ghost" lies in
Estella's physical resemblance to her mother, Jagger's housekeeper Molly, who Pip has
seen recently. Later in the novel Pip tells us as much when he explains how he connected
the "knitting action" of Molly's fingers and her "attentive eyes" to Estella's fingers, hair,
and eyes (370). The uncanny quality of Estella's face occurs to Pip when she "looked
attentively" at him; thus, it is this attentive looking that becomes the basis for the
connection Pip forges between Molly face and Estella's. However, the text also invites us
to read the ghostly impression Pip receives from Estella as a reference to Magwitch,
Estella's father. Such a ghost would be even more startling or uncarmy, because Estella
would become the eroticized version of Pip's secret childhood attachment to the convict.
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Pip's relationship with Magwitch is marked by the exchange of a series of attentive looks
as well, but at one point in particular the attentiveness of the convict's look is marked
emphatically by Pip. While Pip and Joe observe the arrest of Magwitch and Compeyson
on the marshes, Pip exchanges a look with his convict and states, "if he had looked at me
for an hour or for a day, I could not have remembered his face ever afterwards, as having
been more attentive" (34). Pip returns this gaze years later when he "looked attentively
at" Magwitch in his attempt to recognize the stranger who has entered his chambers at
the Temple.
Pip's relationship with faces which look at him is a complex one in the novel.
They have a way of arising like disembodied heads from a fire into the darkness as the
ghostly heads in Shakespeare's Macbeth arise from the boiling witches' cauldron. These
faces such as the two ugly casts of the hung convicts' heads in Jaggers' office play "a
diabolical game at bo-peep with" Pip, an effect created by the "rising and falling flame"
of "Mr. Jaggers's fire" (367). Pip's most vivid description of such a face, however, is
reserved for his representation of Molly. When he first sees her he says that "her face
looked to me as if it were all disturbed by fiery air, like the faces I had seen rise out of
the Witches' caldron" during a performance of Macbeth he had recently seen. "Years
afterwards," he continues, "I made a dreadful likeness of that woman, by causing a face
that had no other natural resemblance to it than it derived from flowing hair, to pass
behind a bowl of flaming spirits in a dark room" (201). The uncanny, bewitching sight of
Molly's "flowing hair" and her face "disturbed by fiery air," a sight that Pip himself
reproduces "years later" in a "dark room," calls to mind not only the peek-a-boo playing
heads in Jaggers's office but the figure of the Medusa's head as well. According to Freud,
the image of the decapitated head of the Medusa is a "symbol" of the "female genitals"
and the "threat of castration" which "a boy" associates with them (Freud, "Medusa's
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Head" 212). The Medusa head creates horror in the spectator because it signals his own
castrating subjection to the father's law and to language; however, the figure also
mitigates that horror by the very fact that it is a symbol; a structured representation and
projection of his anxiety.

How Molly's face could both fascinate and horrify Pip

becomes clearer when compared to the way in which Pip represents another Medusa-like
face earlier in his narrative. One of the most dreadful fantasies Pip has as a child is that
the face of Estella would peer in at him through the windows in the forge:
What I dreaded was, that in some unlucky hour I, being at my grimiest and
commonest, should lift up my eyes and see Estella looking in at one of the
wooden windows of the forge. 1 was haunted by the fear that she would, sooner
or later, find me out, with a black face and hands, doing the coarsest part of my
work, and would exult over me and despise me.... Often after dark, when 1 was
pulling the bellows for Joe, and we were singing Old Clem, and when the thought
how we used to sing it at Miss Havisham's would seem to show me Estella's face
in the fire, with her pretty hair fluttering in the wind and her eyes scorning me,—
often at such a time I would look towards those panels of black night in the wall
which the wooden widows then were, and would fancy that 1 saw her just drawing
her face away, and would believe that she had come at last. (101)
As Pip says later in the narrative, Estella's face was a vision that was "struck... out of the
iron on the anvil" and "extracted... from the darkness of the night" (223), and as such
this face that would peek in the windows of the forge and then "flit away" resembles
Jaggers's cast heads that play the "diabolical game at bo~peep" and Molly's face which
seems to arise out of a boiling witches' caldron. Like Molly's flowing hair, Estella's hair
flutters here and like Molly's face "disturbed by fiery air," Estella's face is produced by
fire as well. Estella's Medusan qualities seems tied to her "scorning" eyes that reveal the
humiliating blackness, dirtiness, and griminess of Pip's work and social position.

^^For a discussion of the way the figure of the Medusa's head both creates and mitigates
horror see Neil Hertz's "Medusa's Head: Male Hysteria Under Political Pressure" in The
End of the Lwe (161-255).
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However, this dreadful fantasy is one which Pip seems to intentionally strike out and
extract through his own work as though he desired to experience the shame and dread he
describesJ ^ The vision of Estella's head is "struck ... out" of the fire and transfered
onto the "panels of black night in the wall" as though he were using a stereopticon to
project "the innermost life of my life" (223). Indeed, Pip seems to identify with the
blankness or emptiness suggested by "those panels of black night in the wall" as he
describes himself at such moments as having "a black face and hands." The vision of
Estella's illuminated face briefly fills the void that Pip perceives in himself but the face's
disappearance and its Medusan qualities force Pip to recognize that the lack, his own
dirty blackness, exists within him. Pip's game of bo—peep with his projected vision of
Estella's scornful, threatening face becomes an exhibitionistic and masochistic game of
fort/da which seems designed only to increase his own pain and sense of humiliation.
This is also evident in the way he claims to have in later years reproduced the effect
Molly's face had on him by passing a face with flowing hair behind "a bowl with flaming
spirits in a dark room." Not only does the contrast between dark and light suggest the
idea of projected spectacle but the image of the face passing behind an object implies

^^Pip's game of bo—peep with these threatening faces recalls the scene Freud describes in
Beyond the Pleasure Principle of his young grandson making himself disappear in the
mirror. This mirror game is a version of the Fort/Da in which the child transforms a
traumatic experience into a source of pleasure. Pip's faces in the novel combine that
sense of trauma and pleasure as well.
^^Kaja Silverman's discussion of how Hollywood films have traditionally projected
male lack onto the cinematic image of woman is useful to understand how Pip's
projection of Estella's face onto the black windows of the forge can be read as a process
of fetishization. Estella becomes for Pip the fetish which takes the place of the lost
object-the phallus—which he can never possess. Estella is associated with fetishizable
objects such as the "white shoe that had never been worn" (221), and Pip describes
himself as "worshipping the very hem of her dress."
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that it is another version of the bo-peep game. The final version of this fantasy occurs
when Pip represents himself at his most vulnerable, his most bound, and his most beaten.
Late in the novel when Orlick has ambushed him and bound him inside the sluice house
at the lime kiln, Pip describes his adversary's face and how Orlick "brought the bottle to
his lips, and took a fiery drink from it; and I smelt the strong spirits that 1 saw flash into
his face" (404). As in his description of Molly, the image of fiery spirits and a face that
seems to arise from a flash of fiery light characterizes his representation of Orlick here.
In this scene however, the images are a condensed or distorted version of the earlier ones.
Instead of a face passing behind a bowl of flaming spirits, Orlick is represented as taking
a "fiery drink" from "strong spirits" which produces the "flash" that defines his face.
Orlick's character literalizes the threat that Molly and Estella's Medusa-like faces
represent figuratively.

Orlick would seem to be in some sense another vision conjured or

projected by Pip that forces him to confront his own powerlessness. This scene with
Orlick acts out in "real life" a threatening scene of humiliation and punishment that until
now has remained only fantasy. ^ ®
As these scenes suggest, Pip's fantasies in the novel rarely lead to gratification,
reward, or other forms of end-pleasure; rather, they stage moments of humiliating selfdiscovery, self-loss, and self-punishment. After the primal scene on the marshes with
Magwitch, Pip imagines over and over the horrors of being eaten, beaten, or

' ^During Pip's descriptions of his illness and fever dreams late in the novel, he notes how
his hallucinations convinced him that the "real people" he "struggled" with with during
his delirium were "murderers" and that "there was a constant tendency in all these people
— who, when I was very ill, would present all kinds of extraordinary transformations of
the human face, and would be much dilated in size - above all, I say, I knew that there
was an extraordinary tendency in all these people, sooner or later, to settle down into the
likeness of Joe" (438). This constitutes yet another version of Pip's bo-peep game with
faces.
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humiliated. ^ ^ Soon after returning to Joe and his sister's home from the marshes, he
imagines that his convict and "the young man" are coming to get him:
Then, as the marsh winds made the fire glow and flare, I thought I heard a voice
outside, of the man with the iron on his leg who had sworn me to secrecy,
declaring that he couldn't and wouldn't starve until to-morrow, but must be fed
now. At other times, I thought. What if the young man who was with so much
difficulty restrained from imbruing his hands on me, should yield to a
constitutional impatience, or should mistake the time, and should think himself
accredited to my heart and liver to-night, instead of tomorrow! If ever anybody's
hair stood on end with terror, mine must have done so then. (10-11)
As in the other examples above, the "glow" and "flare" of the fire corresponds in this
novel and other Dickens's novels to the glow of the imagination and the activity of
fantasy. For Pip fire has double significance since it is attached to the blacksmith's trade
and Joe's furnace. The song "Old Clem," sung as a sort of male bonding ritual among
blacksmiths, associates the activity of "measured" beating or hammering with the growth
of a "roaring" and "soaring" fire, and seems to celebrate masturbatory self-beating. This
idea is re-inforced by these early fantasies at the forge in which Pip imagines the
presence of men lurking in the darkness outside who threaten to enter the safety of his
home defined by the warm light of the fire and tear him open.20 His fear of being ripped
open and eaten is directly related to his awareness of the terrible secret which he has

^^Theodor Reik notes in Masochism in Modern Man the "special significance of
phantasy" in the masochistic "perversion": "in the perversions with a passive instinctual
goal there is a need for preliminary phantasy in order that sexual excitement may be
attained" (47).
20The "terror" marked in this passage by the rising of Pip's hair is the sort of sensation of
horror Freud associates with the threatening spectacle of the Medusa's head that "makes
the spectator stiff with terror" and "turns him to stone" (Freud, "Medusa's Head" 212).
For Pip these convicts represent a threat to the narcissistic investment a child places in
the physical integrity of Ae body, and this is what Medusa's decapitated head represents
as well.
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stored inside him - illustrated by the bit of bread and butter he has stowed in his pant leg
- and to the accusation by Joe and his sister that he has "bolted" his food, a form of
"constitutional impatience."
Pip tries to escape from his abusive relationships with these men through his
"expectations" of becoming a gentleman, but discovers that he cannot. Escape is
impossible because these men dwell within him as fantasies. He finds, for example,
upon Magwitch's return to England that "Estella was not designed for me; I only suffered
in Satis House as a convenience" (307), suggesting that his "mere dream" - his sufTering
at Satis House— simply covers a deeper design, his repeated suffering at the hands of his
"father." When Provis returns Pip recognizes the impossibility of "keeping him
concealed in the chambers" (309). The chapter which begins the third stage of Pip's
narrative is dominated by the language of secrecy and surveillance. Despite the
precautions necessary to "keep" his "room secret" the danger of detection exists. The
night "watchman" who guards the entrance to his Temple lodgings with his lantern
cannot prevent "a lurker" from stealing his way into Pip's staircase. This chapter makes
clear the way in which Pip's social and heterosexual (albeit masochistic) aspirations are a
cover for his secret ties to shadowy men who hide within the darkest comers of his
narrative. In short, his rooms become a figure for Pip's mind. He may attempt to "shut off
any... communication between" Provis' room and the world beyond it, but Pip's series of
surprises throughout the course of the novel indicate that communication will occur
nevertheless. What Pip says of Compeyson, the "other convict" who desires later in the
novel to turn Provis/Magwitch in, he might say of his relationship to Magwitch, Orlick,
and Joe:
For if he had ever been out of my thoughts for a few moments together since the
hiding had begim; it was in those very moments when he was closest to me; and
to think that I should be so unconscious and off my guard after all my care, was as
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if I had shut an avenue of a hundred doors to keep him out, and then had found
him at my elbow. I could not doubt either that he was there, because I was there,
and that however slight an appearance of danger there might be about us, danger
was always near and active. (366)
Peter Brooks observes the way in which the plot of Great Expectations is constructed by
pairs of plot lines. According to Brooks, "there is in each case an 'official' and censoring
plot standing over a 'repressed' plot'" {Reading 117). In this passage where Pip describes
his reaction to the discovery that Compeyson had been just behind him , it is clear that
despite all of his "care" in attempting to censor such figures from finding their way into
his conscious life lurking men such as "him" are closest to him when he is most
"unconscious." Pip's attempts to keep Provis and his identity secret by locking doors and
hiding him away—the problem Provis himself calls attention to when he claims that "I
must be put somewheres, dear boy" (306)-can be traced back to Magwitch's threatening
reference to the horrible "young man":
A boy may lock his door, may be warm in bed, may tuck himself up, may draw
the clothes over his head, may think himself comfortable and safe, but that young
man will softly creep and creep his way to him and tear him open
I find it
wery hard to hold that young man off your inside. (4)
As I noted earlier, the passage suggests the threat of a forced entry whereby the
cannibalistic young man will "get at" or creep inside not only Pip's room but into his body
as well. It describes the image of a violent penetration in which the figure of the convict
or his younger alter ego forces Pip to incorporate them into his own body. Thus, when
Pip in reference to Compeyson mentions that "he was there, because I was there," it is
because the man, a convict, was already inside of him. As Pip says of his secret dealings
with Magwitch, "the secret was such an old one now, had grown into me and become
part of myself, that I could not tear it away" (114). The "danger... always near and
active" would be the danger Pip poses to himself As he finally acknowledges in the
scene of Magwitch's return, "the light of my lamp included us both" (300). Insofar as
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Pip's "circle of light" figures the circle of his imagination, Provis's presence within that
circle emphasizes the degree to which he has become a part of Pip.
Compeyson, Magwitch, and even Orlick can be viewed as projections of hostile
impulses Pip has targeted at himself Many of these other men who Pip finds behind him
at his elbow are associated with the idea of violent penetration. Pip associates Orlick's
potential for violence with Orlick's term "jiggered" (which among other things is a long
three pronged pole used for spearing fish). Furthermore, Partridge's Dictionary of Slang
cites "jigger" as a 19th century euphemism for buggery;
This penalty of being jiggered was a favorite supposititious case of his. He
attached no definite meaning to the word that I am aware of, but used it... to
affront mankind, and convey an idea of something savagely damaging. When I
was younger, I had a general belief that if he had jiggered me personally, he
would have done it with a sharp and twisted hook. (124)
The savage and personal nature of Pip's fantasized/imagined assault combined with
Orlick's tendency to "come in behind" Pip (110) or to "come upon [him] from behind"
(404) connotes the idea of male rape. Pip's fate to be overtaken from behind is also
evident in the way the lawyer Jaggers, whose name is suggestive of wounding and
penetration, also tends to sneak up on Pip. Paralleling Pip's brush with Compeyson, Pip
describes how during a walk Jaggers in "overtaking" him "laid" his "large hand... upon
[his] shoulder... and passed it through [Pip's] own" (367). The image of being sneaked
up on by a man while asleep is also used by Pumblechook earlier when he suggests that
the butcher, Mr. Dunstable (which sounds more than a little like "constable"), will "come
up to" him while he lays "in his straw," whip out his "pen knife" and "shed" Pip's "blood;"
all of which must be done before he can, to use Magwitch's words, be "roasted and ate."
It is through Orlick that the return of Pip's childhood trauma becomes most
dangerous and the most masochistic. Several critics have argued that Orlick's character
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represents a projection of Pip's most hostile impulses, and this is true insofar as these
impulses are turned round upon Pip's own self. Orlick is the character through whom Pip
acts out the scene of his own childhood beating. At one point after Orlick in
characteristic fashion has come at Pip from behind and bound him to a ladder in the
sluice house, Orlick holds a lit candle near Pip and says after his prisoner turns his face
"to save it from the flame" (406): "'Ah!... the burnt child dreads the fire! Old Orlick
knew you was burnt,... Old Orlick's a match for you and know'd you come tonight.'"
Because Pip's bum is recent, it is interesting that Orlick refers to him as a "burnt child,"
that Orlick refers to himself as a "match," and that this train of thought leads him to the
conclusion that Pip would "come tonight." In Interpretation of Dreams Freud uses the
dream of the burning child among other things as a figure for the way in which "infantile
scenes" or "the immortal wishes of childhood" return to the present through dreams and
are the motivating force behind them. A father dreams that his dead son who lies in the
next room on a table surrounded by candles catches fire and retums to life in order to ask
the father, "don't you see I'm burning?" (548). The figure of burning, of course, is an
image of desire and in this dream the child bums for the father. Like Freud's dream, Pip's
encounter with Orlick repeats in significant ways Pip's traumatic scene with Magwitch
out on the marshes. Indeed, Orlick assumes the role of the fictional "young man"
Magwitch concocts to fiighten Pip into bringing him food. If Pip retums to this scene of
his own accord, the narrative suggests that Pip desires something that only a retum to his
childhood scene can fulfill. Pip is the burning child who retums from the past to display
his longing in the present. The demand of Freud's buming child that he be seen in his
burning state reflects a desire to exhibit or display his self-consuming desire before the
father.

The various beatings and punishments Pip undergoes throughout the novel reach a
climax in the chapter "Out on the Marshes" where Orlick ambushes him, binds him up,
and threatens to beat him to death. As in his childhood encounter with Magwitch, this
scene in the sluice-house takes place on the marshes and places Pip a passive position
that appears life threatening and emphasizes his helplessness. Both Magwitch and Orlick
are described as "hugging" themselves and both are associated with a violent, craving
orality. In addition to his name which suggests the words "whore lick" or" 'ore lick," Pip
dwells upon Orlick's "blue lips" which for a while are the only visible object illuminated
by the glow of Orlick's match. As in his encounters with Magwitch, Compeyson, and
Jaggers, Pip is taken by surprise: "whom I had looked for, I don't know. I had not looked
for him" (402). Orlick is another figure from his past who appears when Pip least
expects him as though arising from a remote region of Pip's mind; thus, Orlick's tendency
to overtake Pip from behind binds the idea of the past returning to the idea of male rape:
"I had been caught in a strong rurming noose, thrown over my head from behind" (401).
The emphasis upon the oral character of his struggle is strengthened by Pip's descriptions
of "a strong man's hand, sometimes a strong man's breast... set against [his] mouth"
(401). Orlick's "mouth" resembles "a tiger's" and it is "as if his mouth watered" to eat
him alive. Throughout the scene Orlick brings his "bottle to his lips" as though "every
drop" of the wine was "a drop of [Pip's] life" (405). Finally, "He swallowed slowly,
tilting up the bottle by little and little .... The last few drops of liquor he poured into the
palm of his hand and licked up" (407). Pip's detailed description of Orlick's drinking
creates a kind of suspense that prolongs Pip's agony and the reader's anticipation for what
may occur. The drinking image and concern with the mouth also presents Pip with a
metaphorical preview of what Orlick will eventually do to him. It is as though Pip is
wimessing in Orlick's slow swallows the scene of his own death and in this way parallels
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David Copperfield's "dread desire to know" what will happen next as he witnesses the
beatings of his classmates. Pip is also given a sense of what will happen to him when
Orlick confesses to murdering Pip's sister. Orlick says, "I come upon her from behind, as
I come upon you tonight. I giv' it her" (404). Orlick's threats, the "exquisite pain" caused
by the ropes which bind him, and the sight of Orlick's "enjoyment of the spectacle I
furnished" (402) all work to raise Pip's mind to an "excited and exalted state" (405). Pip's
excitement in this scene is a textbook example of what Theodore Reik has identified as
"the suspense factor," a "prominent characteristic" of masochistic fantasies (65).
According to Reik, masochism involves the substitution of end-pleasure with the
"pleasure in the expectation of discomfort. The stress, which originally lay on the
pleasure in end-climax and orgasm, was shifted to anxious expectation.... Anxiety
itself became an element of pleasure" (67). As Reik's use of the word "expectation"
implies, Pip's "great expectations" have as much if not more to do with his anxious
masochistic fantasies of violation than with his dream of becoming a gentleman.
Pip's fever dreams near the end of the novel preserve in certain ways the anxiety
associated with Orlick's threat to kill Pip and dispose of his body in the lime kiln, an act
which would have caused his body to become "part of the vapour" that oozes from the
kiln. During the illness Pip "suffered greatly" and dreams
that I confounded impossible existences with my own identity; that I was a brick
in the house wall, and yet entreating to be released from the giddy place where
the builders had set me; that I was a steal beam of a vast engine, clashing and
whirling over a gulf, and yet that I implored in my own person to have the engine
stopped and my part in it hammered off (438)
Pip's loss of identity and his transformation into a brick recalls his near fate at the lime
kiln where he is "fastened tight to the waU"(402). In addition, as lime is used to make
mortar, had Orlick thrown him into the lime he might literally have become part of a
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brick wall. The dream, thus, not only repeats Pip's trauma at the kiln but represents what
it is like to be bound to a system of relations and constructions in which he is apparently
powerless but also to which he contributes. The dream's connection to Orlick and even
Joe is reinforced by Pip's desire to have his "part" in the engine "hammered off." Though
the hammer as a blacksmith's tool can be associated with Joe, Pip, and Orlick, Orlick is
specifically identified with his hammer by Mrs. Joe draws, who draws it on her slate
when she refers to him. The fever and the dream are further examples of the way in
which Pip's narrative represents him as imagining or fantasizing himself as powerless and
beaten.
Just as it is possible to view the plot line of Pip's "poor dream" of Estella as a
censoring plot that covers Pip's masochistic relationship to the nightmarish paternal
figures who lurk in the dark comers, it is possible to see Pip's homoerotic relationship
with Joe as a clean version of Pip's encounters with Magwitch, Orlick, and Jaggers. The
men in Pip's life are all strong, muscular men. Magwitch is a "muscular man, strong in
his legs" who is hardened by exposure to weather" (299). Orlick is also characterized by
his "strong man's hand" and his "strong man's breast"(401). Even Jaggers has a "large
hand" which he uses to hold Pip's chin and shoulder at various points. Joe, of course, is
also a member of this muscular group, but is admired by Pip for his mixture of gentleness
and strength. He is capable of great destruction but that destructive potential is muted by
what Pip himself refers to as his womanliness:
Joe laid his hand upon my shoulder with the touch of a woman. I have
often thought of him since, like the steam-hammer, that can crush a man or pat an
egg-shell, in his combination of strength and gentleness ....
O dear good Joe, whom I was so ready to leave and so unthoughtful to, I
see you again, with your muscular blacksmith's arm before your eyes and your
broad chest heaving, and your voice dying away. O dear faithful Joe, I feel the
loving tremble of your hand upon my arm, as solemnly this day as if it had been
the rustle of an angel's wing! (133)
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This passage better than any other in the novel depicts the way in which beating and
loving, destruction and care, and pain and pleasure mingle in the narrative. The ideal
love is one where the capacity for violence always lies just behind the lover's gentle
caress. Joe's "gentle hand" upon Pip's shoulder is one in a series of other scenes where
Pip is rubbed and held by paternal hands. At a number of points Jaggers, for example,
places "his hand upon" Pip's "shoulder," and this resonates with Pip's having been "raised
by hand." This mixture of punishment and love is part of Pip's heterosexual romance at
and with Satis House. Miss Havisham speaks of how her "burning love" for Estella is
"inseparable from jealousy at all times, and from sharp pain" (290). Estella's scornful
looks, slaps, and words united with her beauty attract and wound Pip's "poor heart." His
confession to Estella of his feelings reflects an "ecstasy of unhappiness" (345) that
signals an "inward wound" from which "blood" has "gushed out." The connection
between being loved and being wounded allows the reader to see a relationship between
the "ecstasy of unhappiness" created by the wound Estella inflicts upon Pip and the
"exquisite pain" and "excited and exalted" state of mind Orlick's assault brings about in
him. However, this mixture of excitement and pain is brought into a harmonious balance
in Pip's relationship to Joe.
Joe's care of Pip during his long illness late in the novel represents the most
idealized relationship in the novel. Pip, weak to the point of helplessness, is "like a child
in his hands" (442). As though he were an infant, Joe does "everything for" Pip who is a
"small helpless creature." When Joe takes him out for a ride he carries and lifts Pip "-so
easily[-across the court and the stairs" that Pip is reminded of his life at the forge and
suggests that, like the scene with Orlick, Pip has once again returned to a childhood
scene in which he is a "helpless," passive being who is mastered and held by a much
stronger masculine figure; "I laid my head on Joe's shoulder, as 1 had laid it long ago
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when he had taken me to the Fair or where not, and it was too much for my young sense"
(443). Pip's relationship with Joe is the happy, censored version of the violent
masochistic scenes that occur throughout the earlier part of the novel. Great
Expectations is concerned with the son's romance with the father-a desire in which the
son would have a self-shattering, infantile relationship with the father. This romance is
realized in its most idealized form by Pip's representation of his illness, a loss of self that
renders him as powerless as an infant, and his description of the care he receives from
Joe who nurses him like a mother back to health. The scene of Pip's illness represents a
nostalgia for a time when the father exercised complete mastery over his life. The illness
functions narratively as one more punishment for Pip's crimes against Joe but the
punishment is so debilitating and so powerful that it facilitates the father/son romance by
momentarily annihilating Pip's sense of self and rendering him completely passive in
relation to the loving father. The narrative jaggers, beggars, and jiggers him to such a
degree that he can be loved completely by Joe.
Dickens's double endings for Great Expectations nicely echo the opposition the
novel draws between the homoerotic circuit of his fantasies and the heterosexual one;
between his returns to the marshes and his returns to Satis House; between his
domination by Magwitch and his humiliations by Estella. In doing so they reflect the
manner in which the fantasy of the punishing mother displaces the fantasy of the beating
father in Freud's version of the male beating fantasy. Though the first ending concludes
with Pip's short "interview" with Estella as she sits in her carriage, Pip does not return to
Satis House. That unpublished ending leaves Pip's visit to the forge and his trip to "a
certain tombstone" on the marshes with Joe and Biddy's little Pip as his final return. The
first ending, thus, leaves open the possibility of further repetitions of Pip's encounters
with lurking male figures. The published ending which he was urged to write by his
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friend Bulwer Lytton, however, concludes with Pip's return to the grounds of Satis House
and his meeting with Estella, his female tormentor. As they walk hand in hand "out of
the ruined place" this happier ending seems to imply that Pip and Estella will renew their
relationship. The final enigmatic words of the novel, however, undercut the sense that
this published ending is happier than the first: "the evening mists were rising now, and in
all the broad expanse of tranquil light they showed to me, I saw no shadow of another
parting from her" (460). Because he associates the point of view of these last lines with a
past perspective, one belonging to the represented scene and not with his perspective at
the time of writing, Pip suggests the possibility that the tranquillity of the scene will soon
pass. Indeed, the rhetoric of the last lines echoes a scene early in David Copperfield in
which David foreshadows Steerforth's betrayal and undercuts his mystified childhood
vision of his school fiiend.

Recalling his infatuation with Steerforth's "great power" and

the way he observed the moonlight illuminate his fiiend's "handsome" figure while he
slept, David writes, "No veiled fiiture dimly glanced upon him in the moonbeams. There
was no shadowing picture of his footsteps in the garden that I dreamed of walking in all
night" {DC 88). David represents his enchantment by Steerforth from the point of view
of that "veiled future" to which he was blind as a child. The point, of course is that the
future time eventually arrives to shatter the mystified perspective of the past even though
there was "no shadowing picture of it at the time. Dickens's echo of David Copperfield
at the conclusion of Great Expectations implies that the point of view of the concluding
words conceals a perspective or a fantasy that threatens to destroy the picture of their
reunion. Even wathout the questions opened up by Dickens's echo of David Copperfield
there is much evidence in the novel to suggest that Pip's reunion with Estella in the
second ending is a sham of sorts and that the significance of Pip's masochistic tendencies
lies not so much in his relationship to Estella as it does in his masochistic relationships
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with Magwitch, Orlick, and Joe. Pip leams in different ways throughout the novel that
his heterosexual expectations, represented by Satis House, Miss Havisham, and Estella
require that he forget that the circuit of his erotic desires is bound in significant ways to
men like Magwitch, Orlick, and Joe, the good father with the strong arms who Pip asks to
"strike" him near the end of the novel.
The connection in Great Expectations between Pip's fascination with mouths and
his fear that he is bound to a self-punishing circuit of desire-a circuit figured nicely by
Pip's dream of belonging to a "vast," "whirling" automaton-, returns me to the central
argument of my close readings. In my interpretations of The Pickwick Papers, David
Copperfield, A Tale of Two Cities, and Great Expectations I have argued that selfcomforting pleasure and castrating loss converge for Dickens in the figure of the circle
and of circularity. The circle, like the fetish, possesses a double function; it represents
both narcissistic pleasures associated with the dilation and contraction of vanous body
orifices, processes through which the male subject attempts to regulate the world and his
body, and it embodies the anxieties generated by the knowledge that the subject and the
author are "circumscribed" within castrating systems of signfication like the law.
Narrative in The Pickwick Papers is constituted by a continuous oscillation between
representations of "the power of suction," the infantile process through which the world
is brought into the expanding, capacious circles of the mind and body, and
representations of the grinding wheels of symbolic machinery that break the subject's
circles of order. In David Copperfield the "circle of David's narrative "life" is marked
by his and other characters' repeated attempts to "hold" their "own" through the
incorporation and expulsion of fetishized objects; however, the novel, despite its ending,
also reveals how time and langauge undermine this oral/anal relation to the world. The
subject finally, like David's "Master," Mr. Mell, is unable to manage the movement of
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signifiers that revolve around him and through which his identity is constructed. David's
circular fantasies of returning to the etherealized mother of his childhood do not point to
transcendence but reflect the particular way in which he has been integrated and
disposed, like his birth caul, within the social order. In A Tale of Two Cities, however,
the self-comforting pleasures associated with orality and incorporation are openly linked
to the castrating sense that the masculine hero is bound to a violently destructive system.
What begins as an opposition in Dickens's early work becomes bound even more closely
together in his later novels. Just as Dickens in the preface to A Tale of Two Cities
describes his "desire... to embody" the violence and suffering of the French Revolution,
the male characters in A Tale of Two Cities and Great Expectations appear to incorporate
those aspects of the father's power that are most threatening. Consequently, characters
like Sydney Carton, Dr. Manette, Charles Damay, and Pip appear caught up in the circuit
of "terrible," masochistic attractions that pulls them towards scenes in which they are
beaten, executed, or threatened with disfigurement.
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